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DECISION
NEIMA, Member: This case is before the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB
or Board) on exceptions filed by the Regents of the University of California (University) to a
proposed decision (attached) of an administrative law judge (ALJ). The underlying unfair
practice charge alleged that the University violated the Higher Education Employer-Employee
Relations Act (HEERA) 1 by denying the University Professional & Technical Employees,
CWA Local 9119, AFL-CIO (UPTE) access to its facilities on several occasions. The ALJ's
proposed decision dismissed several of UPTE's allegations and sustained others. The
University filed exceptions over those allegations in which a violation was found.
The Board has reviewed the entire record in this matter, including the proposed
decision and the University's exceptions. With the exception of one technical exception which
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HEERA is codified at Government Code section 3560, et seq.

is granted, the Board finds the ALJ's findings of fact and conclusions oflaw to be free of
prejudicial error and adopts them as the decision of the Board itself, subject to the discussion
below.
DISCUSSION
Ban on Demonstrations in Mrak Hall
The ALJ found that the University's ban on all demonstrations in Mrak Hall, whether
disruptive or not, was overbroad and not narrowly tailored. The ALJ also found that by
unilaterally imposing the ban, the University violated its obligation to meet and confer over
matters within the scope of representation. It is this latter finding to which the University filed
exceptions.
Simply stated, the University argues that access rights are not within the scope of
representation under HEERA. The 'Board disagrees. PERB precedent has long held that
access rights are negotiable. (Jefferson School District (1980) PERB Decision No. 133; Davis
Joint Unified School District (1984) PERB Decision No. 474; California State University,
Sacramento (1982) PERB Decision No. 211-H (involving non-exclusive representative);
Trustees of the California State University (2003) PERB Decision No. 1507-H (Trustees).)
Recently, the Board affirmed exactly this holding in Trustees, in which the Board stated:

It is equally clear that computer resources, telephones and fax
machines comprise 'reasonable' means of access in a large
academic institution. PERB has long held that reasonable access
rights are negotiable. (State of California (Departments of
Personnel Administration, Banking. Transportation, Water
Resources and Board ofEgualization)(1998) PERB Decision
No. 1279-S; California State University, Sacramento (1982)
PERB Decision No. 211-H; Healdsburg Union High School
District and Healdsburg Union School District/San Mateo City
School District (1984) PERB Decision No. 375.) Such means
include the use of computers, telephones and fax machines.
(Water Resources Control Board.)
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The University attempts to distinguish Trustees and other cases on the ground that they
all involve access policies related to employee discipline. Where employee discipline is not
involved, argues the University, access rights are not matters within the scope of
representation. The Board does not find this argument persuasive. Nothing in Trustees or the
cases cited therein limit the negotiability of access rights to situations involving employee
discipline.
Campus-wide Ban of Pilar Barton
The ALJ also found the University's 30-day campus-wide ban of Pilar Barton (Barton),
a UPTE representative, to have been overbroad. Citing to Regents of the University of
California (Berkeley) (1985) PERB Decision No. 534-H (UC (Berkeley)), the University
argues that the ban on Barton was justified and not a violation ofHEERA. In UC (Berkeley),
an employee was barred from the campus library after repeatedly making inappropriate
comments to other employees. Because the employee was active in union organizing, the
union argued that the ban interfered with its protected rights. The Board concluded that the
University had legitimate reasons to impose the ban and that the ban did not violate the union's
rights.
The Board agrees that UC (Berkeley) is instructive. Specifically, the UC (Berkeley)
decision provides an example of a narrowly drawn time, place and manner restriction. In that
decision, the employee was barred only from the campus library, where the incidents had
occurred. Here, even the ALJ noted that had the University's ban on Barton been similarly
tailored, it might have withstood scrutiny under HEERA. Instead, the University imposed a
campus-wide ban on Barton. Since the ban covered even public areas and areas where there
was no dispute as to Barton's access, the Board agrees that the ban was overbroad.
3

Section 380-21 of University Policy & Procedure Manual
Finally, the University excepts to the ALJ's apparent finding on page 83 of the
proposed decision that Section 380-21.XII of the University's Policy and Procedure
Manual is facially invalid. The University argues that the reference should have been to
Section 380-21.XII.D, since the issue only involved subsection D. After thoroughly reviewing
the record, the Board agrees. Thus, the Board holds that the finding on page 83 of the
proposed decision that the University's policy is facially invalid only refers to
Section 380-21.XII.D, and not Section 380-21.XII in its entirety.
Remainder of Exceptions
As for the University's remaining exceptions, they are rejected. Here, the ALJ gave
careful consideration to the University's legitimate interests in preventing disruption and
maintaining its operations. Against this interest the ALJ properly balanced UPTE's
presumptive access rights. The result is a well-reasoned decision that should be of guidance to
the parties.
ORDER
Based on the foregoing findings of fact, conclusions of law, and the entire record in this
case, it is found that the Regents of the University of California (University) violated the
Higher Education Employer-Employee Relations Act (HEERA), Government Code
section 3571(a), (b) and (c) by denying the right of access to the University Professional and
Technical Employees, CWA Local 9119, AFL-CIO (UPTE); failing to negotiate in good faith
with UPTE about access rights; and interfering with the right of employees to participate in
activities of an employee organization.
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Pursuant to HEERA section 3563.3, it is hereby ordered that the University and its
representatives shall:
A.

CEASE AND DESIST FROM:
1.

Denying UPTE the right of access to represent employees by:

(a) prohibiting all demonstrations inside Mrak Hall; (b) banning UPTE Representative
Pilar Barton (Barton) from the UC (Davis) (UCD) campus and Medical Center for thirty (30)
days; (c) prohibiting Barton from conducting a contract ratification vote on the UCD campus;
(d) denying UPTE the right to use a computer classroom to conduct an employment-related
survey; (e) prohibiting unscheduled visits by UPTE representatives to the Chiles Road facility;
and (t) prohibiting employee use of University telephones for union membership recruitment at
the Chiles Road facility.
2.

Failing to negotiate in good faith with UPTE by unilaterally:

(a) implementing an absolute ban on all demonstrations inside Mrak Hall; (b) implementing an
access provision prohibiting unscheduled visits by UPTE representatives to the Chiles Road
facility; and (c) implementing an access provision prohibiting employee use of University
telephones for union membership recruitment at the Chiles Road facility.
3.

Interfering with the right of employees to participate in the activities of

an employee organization by: (a) prohibiting all demonstrations inside Mrak Hall; (b) banning
UPTE Representative Barton from the UCD campus and Medical Center for thirty (30) days;
( c) prohibiting Barton from conducting a contract ratification vote on the UCD campus;
(d) denying UPTE the right to use a computer classroom to conduct an employment-related
survey; (e) prohibiting unscheduled visits by UPTE representatives to the Chiles Road facility;
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and (f) prohibiting employee use of University telephones for union membership recruitment at
the Chiles Road facility.
B.

TAKE THE FOLLOWING AFFIRMATIVE ACTONS DESIGNED TO
EFFECTUATE THE POLICIES OF HEERA:
1.

Post at all work locations at the UCD campus and Medical Center where

notices to employees are customarily posted, copies of the Notice attached hereto as the
Appendix. The Notice must be signed by an authorized agent of the University, indicating that
the University will comply with the terms of the Order. Such posting shall be maintained for a
period of thirty (30) consecutive workdays. Reasonable steps shall be taken to ensure that the
Notice is not reduced in size, altered, defaced or covered with any other material.
2.

Written notification of the action taken to comply with this Order shall

be made to the General Counsel of the Public Employment Relations Board, or the General
Counsel's designee. Respondent shall provide reports, in writing, as directed by the General
Counsel or his/her designee. All reports regarding compliance with this Order shall be
concurrently served on UPTE.

Member Whitehead joined in this Decision.
Chairman Duncan's dissent begins on page 7.
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DUNCAN, Chairman: I dissent. The collective bargaining agreements between
the Regents of the University of California (University) and the University Professional
& Technical Employees, CWA Local 9119 (UPTE) entitle the University to enforce
reasonable access rules and regulations. In addition, Section 3568 of the Higher
Education Employer-Employee Relations Act (HEERA)1 states that employee
organizations have access "[s]ubject to reasonable regulations".
According to the letter from Associate Vice Chancellor Dennis Shimek to UPTE
President Jelger Kalmijin, the University had local University access policies in place
that compliment that portion of the agreement. When those local policies are followed,
the parties are within the parameters of the agreement and the balance between access
and reasonable regulation is maintained. Included in this reasonable access set of rules
are time, place and manner restrictions to avoid disruption of University business.
UPTE and the University have negotiated three agreements that contain
provisions governing access. These provisions are in Article 2 of the technical
employees unit (TX) agreement, the health care professionals unit (HX) agreement and
the research employees unit (RX) agreement, and all provide that the University has the
right to enforce reasonable access rules and regulations as promulgated at each
campus/laboratory/hospital. There must be mutual agreement that a union representative
visit to patient care areas is warranted before access will be granted (HX agreement
Article 2-B.)
It is significant that the administrative law judge (ALJ) found the written policies
objected to by UPTE in this case merely codified existing practice and there was no

1

HEERA is codified at Government Code section 3560, et seq.
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violation. The ALJ agreed with many of the positions taken by the University in
response to the charges filed. However, I believe the Board majority should have found
the University within its rights based on its right to set reasonable access regulations and
to sanction violators.
UPTE was aware of the access policies and violated them repeatedly in numerous
locations at various times in a variety of ways. The majority opinion could be
misconstrued as encouraging or condoning a cavalier attitude towards the agreements on
access policy between UPTE and the University.
In response to this, and following a local policy that gives the chancellor the
authority to impose sanctions on employee organization representatives for violating
University access regulations, UPTE Representative Pilar Barton (Barton) was banned
for a limited time period. It was only in response to violations of existing policy that
Barton was denied access to the Davis campus and Medical Center for 30 days. The ALJ
did note that Barton was never excluded from areas where she was entitled to access,
until the 30-day ban from the entire campus. He found that ban to be overly broad
because it covered more than just areas where she could be legitimately excluded under
the existing policy. It was just days later that Barton violated that ban and was expelled
from University property.
Barton had violated the access rules after the University advised that if she
repeated her violation it would be seen as a trespass. Her ban did not deprive UPTE or
even Barton of other means of access to employees during that time. Further, it was a
sanction because of her violation after she was on notice to stop.
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Other representatives could visit the campus, just not Barton. Barton could make
contact through other means such as in writing and by telephone. Not only could UPTE
have sent another representative to conduct the contract ratification meeting, they should
have because they were aware of Barton's violation.
Under Regents of the University of California (Berkeley) (1985) PERB Decision
No. 534-H, the University argues that the ban is appropriate and I agree. While the ban
there was limited to the library, that is where the violations took place. Here, violations
were not just in one place. The 30-day ban was not imposed until after a warning was
issued. The limited time ban was an appropriate response because of the level of
violation. Based on the access policies of the University, not only are the actions it took
reasonable, they are just common sense.
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APPENDIX
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
POSTED BY ORDER OF THE
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
An Agency of the State of California

After a hearing in Unfair Practice Case No. SF-CE-585-H, University Professional &
Technical Employees, CWA Local 9119, AFL-CIO v. Regents of the University of California,
in which all parties had the right to participate, it has been found that the Regents of the
University of California (University) violated the Higher Education Employer-Employee
Relations Act (HEERA), Government Code section 3571(a), (b) and (c). The University
violated HEERA when it denied the University Professional and Technical Employees, CWA
Local 9119, AFL-CIO (UPTE) access rights; failed to negotiate in good faith with UPTE about
access rights; and interfered with the right of employees to participate in the activities of an
employee organization.
As a result of this conduct, we have been ordered to post this Notice and we will:
A.

CEASE AND DESIST FROM:

1.
Denying UPTE the right of access to represent employees by:
(a) prohibiting all demonstrations inside Mrak Hall; (b) banning UPTE Representative
Pilar Barton (Barton) from the UC (Davis) (UCD) campus and Medical Center for thirty (30)
days; (c) prohibiting Barton from conducting a contract ratification vote on the UCD campus;
(d) denying UPTE the right to use a computer classroom to conduct an employment-related
survey; (e) prohibiting unscheduled visits by UPTE representatives to the Chiles Road facility;
and (f) prohibiting employee use of University telephones for union membership recruitment at
the Chiles Road facility.
2.
Failing to negotiate in good faith with UPTE by unilaterally:
(a) implementing an absolute ban on all demonstrations inside Mrak Hall; (b) implementing an
access provision prohibiting unscheduled visits by UPTE representatives to the Chiles Road
facility; and (c) implementing an access provision prohibiting employee use of University
telephones for union membership recruitment at the Chiles Road facility.
3.
Interfering with the right of employees to participate in the activities of
an employee organization by: (a) prohibiting all demonstrations inside Mrak Hall; (b) banning
UPTE Representative Barton from the UCD campus and Medical Center for thirty (30) days;
(c) prohibiting Barton from conducting a contract ratification vote on the UCD campus;
(d) denying UPTE the right to use a computer classroom to conduct an employment-related

survey; (e) prohibiting unscheduled visits by UPTE representatives to the Chiles Road facility;
and (f) prohibiting employee use of University telephones for union membership recruitment at
the Chiles Road facility.

Dated:

---------

REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA

By: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Authorized Agent

THIS IS AN OFFICIAL NOTICE. IT MUST REMAIN POSTED FOR AT LEAST THIRTY
(30) CONSECUTIVE WORK.DAYS FROM THE DATE OF POSTING AND MUST NOT BE
REDUCED IN SIZE, DEFACED, ALTERED OR COVERED WITH ANY OTHER
MATERIAL.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD

UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONAL AND
TECHNICAL EMPLOYEES, CWA LOCAL 9119,
AFL-CIO,
UNFAIR PRACTICE
CASE NO. SF-CE-585-H

Charging Party,

PROPOSED.DECISION
(5/9/03)

V.

REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA,
Res ondent.
Appearances: Law Offices of James Eggleston, by James Eggleston, Attorney, for University
Professional and Technical Employees, CWA Local 9119, AFL-CIO; Donahue Gallagher
Woods, by George Barron and Andrew McNaught, Attorneys, for Regents of the University of
California.
Before Fred D'Orazio, Administrative Law Judge.
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
The University Professional and Technical Employees, CWA Local 9119, AFL-CIO,
(UPTE) initiated this action on February 27, 2001, by filing an unfair practice charge against
the Regents of the University of California (University). The Office of the General Counsel of
the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB or Board) issued a complaint on July 20, 2001.
The complaint, as subsequently amended by the undersigned, alleges that the University on
several occasions denied UPTE's access rights, interfered with the right of employees to be
represented by UPTE, unilaterally changed access rules and policies, and refused to provide
UPTE with information concerning access policies necessary to represent employees. The
complained of actions took place on the Davis campus, the Medical Center in Sacramento, and
several work sites within the University of California Office of the President (UCOP) in
Oakland.

Regarding actions on the Davis campus and the Medical Center, the complaint alleges
the University (1) prohibited UPTE from conducting demonstrations inside a central
administration building on the Davis campus; (2) barred an UPTE field representative from
entering the Davis campus and the Medical Center for thirty (30) days; (3) prohibited an UPTE
field representative from conducting a contract ratification meeting on the Davis campus;
(4) announced a sweeping new access policy on the Davis campus; and (5) denied access in a
series of actions at the Davis campus and Medical Center that unilaterally implemented the
new access policy. Regarding the actions in the UCOP, the complaint alleges the University
(1) unilaterally implemented a new access policy; and (2) refused to provide information
related to the UCOP access policy that was relevant and necessary to represent employees.
By this conduct, the complaint alleges, the University interfered with the right of
employees to be represented by UPTE, denied UPTE access rights and thereby interfered with
its right to represent employees, and refused to negotiate with UPTE under the Higher
Education Employer-Employee Relations Act (HEERA), section 3571(a), (b), and (c). 1
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HEERA is codified at Government code section 3560 et seq. Unless otherwise
indicated, all statutory references herein are to the Government code. In relevant part, section
3571 states that it shall be unlawful for the higher education employer to do any of the
following:
(a) Impose or threaten to impose reprisals on employees, to
discriminate or threaten to discriminate against employees, or
otherwise to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees because
of their exercise of rights guaranteed by this chapter. For
purposes of this subdivision, "employee" includes an applicant
for employment or reemployment.
(b) Deny to employee organizations rights guaranteed to them by
this chapter.
(c) Refuse or fail to engage in meeting and conferring with an
exclusive representative.
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The University answered the complaint on August 10, 2001, generally denying all
allegations and asserting a number of affirmative defenses. Denials and defenses are addressed
below, as necessary.
A PERB agent conducted settlement conferences, but the matter was not resolved. The
undersigned conducted eleven days of hearing in Oakland between May 16 and August 9,
2002. With the close of the briefing period on December 10, 2002, the case was submitted for
proposed decision. 2
FINDINGS OF FACT
The University is an employer within the meaning of section 3562(g). UPTE is an
employee organization within the meaning of section 3562(f)(l) and an exclusive
representative under section 3562(i) of three systemwide units: the research employees unit
(RX Unit), the health care professional employees unit (HX Unit) and the technical employees
unit (TX Unit). At all relevant times, UPTE was in the process of organizing two additional
units: a systemwide unit of approximately 18,000 administrative and professional employees
(99 Unit) and a skilled trades unit on the Davis campus (K3 Unit). Not every allegation in the
complaint applies to every unit. The extent to which the University's conduct applies to these
units will be addressed below.
Change in UCOP Access Policy and Request for Information
The UCOP has offices at several locations. The main locations are 300 Lakeside Drive
in Oakland, 1111 Franklin Street in Oakland, Frank Ogawa Plaza in Oakland, and the
2

The initial complaint issued by the regional attorney included allegations that the
University had interfered with UPTE's access rights and retaliated against employees at its
campus in San Diego. The University moved to defer the San Diego allegations to arbitration
or, alternatively, place them in abeyance pending the outcome of the arbitration proceeding.
UPTE opposed the motion. On November 9, 2001, the undersigned granted the motion to
place the San Diego allegations in abeyance. (Cal. Code Ergs., tit. 8, section 32620.)
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University of California Press in Berkeley. According to Daniel Martin, UPTE systemwide
director, UPTE represents a "smattering" of employees in the TX Unit at these locations.
Also, Martin testified, there are approximately 600 employees in the Oakland offices who are
in the 99 Unit.
In a February 5, 2001, letter, UCOP Labor Relations Specialist Karen Yun gave UPTE
notice of"proposed changes and/or newly developed Human Resources administrative
procedures and supplements to complement the Personnel Policies for Staff Members for local
Office of the President uncovered and non-represented employees" relating to access. The
Personnel Policies for Staff Members (PPSM) is a compilation of personnel policies. Yun
pointed out that the notice would afford non-represented employees the opportunity to review
and comment on the procedures and supplements. She also indicated that represented
employees should refer to their respective collective bargaining agreements and/or consult with
their union representatives regarding the changes. Yun said in the letter that she was available
to answer questions by UPTE.
Attached to Yun's letter was Supplement F, Regulations Governing the Use of
University Facilities and Access to University Employees by Employee Organizations and
Their Representatives. This document is referred to in the record as Supplement F. It is a
comprehensive policy covering topics such as use of meeting rooms and bulletin boards, mail
delivery services, electronic communications, telephones, and access to employees in general.
Among other things, the general access portion of Supplement F prohibits employees
and employee organization representatives from conducting employee organization business
during employee work time; permits employee representatives to conduct union business in
accordance with applicable collective bargaining agreements; permits employee organizations
and their representatives to conduct union business in appropriate work areas during the
4

employee's non-work time; requires non-employee representatives to give at least 24 hours
notice to the UCOP of their intent to enter the "premises;" permits employee organizations and
their representatives access to work areas only when employees are not on work time, conduct
of the employee organization business is not disruptive to other employees, and the work area
is appropriate for conducting union business; excludes employee organizations and their
representatives from otherwise appropriate work areas when the supervisor makes available
alternative meeting facilities within reasonable proximity to the work area; permits access to
secured work areas only to employees who are assigned to such areas or have specific
authorization to be in the area; and states that UCOP access rules may not be interpreted to
disrupt the operations of the University.
Martin testified that he was unaware of a written access policy covering unrepresented
employees, and he similarly said when he received Supplement F he had no idea of how it
compared to any existing policies at the UCOP. Many 99 Unit employees are free to schedule
their breaks and lunch periods as they determine. Martin testified that the statewide practice of
UPTE organizers is to contact such employees directly at the workplace. He said employees
may agree to meet with organizers in the workplace while on their break or lunch hour without
University involvement. When Martin received a copy of Supplement F, he became concerned
that it was contrary to the practice. UPTE was initiating an organizing drive in 99 Unit and he
wanted a copy of the UCOP policies that would apply.
On February 9, 2001, Martin asked Yun to "create a comparison" with existing policies
to clearly set forth any changes for discussion purposes. On February 26, 2001, Yun
responded with a "matrix" comparing many of the proposed changes with existing procedures.
With respect to Supplement F, however, Yun provided no comparison information. Yun wrote
that Supplement F was "New - Provides representatives of employee organizations with a
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reasonable opportunity to contact individual employees, and at the same time, to assure that
such contact does not interfere with or disrupt the work of the University."
Martin complained to Yun that her response was inadequate for comparison purposes.
He testified that Yun's response was inadequate because it didn't provide a "side-by-side
comparison" of the existing policy and the proposed policy. Yun did not provide more
information.
On March 26, 2001, Manager of Employee and Labor Relations Shar Caldwell,
informed Martin that, based on comments received regarding the proposed changes, UCOP had
decided to revise the proposal. She wrote that the revised proposal would be provided to
UPTE for comment and review as soon as possible.
In a May 31, 2001, letter, Caldwell provided Martin with a revision of the proposal for
UPTE's review and comment. However, Supplement F had been deleted from the proposal.
Caldwell wrote: "Please note that Supplement F regarding 'access' has been withdrawn
pending further revision and that the revised proposed changes and/or newly developed UCOP
Human Resources Procedures and Supplements included in this package have not been
finalized, and are therefore, also subject to further revision based on additional comments."
(underlining in original.) As of the close of hearing in this matter, UCOP had not proposed the
changes reflected in Supplement F.
Yun testified that no written access policies covering UCOP employees existed, except
those contained in the relevant collective bargaining agreements. Yun said there were no
"rules on access for the Office of the President" and there was "no practice" that she was aware
of. 3 Judy Boyette, associate vice president for human resources and benefits, similarly testified
3

The parties stipulated that if called to testify, Kay Miller, acting director of human
resources at UCOP, would give the same testimony as that given by Yun.
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that there was no formal written access policy. Boyette speculated about the reason for the
lack of written access rules covering the UCOP. She said the UCOP office previously was
located in Berkeley and access rules for the Berkeley campus were followed by UCOP. After
moving to Oakland, the UCOP adopted no new rules of its own.
Boyette also testified that Supplement F was consistent with existing access practices.
However, after reviewing Supplement F more carefully, she testified that "some" of the
provisions therein were consistent with procedures at other locations, but they were not the
practice at UCOP. She did not identify specific parts of Supplement F that were applicable.
Although the testimony indicates that there were no written access policies at UCOP,
there is some evidence of the existing practice at two locations. These are the Lakeside Drive
and the Franklin Street offices. Boyette testified that, as a safety precaution, security measures
were implemented for floors 4, 5 and 12 of the Lakeside Drive office in about November 1997.
Boyette said she has no knowledge of whether the same measures apply to other floors. She
said the University administers its medical disability retirement program and it is not
uncommon for disgruntled individuals to threaten UCOP employees. Therefore, the security
measures were implemented to permit the receptionist to admit visitors only after determining
who they are and who they intend to visit. If an individual attempts to visit a University
employee without an appointment, the receptionist informs the employee that a visitor is
present and the employee typically meets the visitor in the reception area. This procedure
applies to the general public, as well as employee organization representatives.
Boyette was not asked specifically about the reason for the sign-in procedure at the
Franklin Street office. She said, however, that it applies to the general public as well as
representatives of employee organizations.
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Martin described his experience trying to get access to the Lakeside office: "Well,
here's what happens, go up to a floor to look for an employee, first the floors are locked, you
have to call in to the receptionist who will then buzz you in. Then you have to - you can't then
go look for the employee, the receptionist has to call that employee and say, you know,
announce that the union is here to see you, which causes obvious problems." The problem,
according to Martin, is that "people tend to get nervous and not want to be publicly associated.
It's much different from being able to go up to a person in their office or cubicle and say do
you have the time to talk, and that employee defining what works for them." Martin said the
requirement to be "buzzed in" to 300 Lakeside Drive and openly announce to the receptionist
that he wants to visit with a particular employee has a chilling effect of an employee's
willingness to meet with a union representative at the work site. He said employees have told
him they are reluctant to be seen talking to him at the office.
Martin also described difficulties gaining access to the Franklin Street address, where a
large number of 99 Unit employees work. He testified that UPTE organizers must sign in at
the front desk of the Franklin Street office and announce the name of the employee they plan to
visit. The organizer must then write the employee's name he or she intends to visit in a sign in
log. The receptionist does not contact the employee; rather, Martin said, the representative is
permitted to enter. He described the problem with this procedure as similar to the one
associated with the Lakeside Drive procedure. Martin said he has no knowledge of when the
security measures at the Lakeside Drive office were implemented, nor does he know when
restrictions at the Franklin Street office were first imposed.
The testimony about precisely when the practices at the Lakeside Drive and Franklin
Street offices commenced is limited. Boyette testified that the security measures at Lakeside
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Drive began in about November 1997. And Martin said he had no idea when the practices at
these offices started.
According to Martin, ~he University has refused to give UPTE e-mail addresses or work
telephone numbers of 99 Unit employees at the UCOP. He also said the University has refused
to give UPTE home addresses unless the employee has consented in writing at the time of
initial employment.
Mrak Hall Demonstrations
On October 16, 2000, UPTE and other unions began a series of six weekly
demonstrations at Mrak Hall, the central administration building on the Davis campus. The
primary purpose of the lunch-hour demonstrations was to protest the slow pace of negotiations
to University officials, including the chancellor, who work in Mrak Hall. At the time of the
demonstrations, the parties were negotiating a successor agreement to the TX Unit MOU, and
wage and benefit reopeners for the MOUs covering the RX and HX Units. On each occasion,
the demonstrators carried picket signs and used a variety of noisemakers to attract attention.
These included, among other things, pots and pans, whistles, and a bullhorn.
The first two demonstrations began outside Mrak Hall and the participants proceeded to
march to other areas of the campus. During subsequent demonstrations, however, employees
entered the hall to continue their protest. According to Livingston, the first time demonstrators
entered Mrak Hall was a "spur-of-the-moment thing" with no discussion before hand. He said
the purpose was to make sure that the message was clearly sent to decision-makers in the
building that employees were not satisfied with the pace of negotiations. Livingston also
testified that the demonstrators believed that entering Mrak Hall would not disrupt work
because most of the employees were out to lunch at the time.
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The protestors entered Mrak Hall during four demonstrations in late 2000. On each
occasion, approximately ten to forty demonstrators entered the building and remained inside
for up to twenty minutes. On the first occasion the demonstrators entered the lobby and
protested there. Business offices such as the registrar's office, the cashier's office and the
college of agriculture and environmental sciences are located adjacent to the lobby. Doors to
these offices were closed during the demonstrations.
During two or three of the subsequent demonstrations, protestors went beyond the
lobby and the majority entered the upper floors of the building through stairwells.
Specifically, Livingston testified that the demonstrators used the stairwells to enter the main
lobby on the second floor, as well as the third and fourth floors where administrators work. He
said the demonstrators could not enter the fifth floor because the doors to the stairwell leading
to that floor were locked. The chancellor's office is located on the fifth floor.
Livingston also testified that the demonstrators encountered non-demonstrators on the
stairs and "let them pass." He said "there was always plenty of room to go out" and the
demonstrators "never blocked doors." Noisemakers, including the bullhorn, were used in the
stairwells and the upper floors.
Each demonstration was monitored by University representatives such as Mike Garcia,
associate director of employee and labor relations, and Michael Sheesley, director of employee
and labor relations. They took notes and photographs of the demonstrations. After the first
demonstration inside Mrak Hall, Garcia and Sheesley informed Livingston that the
demonstrators should not enter the building again because they made too much noise and
disrupted work.
As noted, Garcia was one of the observers for the Davis campus. He testified that he
asked Livingston not to enter Mrak Hall but Livingston ignored him. During at least one of the
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demonstrations, Garcia said, about 35 employees entered the lobby, marched around the lobby
and proceeded up the stairwells to the upper floors. Contrary to the testimony given by
Livingston, Garcia said the demonstrators impeded employees who worked in locations
adjacent to the lobby from reaching their offices. He said they had to wait for a few minutes
for the demonstrators to pass by so that they could proceed to their offices. However, he said
he saw no one tum around and leave the building.
Garcia followed the demonstrators up the stairs on at least one occasion and formed the
opinion that "there was no way that anybody coming down would have been able to get out."
However, Garcia didn't encounter anyone trying to proceed down the stairs and out of the
building. Garcia also said the demonstrators reached the second floor on this particular
occasion and continued to make noise.
Sheesley's testimony is substantially similar to the testimony given by Garcia. In brief,
Sheesley said he was concerned that 40-60 demonstrators in Mrak Hall would make it difficult ·
to use the stairway in an emergency, and he was concerned about general ingress to and egress
from the building. Sheesley also was concerned that demonstrators in the lobby would
interfere with visitor access to the elevators and disrupt the administrative offices adjacent to
the lobby and on the second floor. In sum, Sheesley concluded the demonstrations in Mrak
Hall were disruptive.
Meanwhile, on November 13, 2000, after the demonstrations had started, Sheesley sent
an e-mail to UPTE Field Representative Pete Livingston and UPTE Chapter President Rob
Brower. Anticipating further demonstrations, Sheesley indicated his concern about UPTE
observing local access policies that regulate the time, place and manner of access. He wrote,
"the key elements of the University's time, place and manner policies prohibit UPTE from
disrupting the business of the university, preventing the ingress and egress of people in and out
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of Mrak, or endangering the safety of persons or property during the course of any
demonstration." Sheesley further noted that although use of amplified sound during
demonstrations is permitted on campus, it requires a permit. He said in the e-mail that
arrangements have been made to issue the permits for future demonstrations, but the privilege
to use amplified sound may be withdrawn if it interferes with normal activities of the
University. Sheesley also indicated that he was available to meet with UPTE to discuss any
concerns about access. However, he testified, he had no intention of negotiating with UPTE at
that point; he intended only to discuss the language in the contracts in an attempt to resolve the
problem. The parties never met to discuss the topic.
In a January 12, 2001, letter to UPTE Chapter President Rob Brower regarding the

Mrak Hall demonstrations, Sheesley wrote that
... the University will not permit activities during
demonstrations which present health or safety concerns, pose a
realistic threat of damage to University property, obstruct access
to or egress from a University building or offices within a
building, or which disrupt the ongoing operations of the
University. Demonstrations inside of Mrak Hall are not
permitted under any circumstances. Mrak Hall is an
administrative office building with numerous offices on every
floor, including the ground floor where offices are located
adjacent to the relatively small lobby. Demonstrations inside the
building are inherently disruptive of University operations and
interfere with the ability of the University to fulfill its
responsibilities. In addition, demonstrations inside the small
lobby area obstruct the building's entrances and impede the flow
of traffic into and out of the building.
Sheesley noted that the collective bargaining agreements between the University and UPTE
entitles the University to enforce reasonable access rules and regulations, and he attached to
the letter copies of local University access policies. Sheesley indicated that he was available to
"initiate a dialogue" about access and clear up any misunderstandings. He concluded, "it is my
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duty to advise you that the University is committed to taking appropriate action, should
violations of its time, place, and manner rules occur in the future."
Sheesley testified, however, that there could be situations where demonstrations inside
Mrak Hall are not inherently disruptive. He testified,
... In other words, if you had somebody who had a sign around
his or her neck who stood by him or herself in the comer that said
"The University is unfair," I don't know that that would be
inherently disruptive. , However, if you had, it seems to me, a
hundred people doing that, it would -- likely, in that area, it
would be disruptive. So, depending on how you use the word
"demonstration," you could arrive at a conclusion, you could
slice it thin enough to where a demonstration wouldn't be
disruptive. What I saw involved 40-60 people.
Aside from the letter, Sheesley never advised UPTE about any particular harm or disruption
the demonstrations caused. UPTE did not contact Sheesley to engage in discussions about
access. There was no action taken under the local campus policy, which includes the
California Penal Code as an enforcement mechanism, to address the demonstrations.
Department of Ophthalmology Demonstration
The Department of Ophthalmology is part of the Medical Center and is located on the
second floor of 2600 Y Street in Sacramento. It contains academic, administrative, and
research offices, as well as a patient clinic. A sign on the building states that only authorized
personnel and patients are permitted to enter.
There is a main entrance and reception area next to an elevator for visitors and patients.
Employees usually enter through stairwells at various locations that lead from the first floor to
the department on the second floor. These stairwells may be entered from the first floor of the
building, but they cannot be entered from the outside the building.
The physical layout of the department includes a large number of enclosed offices and
open workstations. The offices and workstations are connected by a maze of corridors. The
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policy in the department is that, except for patients, no person without a badge is permitted
access to the corridors of the clinic or the remainder of the department. Visitors must be
escorted. Individuals without a badge who are discovered in the department typically are
asked to identify themselves. Typically, they turn out to be representatives for drug
companies, outside vendors and friends or relatives of employees. Occasionally, patients are
escorted through the hallways. There is no register or sign-in log for visitors.
Martha Barber is the manager of clinical operations. She testified that access to
employees is available through mailboxes, bulletin boards, and e-mail. She also said employee
organization representatives may meet with employees in conference rooms, the cafeteria, and
at workstations during non-work time if they have an appointment.
The department includes employees in the RX Unit, the TX Unit and the 99 Unit. The
demonstration described below occurred during a lunch hour. Most employees in the
department are professional employees who have the discretion to take their breaks and lunch
as their work allows.
The demonstration that occurred in the department on January 9, 2001, is set against
a background of grievances filed by UPTE member Jacqueline Quigg. In brief, on
November 16, 2000, UPTE representative Stanley Choy filed a grievance under the RX Unit
contract on behalf of Quigg. The grievance alleged that the Medical Center had failed to
reasonably accommodate her disability and issued her a medical separation. On December 13,
2000, UPTE filed another grievance against the Medical Center alleging that Quigg should
have been transferred to another position rather than terminated.
Sonia Salcedo, Medical Center labor relations representative, timely responded to the
grievances in accordance with step one of the grievance procedure and the parties conducted
two grievance meetings in late December 2000. The main representatives for the Medical
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Center were Diane Weeks, manager of the academic component of the department, and Barber.
Weeks was the person generally responsible for Quigg's termination. The grievance meetings
were marked by acrimony. On one occasion, UPTE representative Pilar Barton testified,
Weeks glared at the union representatives, stood up, said "I don't have to speak to the union,"
and departed.
At approximately 11:40 a.m. on January 9, 2001, UPTE representative Pilar Barton and
approximately ten other demonstrators rode the elevator to the second floor. 4 The protestors
were representatives ofUPTE, the Coalition of University Employees and the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME). Five of the demonstrators,
including Barton, were UPTE representatives. They marched in a single file through a corridor
and entered the department. The participants carried signs that read "Give Jackie Her Job
Back" and "An Injury to One is an Injury to All." Barton said the participants agreed that they
would engage in a "silent" and dignified demonstration in an attempt to convince Weeks to
meet with UPTE on behalf of Quigg and discuss reasonable accommodation before terminating
her, and to demonstrate to employees that the unions would stand up for an employee.
Barton first encountered analyst Shannon Banderman and asked to see Weeks.
Banderman informed Barton that Weeks was at lunch and directed her to supervisor Kim
Cello. Cello was in a meeting with the director of the biostatistics department on the Davis
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The demonstrated followed several confrontations between Barton and Weeks.
Barton had entered the department four or five times prior to January 9, 2001, to meet with
employees. She said it was a "hot spot" which generated a lot of employee complaints. During
four of these visits, Barton had angry exchanges with Weeks, who claimed she had no right to
be present in the department. At some point prior to January 9, Barton testified, labor relations
representative Ron Gordon informed her in a telephone conversation that her conduct in the
workplace was in violation of the contract and there would be consequences.
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campus when Barton knocked on the door to her office and inquired about Weeks. Cello
responded that Weeks was at lunch and continued the meeting.
After trying for about five minutes to locate Weeks, Barton and the protestors left the
department, returning to the first floor lobby to search for Weeks in the cafeteria. When
Weeks could not be located, most of the demonstrators returned to the department. When they
arrived, Banderman again contacted Cello, who was still in her meeting. At some point in this
series of events, John Keltner, a physician and chairman of the department, was contacted. He
was with a patient in the clinic and could not attend to the matter. He instructed Banderman to
use a pager to contact Weeks and Barber, who were at lunch together. 5 As Banderman paged
Weeks, some of the demonstrators entered Weeks' office and an unidentified person placed a
sign on her desk chair. It read, "Give Jackie Her Job Back!" Unidentified participants also
taped signs to the door to Weeks' office. The signs read, "No Justice No Peace!" and "A
People United Will Never be Defeated!" Also, Barton gave employee Mary Edwards a
January 3, 2001, letter to addressed to Weeks and signed by twenty-six employees and UPTE
representatives. Barton and the others then departed.
Barton testified that the sign left on Week's office chair was not an UPTE sign, nor
were the signs posted on the door to Weeks' office UPTE signs. She said the signs left in
Weeks' office were AFSCME signs. She said she gave no directions to UPTE participants to
leave signs in Weeks' office; in fact, she understood that the signs would be retained for the
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The parties presented lengthy testimony about these events, and there are conflicting
versions about what precisely happened and the sequence in which the events occurred. For
example, witnesses gave conflicting testimony about whether Barton asked to see Keltner the
first time she was in the department or the second. And it is unclear who suggested that
Keltner be contacted or when the suggestion was made. As more fully discussed below, it is
unnecessary to address these inconsistencies and set the sequence of events with precision to
resolve this dispute.
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next demonstration. When Barton left the department, she had no idea that the signs had been
left in Weeks' office.
Upon returning from lunch, Weeks discovered employees "milling around my office,
looking at the signs and wondering what was going on." Barber, who had been at lunch with
Weeks, testified that the employees gathered around Weeks' office normally would have been
at their workstations. Weeks next saw the signs in her office and later read the letter left by
Barton. The letter addressed the Quigg grievances and accused Weeks of refusing to become
involved in an "interactive process with UPTE" and committing an "injustice" toward an
UPTE member. It asserted that an injustice to an UPTE member is an "injustice to all." The
letter went on to summarize the Quigg case and demand cooperation. It closed with the
following:
We are committed to this fight for Jackie Quigg because it is our
fight as well. If but only one employee is discriminated against,
harassed or bullied and nothing is done to correct it, we are all in
danger of this type of treatment. We view your actions as a
potentially contagious disease that must be eliminated
immediately lest it become an epidemic. We will not sit idly by
while one of our own is being treated unjustly.
Weeks immediately reported the matter to the labor relations office. She testified that she
construed the letter as a personal threat, she believed her privacy had been invaded, and she
was "appalled." After she gave the police a report she left work in tears at about 2:30 p.m.
In her testimony, Barton disagreed that the letter contained a threat. She said the
content of the letter was mere "hyperbole," and she was never contacted by the police or the
University about the letter. Asked why she didn't deliver the same message to Weeks by
telephone or other means, Barton testified it would have been futile because Weeks would not
have responded. "Diane Weeks despises me," Barton testified.
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After the January 9, 2001, incident, the labor relations office placed a security guard in
the department for two weeks, and Weeks posted "Authorized Personnel Only" signs on doors
leading into the department to restrict access. Weeks defined authorized personnel as people
with badges and people escorted by people with badges. 6
In a January 12, 2001, letter to UPTE President Jelger Kalmijn, Associate Vice
Chancellor Dennis Shimek described the incident in the Opthamology Department from the
University's perspective. In brief, he wrote that the demonstration was inappropriate and
disruptive. He described it as "intolerable" and "deplorable." He asserted that it violated the
collective bargaining agreements and University access policies. Citing prior occasions when
the University accused Barton of acting in violation of access rules, Shimek asserted that
Barton has again run afoul of the rules in protesting a grievance matter outside the negotiated
procedures. Pointing to a local policy that gives the chancellor the authority to impose
sanctions on employee organization representatives for violating University access regulations,
Shimek announced that Barton would be denied access to the Davis campus and the Medical
Center for thirty days. Violation of the ban, he wrote, would be considered a trespass, and
further violations of access rules by Barton will result in permanent denial of access to the
Davis campus and Medical Center.
Contract Ratification Incident
On or about January 25, 2001, Barton entered the Ellison Building at the Medical
Center to conduct a ratification vote for the HX contract. The Medical Center is considered
part of the Davis campus. The vote was to be conducted in the cafeteria. Barton was
6

The University presented testimony that Barton entered the department several times
after January 9, 2001. Because these incidents occurred after January 12, 2001, letter, I find
their probative value in addressing the issues presented by the complaint limited and therefore
will not consider them further.
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recognized by Robert August, a manager of registered nurses, who reported her presence to
Banderman. Banderman, in tum, reported to Weeks that Barton was in the building, and
Weeks called the University police.
Officer Mike Williams took a statement from Weeks, obtained a copy of Shimek's
January 12, 2001, letter, and served a copy of the letter on Barton in the cafeteria. Based on
the access restriction in the letter, Williams escorted Barton off the premises. Barton complied
with the expulsion in a cooperative matter.
At the time of Barton's expulsion, she was the only UPTE representative present and
the ratification vote was terminated. Shimek testified that Williams' action was an appropriate
response under the terms of his letter.
Davis Home Health Care Incident
The Medical Center's home health care unit is located at 3630 Business Drive in
Sacramento and employs social workers in the HX Unit. At the time of the hearing, there were
two social workers employed in the relevant work area. Social workers have flexible hours in
that they have the discretion to determine the timing of their breaks and lunch.
Kathy Marty, clinical supervisor in the facility, testified that the one-story facility is
considered a restricted area with specific access procedures for non-employee visitors. She
said union representatives and other visitors must enter through a main entrance, identify
themselves at the reception desk, state who they intend to visit, and be "buzzed" in through a
locked door. Other entrances to the facility are kept locked, but employees may enter and exit
work areas in the building through these doors by using a passkey. Once admitted to the
facility, visitors must be escorted by an employee, according to Marty.
The procedure to enter through the reception area applies to union representatives as
well as employees from other parts of the Medical Center who visit the facility for work19

related reasons. Employees from other parts of the Medical Center are permitted access to the
work areas only if they are working on a case with a social worker, and they must be escorted
by an employee while moving through the facility.
A walkway leads from the reception desk to a large open work area which is divided by
partitions into three smaller areas containing cubicles where social workers' desks are located.
Medical records are stored in filing cabinets throughout the work area, including the area along
the walkway that leads to the cubicles. Social workers frequently go the filing cabinets to
retrieve patient charts during the day. According to Marty, areas where employees work and
patient care information is stored are restricted areas. The break room and hallways leading to
the break room are not considered restricted areas.
While there are no patients on site, confidential medical records are often in plain view
on social workers' desks. At the end of the day, the records are locked up in desks. Patient
names are posted on scheduling boards lining the walkway that runs from the reception area to
the work areas. The names are visible to a visitor proceeding through the walkway. Social
workers often discuss patient care openly in the facility. These discussions often include
sensitive topics such as spousal and child abuse. Marty testified that "it happens all day long,"
and her concern is that non-employees who are permitted access to the work areas may hear
confidential information.
On March 21, 2001, Barton entered the facility through the reception area. She
announced herself as an UPTE representative visiting employees to distribute information
about negotiations. She also indicated that she "would be happy to see any social workers that
were available or that could see [her] ... for the purpose of trying to get them information."
Barton testified that "a tall woman" then escorted her down the walkway to the work area
where a few social workers were present. She entered the work area where desks are located
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and placed UPTE material on the desk of social worker Sharon Wilson. At the time, Wilson
was engaged in a telephone conversation. According to Barton, Wilson gestured to her to wait
until she completed her call. After the telephone call, Barton and Wilson began a
conversation, Barton gave her a UPTE membership form, and Wilson began to fill it out.
At that point, Marty approached Barton and the two women began a conversation about
access. Marty testified that she informed Barton that "this was a patient care, confidential area,
and if she wanted to meet with the staff; I could direct her over to our break room and also our
lunch room." Marty also informed Barton that if she refused to leave the police would be
summoned to escort her to the break room or off the premises. Marty then escorted Barton
through the walkway back to the entrance.
Barton testified that Marty, during the conversation, did not direct her to the break
room. According to Barton, Marty "asked me to leave that day and she said in the future if I
wanted to come back, I couldn't talk to the employees unless I had arranged to meet with them
in the breakroom."
Barton testified that UPTE has no access to employees in this facility through e-mail or
by telephone. She said when she tries to contact employees by calling the main telephone
number, she is forced into a "general voicemail loop" which has not permitted her to get
through to individual employees. In contrast, Marty testified that employees in the facility
may be contacted by telephone, voice mail or e-mail. She also said information for individual
employees may be left at the receptionist's desk. Employee mailboxes are located next to the
break room, but Marty considers that a restricted area because employees discuss patients in
that area.
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Computer Classroom Incident
Joan Randall is an UPTE steward and an analyst in the department of nutrition. She is
a member of the 99 Unit. In October 2000, Randall and other employees attended a seminar
on workplace "bullying" sponsored by Drs. Ruth and Gary Namie. The seminar was related to
the Campaign Against Workplace Bullying organized by the Namies, who offered to conduct a
survey on workplace bullying at the University. The Namies have no connection to the
University and wanted to conduct the study as part of their private research. Randall and other
unions accepted the offer.
For approximately one month prior to May 2001, UPTE and other unions posted and
distributed leaflets throughout the Medical Center announcing a town hall meeting and inviting
interested employees to go to the Campaign Against Workplace Bullying website to participate
in the survey. The flyers indicate that "UCD/UCDMC UNIONS ENCOURAGE STAFF" to
participate in the survey. Randall testified that UPTE and other unions supported the survey
for the purpose of communicating with employees about "the extent of bullying" in the
workplace.
Among the distributed materials was a leaflet displaying a schedule of hours computer
classrooms were open at the University for free web access for employees who wanted to
participate in the survey but did not have such access or could not participate at their work
stations. One such location was a classroom in the administrative support building at the
Medical Center. Access to the building is controlled by an electronic key system. It is
considered a secure building because it houses computer equipment, computer classrooms, a
computer mainframe and the main telecom facility. The mainframe contains patient
information. The building is locked after 5:00 p.m., and evening access is through the key
system or a contact inside the building.
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Classrooms in the building may be reserved by University employees for training and
other purposes under guidelines prepared by Rick Lawler, a programmer at the Medical Center
who has responsibility for reserving computer classrooms. The guidelines include detailed
criteria for reserving a classroom. They note at the outset that that classrooms are used
"primarily" to teach computer classes to staff, faculty and students. They are also used to
conduct computer-related training programs. According to Randall, however, the room is open
to all staff members, as "walk-in traffic," to use the computers for various purposes at times
consistent with a published schedule. In fact, the guidelines conclude with the following:
Classroom may be used by individuals on a case-by-case basis
only when classroom is not in use. Individual must call LS.
immediately prior to use to make sure classroom is available.
Access may be cancelled at any time. Only during regular work
hours. Non-work-related use of classroom not allowed. Lay-off
candidates okay to update or create resumes and related.
Pursuant to the reservation procedure, Randall reserved the computer classroom in the
administrative support building through Lawler from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on May 22, 2001.
She testified that the room was reserved for a "union-sponsored event" so that employees
would have access to computers to participate in the survey. She also said Namie would be
there to answer questions about the survey and assure the campus community that it was a
survey to support his personal research, not a survey conducted by the University or UPTE.
According to Lawler, Randell told him she wanted to reserve the room for a "web
based survey." When he told her the classrooms are for use by Medical Center and hospital
employees and groups, Lawler testified, Randall said the group participating in the survey
consisted of "people from the Medical Center." At no time, Lawler testified, did Randall say
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she wanted the room for a union function. 7 Later in his testimony, Lawler said Randall
"mentioned that, while she was a union representative, it was not a union event." His
testimony is clear, however, that he knew the purpose of the room reservation was employment
related. He said, "it was a workplace survey and they wanted to have a space available for
employees to come to complete the survey if they didn't feel comfortable doing it at their own
workstation or if they had questions or problems."
When Randall and others arrived at the classroom on May 22, 2001, Lawler was of
assistance initially. He identified the password and began to show participants how to log on
to the network. Randall brought out various materials related to the survey and gave Lawler
her UPTE business card. Lawler said there was nothing in the materials that would prohibit
conducting the survey in the classroom. He also said the password he gave Randall and others
would not have enabled them to access any confidential information at the Medical Center. To
access such information, a participant in the survey would need passwords or codes created
specifically for that purpose.
As Randall and others displayed their materials and Randall identified herself as a
union representative, Lawler apparently became concerned that the room would be used for a
non-University function. Lawler then reported his concern to his supervisor who, in tum,
passed it up the chain of command. After about 15 minutes, Guy Koppel, associate director of
hospital clinics and chief information officer for the Davis Health System, arrived. He was
accompanied by others from his office. He immediately questioned use of the room for the
survey. At the time, Koppel was aware that Lawler had approved use of the room, but felt the
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Because Randall worked at the Davis campus, a "department recharge" would be
assessed against her department. However, another trainer happened to be available that night
and Lawler and Randall agreed that she would monitor the room.
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reservation had been granted under suspect circumstances; that is, Lawler had authorized use
of the room while under the impression that it would be used for a University function.
At that point, a discussion took place. According to Koppel, there was confusion about
granting access to the room and whether the purpose of the meeting was appropriate. Koppel
said he had no knowledge of the survey at that time. He said he merely asked Randall if the
room was being used for a "University-related function" and she handed him an UPTE
business card and identified herself as a union representative. Koppel said he assumed Randall
worked for UPTE, he became concerned that she was not part of University staff, the function
was not University-related, and the appropriate process for reserving the room had not been
followed. According to Koppel, a reservation process must be followed, and "it makes no
difference whether it's union or otherwise."
Randall testified about the discussion as follows. She said she gave Koppel her UPTE
business card and explained the survey was not a union event. But she told Koppel that she
was a "union person," the survey was "union supported," and it was for staff employees.
Randall testified that Koppel said "this is not available to unions." Randall described her
discussion with Koppel as follows.
He told me I had no right to be there, and I kept saying why don't
I have a right to be there, and he said, because this is a restricted
area. I said based on what? He says, because it's secure, it's not
for you, this is a union function. I said, this is not a union
function. He said it's a union function. It was back and forth,
one of those kinds of conversations ....
Koppel testified that he eventually explained to Randall that there is a process to gain
access to the room for University-related functions, "[i]t makes no difference whether it's
union or otherwise," and he inquired if Randall had completed the process for authorization.
For some unknown reason, Randall responded that Shimek authorized use of the room.
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Koppel immediately contacted Shimek by telephone and learned that he was aware of the
survey, but had not authorized use of the room. After speaking with Shimek, Koppel told
Randall that there was a "process problem" regarding access to a controlled area. He pointed
out that it was close to closing time (5:00 p.m.) and he would lock the room until the matter
was cleared up. Koppel said he asked Randall and other participants in the survey to leave the
room and wait in the lobby until he could "get it squared away." Signs were quickly posted at
entries to the building to inform late arrivers that the event was cancelled.
Shimek testified that the local University access regulation that covers use of meeting
rooms by employee organizations does not prohibit participation by a person not affiliated with
the University. Asked ifhe would have an objection to Randall using the computer classroom
for the survey if she followed the procedure administered by Lawler, he responded "none
whatsoever."
Chiles Road Incident
The Division of Information and Educational Technology is located at 3820 Chiles
Road in Sacramento. Duties performed by employees at the facility include computer
programming, reprographics, art reproduction and media-related illustrations or graphics. The
computer programming function involves working with databases that contain information
about employees, such as payroll information and social security numbers. Because employees
are free to withhold such information, Ken Ealy testified, the databases are considered
confidential. The programming function also includes implementing systemwide programs
from the UCOP.
Employees in the TX Unit and the 99 Unit work in the facility. As professional
employees, they have discretion to determine their lunch and break periods.
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Barton testified that she visited the facility on several occasions prior to June 13, 2001,
to distribute UPTE materials and meet with employees. She said the procedure to enter the
two-story building involves checking in with the receptionist, signing a log, identifying the
employee to be contacted and receiving a visitor's badge. On her prior visits, Barton testified,
employees stopped work and talked to her. Her prior visits with individuals typically lasted a
few minutes; lunch hour visits lasted approximately one hour. Although Barton has on
occasion contacted employees at this facility by telephone, she does not have a comprehensive
list of phone numbers. She testified she does not know if employees have access to e-mail.
Barton and UPTE representative Justin Middlecoff visited the Chiles Road facility early
in the afternoon on June 13, 2001. According to Barton, she and Middlecoffwere approached
by a University representative in the workplace, informed that their visit disrupted employees,
and asked to leave. After debating the right of access with the University representative,
Barton and Middlecoff left the premises. Barton and Middlecoff were in the facility for a total
of about 10 minutes.
Shortly thereafter, Ealy received an "access violation report" from Human
Resources/Business Manager Susan Kennedy-DuHain indicating that two UPTE
representatives (referred to in the report as "Pilar" and "Justin") had violated access rules at the
Chiles Road location. In brief, the report stated that Kennedy-DuHain had learned from
managers that two UPTE representatives, wearing visitor badges, had entered the workplace
between the hours of2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. on June 12, 2001, met with five employees in the
TX Unit for approximately 15-20 minutes in each employee's work area, and gave each
employee flyers titled "Where do my UPTE dues go?" and "UPTE Membership Application."
The report noted that the UPTE representatives had entered only their first names in the visitor
sign-in book, did not indicate who they represented, and listed their contact as Steve Osterday,
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an information resources employee. The report indicated further that the UPTE representatives
had not provided advance notice of the visit to any manager. The report asserted that the
activity interfered with employee work because the designers perform contract work and bill
by the hour. According to the report, "repro graphics is a recharge unit and each designer is
part of the unit's production goal of 60%-65% chargeable activities- excluding lunch and
break time." The report continued, "unscheduled and unauthorized activities are harmful to the
department's production and efficiency and creates client service problems by contributing to
missed deadlines and unnecessary distractions."
In addition, Ealy testified that on or about June 13, 2001, he received a number of
telephone calls from managers at the Chiles Road location similarly complaining about UPTE
representatives entering the workplace to contact employees in the TX Unit and the 99 Unit
about matters relating to union membership. Ealy testified that he was informed that these
contacts occurred in work areas and disrupted employees as they worked.
On June 15, 2001, after conferring with managers at the Chiles Road location, Ealy sent
a letter to Barton regarding Kennedy-DuHain's report and the complaints. In relevant part, the
letter asserts that UPTE representatives had approached both TX Unit and 99 Unit employees
in the workplace. It cites the access provisions in the MOU covering the TX Unit and
applicable University policies covering 99 Unit employees. It continues,
In order to avoid disruptions with future visits at this location, the
Division would like UPTE and any other union to follow a simple
procedure. Contact Tina Perez, Human Resources Analyst, at
916-757-3456 and provide her with the name of an UPTE
representative and the date and time when UPTE requests having
the identified representative talk with employees on the site.
Ms. Perez will arrange space for the UPTE representative in the
break room for the requested day and time. When UPTE's
requested dates and times cannot be granted, alternate dates and
times will be offered.
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There is another problem on which I need your help. The "Where
do my UPTE dues go?" flyer that was distributed had [UPTE
chapter president] Rob Brower's work phone number on it.[ 8]
This could be considered misuse of UC phones for union
membership recruitment. The TX contract permits use of UC
phones only in the context of filed grievances. Future
membership recruitment material must not display any UC phone
numbers as a means of contacting any UPTE representative.
Please call me if you have any questions or wish to meet on this
topic.
Ealy first testified that use of University telephones by UPTE representatives generally
is limited to matters related to grievance processing, according to the terms of the TX Unit
MOU and local policies. However, Ealy later said, "based on incidental personal use on the
part of the employee," an UPTE representative may call an employee at a University phone
about a matter unrelated to a grievance. With respect to use of University telephones by
employees, Ealy testified that the practice is to "treat it like another personal call." If the
department allows "incidental use" of telephones by employees, Ealy continued, an employee
may call a union representative. If the call is a toll call, the employee is responsible for the
cost, Ealy said. If an employee calls a union representation for representation, Ealy said,
"ideally, the rep would say can I take your number and call you back"? Ealy said the
"incidental use policy" varies from department to department.
Ealy testified that he intended the procedure described in the letter to apply to
employees in the TX Unit and the 99 Unit at the Chiles Road facility. Ealy also testified that
his letter had no application to access policies at the Medical Center or other locations that are
subject to the allegations in the amended complaint.

8

While in the Chiles Road facility, Barton had written Brower's phone number on a
flyer after an employee inquired about contacting him and later Ealy saw the flyer.
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After Ealy sent the letter, he spoke with Barton about meeting to discuss access to the
Chiles Road facility, show her the layout of the facility, the location of the break room, and
related matters. He said "I didn't say anything other than, you know, this is how we can
provide access to the employees and you can meet the people, the players. They can meet you.
You can see where the place is. You can see where bulletin boards are. You can talk to them
about scheduling, ... It wasn't a matter of anything other than that." He testified, moreover,
that it was not his purpose to negotiate with Barton about access issues. According to Ealy,
Barton declined to meet and asserted that UPTE would "litigate the situation."
Ealy testified that he did not consider his letter as a formal notice of a change in access
policy. He said, "[i]t was not announcing any changes in access policies. It was more my
intent was to call attention to what we considered a violation of our access policy and offer
some alternatives to provide access other than what had occurred that day."
Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital Incident
The Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital (VMTH) is located in a two-story building
on the Davis campus. Entrances to the building are not normally locked. Employees in the TX
Unit, predominately animal technicians, work throughout the second floor of the hospital, the
relevant area in this particular dispute.
The second floor of the hospital may be entered from an unlocked stairwell at the east
end of the building. The stairwell leads to a main hallway running the length of the floor from
east to west. There are many work areas off the main hallway. These include, for example, an
intensive care laboratory, an operating room, an isolation ward, an emergency room, a
radiology room, a chemotherapy room, and a minor surgery room. Signs or color-coded
markings at the entrances to these areas indicate the nature of the work performed inside and
regulate access.
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Barton has entered the second floor of the hospital on many occasions prior to June 26,
2001. Typically, she has entered through the stairwell on the east end of the building, dropped
UPTE materials in a "mail slot area" off the hallway at the far east end of the building, and
proceeded through the main corridor to the west end of the floor where more mail slots and a
"sort of' break room are located. Barton ordinarily exists through a door on the west end of
the floor. Barton has not generally entered areas off the hallway that would be considered
patient care areas. Rather, she has contacted employees in these areas through a "buzzer on the
wall" or a cell phone, and the employees have met her in the hallway to receive UPTE
materials or information.
During a visit on June 26, 2001, Barton encountered a supervisor who, she testified, is
named Max Gerdes in the hallway outside a surgical area off the main hallway. Barton
described Gerdes alternatively as a supervisor and a leadperson. Barton said he informed her
that she didn't have to stand in the hallway and could proceed through an entranceway toward
the surgical area up to a point where a green stripe on the floor marked the end of the non
patient area. Barton described his comments as follows: "And he said if you'll notice this is
kind of an employee changing area where they put their overcoats on and there's some mail
slots. If you'd like, you can leave anything you need to in there or you can arrange to meet
with workers in this area as long as you don't cross the green line. And I said, wow, that's
really interesting." Barton testified that Gerdes also described the non-patient care areas to
which access is permitted. In essence, these consisted of the break rooms and mail slot areas
described above. When it was pointed out to Barton later in the hearing that Gerdes is a horse
shoer at the VMTH, not a supervisor or a leadperson, she said that it was a supervisor named
"Mark" who outlined areas where access is permitted.
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Shortly after her conversation with the supervisor named Mark, Barton said she
encountered Cindy Savely, small animal clinic manager, in the hallway and Savely told her she
would have to leave the premises. Barton explained that she had just been informed of the
areas she could enter. Barton described the rest of her conversation with Savely as follows:
"And [Savely] said, well, I've been told that you can't be in here and you can't be in here.
And I said, well, at least I can go down the hallway. And she said, no, you can't even go down
the hallway. You can't be in here at all. And so she asked me to leave. And I said, well, why
don't you talk to [Coordinator of Employee and Labor Relations] Robert Martinez. He and I
are working together on, you know, approving, you know, kind of working towards a more
principled relationship." Barton then departed.
Barton testified that she called Martinez a few days later and explained what had
happened. She said he responded that it was a misunderstanding and he would contact Savely.
Barton said Martinez has not contacted her again regarding this matter.
A few days later, Barton testified, she again encountered Savely in the hallway at the
VMTH as she (Barton) made her "rounds," and Savely again told her to leave the premises.
Barton said she explained to Savely that, based on her discussion with Martinez, she was
permitted access to the floor "as long as I don't go in any patient care areas." According to
Barton, Savely responded that, in fact, Martinez had told her (Savely) that she (Barton)
"absolutely couldn't be on that floor, period." Barton testified that she left the building and
called Martinez, who again explained that there must be a misunderstanding and said he would
call Savely to clear up the matter.
Savely's testimony is direct conflict with that given by Barton. Savely testified that she
has seen Barton in the hallway on the second floor of the VMTH many times before June 2001,
and she knows Barton is an UPTE representative. However, she flatly denied ever telling
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Barton to leave the VMTH. In fact, she said she has always exchanged pleasantries with
Barton and has never had a conversation with her that in any way attempted to restrict access
to the VMTH.
Savely testified that she learned later that Barton had a confrontation with another
supervisor, Moira Fitzgerald, on the second floor of the VMTH. During a brief discussion
about access a few months before the hearing, Savely testified, Fitzgerald recalled a
confrontation she had with Barton in the work place. In brief, Fitzgerald informed Savely that
she (Fitzgerald) encountered Barton, informed her that she was not permitted access to the
VMTH, and asked her to leave. Fitzgerald did not identify the area from which she asked
Barton to leave. Savely testified her discussion with Fitzgerald was short, and she informed
Fitzgerald that union access is permitted in the VMTH, except for patient care areas. Barton
testified that she has never met Fitzgerald or heard of her.
Martinez also testified about this subject. He said he has no knowledge of an incident
where Savely informed Barton that she had to leave the VMTH. However, he testified about
another incident that took place in the summer of 2001. Martinez said he was on vacation for a
week beginning July 23, 2001, and upon his return he read a July 27, 2001, e-mail from
Fitzgerald to VMTH associate director Paul Brentson. The e-mail stated: "Approached Pilar in
back hall of VMTH second floor. Reminded her that she was in an area off limits to the
public. She stated several times that she had 'just talked' to Robert Martinez and he told her
that she could be in the back hall and that the VMTH was in error. I indicated to Pilar that
[Associate Director] Paul Brentson had spoken to Robert in the recent past and clarified that
UPTE may not be in non-public areas of the VMTH. Robert Martinez has been out of the
office and unavailable to anyone since the afternoon of 7/23. 'Just talked' to must refer to
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when??????.' " After discussing the incident with Fitzgerald, Martinez eventually met with
Barton and other UPTE representatives to discuss access and other issues.
The credibility determinations involving the testimony of Barton and Savely and
Martinez are resolved in favor of Savely and Martinez. These determinations are more fully
addressed below in the conclusions of law.
There were other disputes about access to the VMTH during the summer of 2001.
Barton lodged several complaints of interference with Martinez and supervisors complained
that UPTE representatives had overstepped their right of access. Even Savely filed a complaint
with VMTH Director Bill Herthel. In a June 5, 2001, e-mail to Herthel, Savely wrote: "I have
got comments from several people about union people being in the work place. Yesterday,
Cheryl said the union people were in dialysis for about half an hour talking to John while he
was doing dialysis. They left a paper with him and said they'd be back tomorrow to pick it up.
Also they have approached staff when the staff is working. I thought they could approach
people who were on break or on a meal period. We (do you want me to do it?) should give
them a list of rooms they should not go in?"
According to Savely, there are many patient care areas on the second floor of the
VMTH. She defined patient care as including a "a wide variety of procedures ranging from
anywhere from emergency to critical care to nursing to surgery to anesthesia to diagnostics,
chemotherapy, [and] physical exams." Savely testified further that patient care activity
occasionally occurs in the main hallway on the second floor. Animals are transported through
the corridor to and from diagnostic tests and procedures. Often the animals are on gurneys
attached to anesthesia machines. If an animal becomes unstable when being transported, it
must be stabilized in the hallway. Occasionally, physical exams and tests are performed in the
hallway. Other hallways may be restricted at certain times. For example, the hallway adjacent
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to the post-anesthesia recovery room would be restricted if a patient is in recovery. A "quiet
sign" is posted because patients react to noise.
However, Savely said she does not view the main hallway or the hallways leading to
patient care areas as restricted areas. If a nonemployee, such as a union representative, is in
the hallway when one of these events occurs, the representative would be asked to step aside
until the matter has been addressed. Asked if she would ask Barton to leave the corridor in the
event she encountered her there, Savely said "I would not." In fact, Savely testified, she has
never had a problem with Barton on the second floor of the VMTH.
Barton testified that she has returned to the VMTH after June 26, 2001. She said she
has been granted "complete access to those areas without any restriction," and Savely's been
"extremely nice." Savely has noticed Barton in various corridors about 12 times since June 26.
Barton also testified that other UPTE representatives, Livingston and Middlecoff, have been
permitted access to the second floor of the VMTH.
North Core Two Laboratory Incident
The North Core Two Laboratory is a clinical laboratory located in the pathology
department at the Medical Center in Sacramento. The laboratory tests body fluids of Medical
Center patients and outpatients. The laboratory operates 24 hours per day, 7 days a week.
Employees in the HX Unit work in the laboratory.
A main corridor that runs north to south divides the floor on which the laboratory is
located. Doors on either side of the corridor lead directly to several testing areas within the
laboratory. The entrance to the main corridor from the elevator bank has an electronic security
feature that requires use of a code to open. Patients and visitors must be "buzzed" into the
hallway if they do not have access to the code. This entrance is at the south end of the
corridor.
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UPTE claims it has a right of access to the various work areas on the west side of the
hallway only. Because these areas serve different functions in the laboratory, they are briefly
summarized immediately below.
A door off the north end of the main hallway leads to the hematology and coagulation
testing area. Employees in this area conduct tests on blood, spinal fluid and other body fluids.
Toxic chemicals are used in the testing process. Two coulter machines are located in an area
immediately next to the hematology and coagulation testing area. In brief, a coulter machine
performs a blood count. Because there are blood and other specimens present in these areas,
they are considered contaminated areas. A "contaminated area," as opposed to a "clean area,"
is a place where the various types of patient and donor fluids or specimens are found.
Adjacent to the coulter machines is an area where patient samples and reagents are
stored. Reagents are chemicals used to perform tests manually and by instruments. According
to Gwen Williams, supervisor of clinical laboratory technologists, reagents are "dangerous and
toxic." No testing is done in this area. Offices of two supervisors, Phil Lee and Chris
Jarvinen, are located in this area.
Immediately next to the supervisors' offices is the chemistry and urinalysis testing area.
About half of this area contains instruments to test specimens and the other half is made up of
workbenches. Most of the specimens in this area are blood, but some urine and spinal fluids
are also tested there. Reagents, such as hydrochloric acid, are stored in the chemistry and
urinalysis area and used in testing.
Within the chemistry and urinalysis area, there is a small room that is not a testing area.
Mail slots, time cards and coat racks are located in this room. Employees hang coats and keep
purses in this area. Although it is not a formal break room, Barton described it as a "sort of a
break room." To enter this room, a visitor must pass through the chemistry and urinalysis area.
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Adjacent to the chemistry and urinalysis testing area is another location where blood
components from donors and patients are stored. Williams said these components are a
potential source of hepatitis and HIV. Next to this area is Williams' office, which is at the
south end of the main corridor near the key-coded entrance to the laboratory.
Not all testing areas are directly accessible from the hallway, although most are. Once
inside any area, a person can enter adjacent areas through internal doors that connect the
various areas. For example, a person can go from the hematology and coagulation to the
chemistry and urinalysis area without returning to the main hallway.
Employees who work in these areas wear protective clothing. Depending on the type of
sample being handled, employees in the hematology and coagulation and the chemistry and
urinalysis test areas wear gloves, goggles, face shields, masks and lab coats. All protective
clothing is removed and employees must wash their hands before going to the break room.
Strict protocols are required for medical purposes to ensure that handling and testing
blood and other body fluids is done accurately. Williams said the workload is uneven at times,
with "peaks and valleys." She also said emergencies caused by accidents or gunshot wounds
occasionally require that blood be provided quickly. Tests in the chemistry/urinalysis and
hematology/coagulation areas similarly require priority treatment on occasion.
According to Williams, non-employees are not permitted to enter the chemistry and
urinalysis testing area or the hematology and coagulation area, except for volunteers, workers
who repair instruments and occasional visitors who are announced and wear the appropriate
protective gear. Tour groups and various other visitors have entered the laboratory on occasion
under her supervision. However, Williams testified that she has postponed tours to avoid work
disruptions during busy periods, and she asked other hospital employees, salesmen, and even
laboratory directors to leave. Family members of employees visit the laboratory infrequently.
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They are encouraged to remain in the break room when they visit; if they visit the laboratory
area they must wear a protective coat for protection. The reason for these precautions,
Williams testified, is that fluids on the premises are considered a possible source of infection,
and errors might occur due to distractions caused by visitors. Potential errors are significant.
Williams said, for example, an error could result in a patient receiving the wrong blood. In
fact, the laboratory is required to record certain types of errors and report its findings to the
federal Food and Drug Administration.
Laboratory employees, such as clinical laboratory technicians in the HX Unit, do not
have set break times. Based on the workflow, they have the discretion to determine times for
breaks or lunch. Williams has advised employees in the past that they are free to meet with
their union representatives in the hallway and/or the break room while on lunch or break. The
break room is located at the north end of the main hallway directly opposite the entrance to the
hematology and coagulation testing area. Williams also has informed employees that they are
not permitted to take a break and meet with union representatives in testing areas. In addition,
there is a bulletin board in the hallway where UPTE material may be posted, and employees
may be contacted by telephone, according to Williams.
Barton testified that prior to August 2001 she entered the laboratory and distributed
UPTE materials on many occasions. In brief, she testified that ordinarily she would proceed
down the corridor and place UPTE materials in the break room or post materials on the bulletin
board. She also said she typically entered the chemistry/urinalysis and the
hematology/coagulation testing areas to distribute UPTE materials through employee mail slots
in the informal or "sort of' break room in the chemistry and urinalysis area. In doing so, she
also passed through the various testing areas in the laboratory described above.
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On many of her visits, Barton was confronted by Williams and told her presence in the
testing areas was not permitted. Williams testified that she has confronted Barton several
times, mostly in the chemistry and urinalysis area, which is near Williams' office. For
example, on one occasion Williams confronted Barton while she was talking to an employee in
the chemistry and urinalysis area as the employee processed urine. 9 Typically, during these
encounters, Barton and Williams would debate access rights before Barton departed.
On August 21, 2001, the incident on which the complaint in this matter is based
occurred. Barton entered the laboratory and encountered Williams in the chemistry and
urinalysis testing area. Williams called the labor relations office and was informed that Barton
had no right to be in the area; Williams instructed Barton to leave immediately or she would
call the police. Barton and Williams again debated access rights before Barton departed.
In March 1998, the parties entered into an agreement to settle Unfair Practice Charge
No. SF-CE-93-H. The agreement provides in relevant part:
WHEREAS a disagreement has arisen between the University
and UPTE regarding access to the Main Hospital North 2 Clinical
Laboratory break room, and whereas the University and UPTE
wish to settle their disagreements, the parties therefore agree:
1. UPTE representatives shall have access to the Laboratory
break room to meet with the laboratory employees during all
hours when the laboratory is operating.
2. To gain access to the break room UPTE representatives will
announce their arrival on the intercom and promptly be buzzed
in. UPTE representatives may use the hallway to get to the break
room.
9

On one occasion, Williams took photographs of Barton in the chemistry and urinalysis
area and other areas. UPTE filed an unfair practice charge challenging Williams' conduct.
The undersigned found that Williams' conduct on that particular occasion tended to interfere
with rights guaranteed by HEERA. However, the right of access was not addressed in that
decision. (See UPTE v. Regents of the University of California (2002) PERB Decision
No. HO-U-797~H.)
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3. It is agreed that non-employee UPTE representatives will not
enter the work areas of the Laboratory or hold meetings in the
hallway. (Res. 23, 8:113)
5. This agreement is a settlement of a dispute and does not
represent an admission by any party for any purpose.
Barton testified that UPTE regards the settlement as null and void in the face of the subsequent
MOU providing for access. The terms of the MOU are more fully set forth below.
Department of Pathology Incident
The main cytology and pathology laboratory is located in the Department of Pathology
in Sacramento. The laboratory receives specimens of pleural fluids, bronchial washings,
abdominal fluids, cervical scrapings, pap smears, and fine needle aspirations for testing. The
fluids are first processed through a work area, referred to in the record as an accessioning area.
Eventually actual tissue is harvested in the cytology laboratory and cells are placed on glass
slides. The cells are then reviewed under a microscope by cytotechnologists to determine if
they are cancerous or pre-cancerous lesions are present.
A cytotechnologist is a specialized medical technologist who reviews cell samples for
the presence of cancer and other infectious agents. Cytotechnologists are in the HX Unit.
There are no employees at this facility in the RX Unit, the TX Unit or the 99 Unit. Other
employees in the department are represented by AFSCME.
Employees in the processing and accessioning areas wear protective clothing such as
gloves, lab coats and face shields to protect them from fresh tissue that might contain
hepatitis C, tuberculosis or HIV. The pathology laboratory is considered a restricted area
because of the possibility that either specimens or individuals could become contaminated, and
handling of specimens must be accomplished without risk of mixing samples.
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Adjacent to the processing area is a screening area where four cytotechnologists
actually view the slides under microscopes. They work in a cluster of small cubicles. They
identify atypical cells, mark them, make a preliminary diagnosis and forward them to a
pathologist for analysis. The amount of time a cytotechnologist has to review an individual
slide is fixed. The national average or the accepted standard is approximately six to ten
minutes per slide, depending on the case. According to Robin Davis, supervising
cytotechnologist, access to the area is restricted to minimize distraction. She testified that
there can be in excess of a hundred thousand cells on a slide. Referring to the
cytotechnologists, Davis testified, "if they're distracted, they could lose their place on the
slide. They might forget if they had seen something. It's just an area where concentration to
that sample is paramount." Individuals in the screening area are not required to wear the
protective clothing described above.
Neither employees from other departments nor members of the public have unrestricted
access to the laboratory. The northeast entrance to the department is always locked. The south
entrance is open from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; it is operated through a cardlock between
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Doors to enter the various areas within the department from the
corridors are kept closed, but they are not kept locked. When non-employees are seen in the
laboratory, they are confronted, asked to identity themselves and state their purpose.
Cytotechnologists are not tied to rigid work hours. They may determine the timing of
their breaks and lunch hour. Occasionally, they take their breaks or lunch at their
workstations. Cytotechnologists do not generally receive visitors at their workstations. On
one occasion, however, a daughter of a cytotechnologist came to work on Take Your Daughter
to Work Day and remained in the area for a few hours.
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On the morning of August 21, 2001, Barton visited the facility for the first time. The
purpose of her visit was to distribute materials about negotiations and meet with an employee
who earlier had contacted her about joining the union and about the negotiations. Barton
entered the building on the ground floor, introduced herself to a receptionist as an UPTE
representative, and stated that she intended to visit employees. She was directed down a
stairwell to a lower floor where the laboratory is located. After descending the stairs, Barton
was directed by an employee to the work area where the cytotechnologists she intended to visit
are located. Barton described the area as a "lab-type" environment. Barton entered the
screening area from the hallway, contacted the employees at their workstations, gave them
UPTE materials, and held a conversation with them in close proximity to their workstations.
According to Barton, Davis confronted her as she began to leave and they had a brief
exchange in the hallway about access rights. In essence, Barton testified, Davis told her she
had no right to be in the area and said "if you need to meet with employees, you can meet in
the breakroom." Barton testified, however, that she was not aware on August 21 that a break
room existed at the facility. She testified further that if she had known that a breakroom
existed she could have called the employees in question and met in the break room.
Testimony given by Davis is substantially similar to that given by Barton. According
to Davis, she encountered Barton and another non-employee in the screening area as they
placed materials on the desks of the cytotechnologists. Two cytotechnologists were at their
workstations, and one was absent. The fourth work station is vacant; it is used for an on-call,
per diem cytotechnologist. According to Davis, "their attention was drawn from their
microscopes. They were handed material, actually handed material as they were working and
they looked disturbed." Davis agreed that she and Barton briefly debated access rights under
the MOU. Davis insisted the laboratory is a patient care area under the HX Unit MOU and
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UPTE had no right of access. Eventually, Davis testified, she asked Barton to leave and
offered to distribute the materials or provide a break room for Barton to speak to the
employees. Barton then left the area.
Davis testified that Barton could have gained access to employees through other means.
These include e-mail, internal departmental mailboxes, and bulletin boards. As noted, break
rooms also are available for union representatives to meet with employees.
After August 21, 2001, Barton visited the facility on several occasions, but she was
never permitted to proceed past the receptionist's desk to the laboratory downstairs. Barton
testified, "I would call [members] and they would come up and meet me in the lobby and we
would have a discussion there. On these occasions, Barton said, an unknown receptionist
failed to offer her the opportunity of going to the break room. Barton has never returned to the
downstairs laboratory.
ISSUES
As framed by the complaint, the issues in this matter are as follows:
1.

Did the University, at the UCOP,
a.

change access rights without affording UPTE notice and an opportunity

to bargain, in violation of section 3571(c)?
b.

interfere with the right of employees to be represented by UPTE through

application of its access policy, in violation of section 3571 (a)?
c.

refuse to provide UPTE with information necessary and relevant to

represent employees, in violation of section 3571(c) and (a)?
2.

Did Sheesley's January 12, 2001, letter banning demonstrations inside Mrak

Hall,
a.

interfere with employee rights, in violation of section 3571(a)?
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b.

unilaterally change a policy regarding access, in violation of

section 3571(c)?
3.

Did Shimek's letter of January 16, 2001, which prohibited Barton from entering

the Davis campus,

4.

a.

deny UPTE access rights, in violation of section 3571(b)?

b.

interfere with employee rights, in violation of section 3571(a)?

Did the University, by preventing Barton from conducting a ratification meeting

on the Davis campus,
a.

deny UPTE access rights, in violation of section 3571(b)?

b.

interfere with employee rights to be represented by UPTE, in violation of

section 3571(a)?
5.

Did Ealy's June 15, 2001, letter,
a.

unilaterally implement new access rules, in violation of section 3571(c)?

b.

interfere with employee rights to be represented by UPTE, in violation of

section 357l(a)?
6.

Did any of the following incidents constitute a unilateral change in access

policy, in violation of section 3571 (c), and/or interfere with employee rights or UPTE rights, in
violation of section 3571(a) and (b) respectively?
a.

Davis Home Health Care Incident

b.

Computer Classroom Incident

c.

Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital Incident

d.

North Core Two Laboratory Incident

e.

Department of Pathology Incident
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
PERB Precedent and MOU Access Provisions
Section 3568 sets forth access rights under HEERA as follows:
Subject to reasonable regulations, employee organizations shall
have the right of access at reasonable times to areas in which
employees work, the right to use institutional bulletin boards,
mailboxes and other means of communication, and the right to
use institutional facilities at reasonable times for the purpose of
meetings concerned with the exercise of the rights guaranteed by
this act.
The Board stated the test for assessing reasonableness in an early decision involving access to
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory as follows.
[The] exercise of labor board expertise is especially fitting in this
situation, involving as it does serious uncontested concerns of the
laboratory for national security protection of its work. Instead of
eliminating the access presumption, the questions to be answered
are whether the regulations established by the employer are
properly related to justifiable concerns about disruption of the
Laboratory's mission, and whether the rules are narrowly drawn
to avoid overbroad, unnecessary interference with the exercise of
statutory rights.
(Regents of the University of California. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (1982) PERB Decision No. 212-H,
pp. 14-15 (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory).)
Applying this test to a hospital setting, the Board has reiterated that "HEERA provides
employee organization representatives, employee and nonemployee alike, with a presumptive
right of access to employees at reasonable times in areas where they work. However, the
access afforded must be reasonable in light of particular needs of the workplace in question."
(The Regents of the University of California. UCLA Medical Center (1983) PERB Decision
No. 329-H, p. 5 (UCLA Medical Center).) An employer may rebut the presumptive right of
access by evidence that a regulation is necessary to prevent disruption of operations. (Id.) An
important factor in weighing the right of access against employer regulation of access is the
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availability of alternative means of access. (UCLA Medical Center at p. 15.) In striking this
balance, the Board has also considered the impact of the employer's regulation on the basic
labor law principles set forth in the statutes it administers, which are designed to insure
effective and nondisruptive organizational communications. (See Long Beach Unified School
District (1980) PERB Decision No. 130, p. 4 (Long Beach).)
Against this background of PERB precedent, UPTE and the University have negotiated
three collective bargaining agreements that contain provisions governing access. In large part,
Article 2 of the TX, HX, and RX agreements are identical. In relevant part, they provide:
A. GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. The parties acknowledge that it is in the union's interest that it
be granted access to University facilities for the purposes of
ascertaining whether the terms of this Agreement are being met;
engaging in the investigation, preparation, and adjustment of
grievances; conducting union meetings; explaining to bargaining
unit members their rights and responsibilities under the
Agreement; and informing [bargaining unit] employees of union
activities. In the interest of facilitating these purposes, and in
accordance with local campus/laboratory/hospital procedures, the
parties agree to this article.

2. The University has the right to enforce reasonable access rules
and regulations as promulgated at each campus/Laboratory/
hospital.
B. ACCESS BY THE UNION/UNION REPRESENTATIVES GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. Designated union representatives who are not University
employees, or who are not employed at the facility visited, may
visit the facility at reasonable times and upon notice to discuss
with the University or bargaining unit members matters
pertaining to this Agreement. In the case of visits for the purpose
of conducting unscheduled meetings with bargaining unit
members, the union representative shall give notice upon arrival
in accordance with local campus/Laboratory/hospital procedures.
2. UPTE will furnish the University with a written list of all
UPTE representatives, UPTE designated employee
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representatives and officers who are authorized by the union to
conduct union business. This list shall be maintained in a timely
manner by UPTE and any changes, additions or deletions to the
list must be made in writing to the University.
3. Such internal union business as membership recruitment,
campaigning for union office, handbilling or other distribution of
literature, and all other union activities shall take place during
non-work time. Employee rest and meal periods are non-work
time for the purposes of this Article.
The main difference among the agreements is found in the right of access to patient care areas
under the HX agreement. It provides as follows:
B. PATIENT CARE AREAS
Union representatives shall have access to patient care areas only
as necessary for travel to and from union business. UPTE
representatives shall not contact employees in, or use patient care
areas when conducting union business. When the designated
campus/hospital/laboratory official and the union representative
mutually agree that a visit to a patient care area is necessary to
adjust grievances, and contract related issues, access to patient
care areas will be granted. "Patient care area" includes:
1. Chart rooms and rooms that function as or are in the nature of
chart rooms;
2. Nursing stations;
3. Patient and/or visitor lounges including patient conference
rooms, sitting rooms, and solaria;
4. Libraries or study areas located within patient care areas;
5. Patient floor and operating room area corridors; and
6. Patient rooms, operating rooms, laboratories, clinics, and other
treatment and patient care areas.
In addition, a host of local University policies play a role in defining access rights.
These policies will be set forth and addressed below, as necessary.
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UCOP Access Policy and the Request for Information
UPTE's first line of argument is that the UCOP has unilaterally implemented a change
in access rules. UPTE contends that the rules proposed in Supplement F do not purport to
amend or replace existing systemwide rules, but rather establish entirely new rules and
restrictions on a systemwide basis. By broadly communicating the "proposed" changes in
Supplement F on its website and in other ways, UPTE reasons, the UCOP has effectively
established policy standards that are understood by local managers as appropriate parameters
for campus/facility limitations on employee organization access to represented and
unrepresented employees, particularly employees in the 99 Unit. According to UPTE,
Supplement F provisions that require advance notice, limit access to non-work areas, limit
designation of non-work time, restrict access to University e-mail, and limit union business to
matters related to the grievance procedure are unlawful under HEERA and PERB case law.
UPTE alleges further that the UCOP has made other changes in access regulations by
practice. Specifically, UPTE characterizes the pre-January 2001 practice at UCOP as one that
afforded "employee and non-employee representatives ... access to UCOP employees in their
work areas, on non-work time, at reasonable times and upon notice." It is UPTE's position
here that UCOP has changed its access policy by adopting practices which reflect one or more
of the following requirements: (1) 24-hour notice before entering the UCOP premises;
(2) limit on access to otherwise appropriate areas if alternatives are provided; (3) limit on
access to employees during non-work time; (4) restriction on communications between
employees and UPTE representatives to subject matter contained in the grievance procedure;
and (5) restriction on use of University e-mail to employee organization business which is
related to the grievance procedure.
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The examples of unlawful enforcement of the above-mentioned restrictions set out in
UPTE's brief are reflected in the practice at the Lakeside Drive and Franklin Street offices,
where doors are locked and entry is permitted only if an UPTE representative makes a
prearranged appointment with an employee. UPTE contends the latter rule places an
impermissible burden on employees to openly meet with a union representative and limits
casual, anonymous workplace contact on non-work hours, thus allowing positive identification
and surveillance by management employees. As a related example of the UCOP's unlawful
access policy, UPTE points to the restrictions on telephone and e-mail contact with union
representatives that could produce the appointments required to gain access to the Lakeside
Drive and Franklin Street locations.
In addition, UPTE asserts that the changes in access policy at UCOP are ripe for
adjudication, and a PERB remedy is necessary to prevent implementation of a comprehensive
scheme for impermissible interference with employee and UPTE rights. "Notwithstanding
UCs announced intention to 'further revise the proposed changes and proposed newly
developed procedures and supplements,' the promotion and web site posting of new UCOP
recommended access standards evinces UC's clear intent to implement these access
restrictions," UPTE argues.
UPTE next argues that the UCOP unlawfully refused to provide information concerning
its access policies. The UCOP's February 26, 2001, response to Martin's request for
information was not responsive, particularly because it included no comparison with then
existing access policies. And later requests for information in the UCOP's possession
similarly were rejected, UPTE continues. According to UPTE, the UCOP presumptively had
relevant information in its possession as a result of its initial development of Supplement F, yet
refused to make it available. UCOP's refusal, UPTE concludes, prevented the union from
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conducting an informed analysis and from meeting and conferring about access or submitting
meaningful input.
In response, the University argues that the UCOP has not implemented a new access
policy, and therefore the allegations in the complaint are factually incorrect and wholly
unsupported by evidence. According to the University, a "never-implemented draft local
UCOP policy'' cannot form the basis for a finding that HEERA has been violated. In any
event, the University continues, the UCOP attempted to meet and confer with UPTE before
deciding not to implement the policy. Pointing to evidence that it submitted Supplement F to
UPTE as a proposed new policy, Yun provided Martin with a matrix containing significant
changes, Caldwell informed UPTE that Supplement F would be withdrawn, and no new access
policies have been proposed or implemented, the University concludes that Supplement F
cannot possibly represent a change to UCOP access policies.
In addition, the University asserts that there have been no changes in practice. For
several years prior to January 31, 2001, doors have been locked and access restricted for
visitors to the Lakeside Drive and Franklin Street locations of the UCOP; and this restriction
applied to all visitors and was based on safety reasons. The University further argues that
UPTE has not protested the access restrictions in these locations and has not asked to negotiate
about them in connection with Supplement F.
Regarding UPTE's request for information, the University contends that no UCOP
access regulations existed prior to the Supplement F proposal, and there is no evidence to the
contrary. It is the University's position that there was no information to provide, and it could
not provide documents that did not exist. Therefore, by sending UPTE the matrix, UCOP
fulfilled its obligation to provide information.
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In conclusion, the University argues that UPTE's theory to the effect that Supplement F
has systemwide application fails for lack of evidence. According to the University, the totality
of the evidence in this matter does not depict an employer conspiring to limit UPTE's access
rights on a statewide basis. Rather, to the extent the complaint alleges violations beyond the
UCOP, the evidence reflects the University "reacting reasonably and permissibly to the
egregious and dangerous behavior of a single UPTE employee."
The first theory of the complaint is one of unilateral change. Specifically, the
complaint alleges that on or about January 31, 2001, UCOP changed its access policy without
affording UPTE prior notice or an opportunity to meet and confer over the decision to
implement the change and/or the effects of a change in policy. In determining whether a party
has implemented a unilateral change in violation of its duty to bargain under HEERA, a
:charging party must present evidence of the following criteria: (1) the employer implemented
a change in policy on a negotiable matter; (2) the change was implemented before the
employer notified the exclusive representative and gave it an opportunity to request
negotiations; and (3) the action is not merely an isolated incident, but amounts to a change that
has a generalized effect or continuing impact on a matter within the scope of representation.
(Walnut Valley Unified School District (1981) PERB Decision No. 160 (Walnut Valley);
Grant Joint Union High School District (1982) PERB Decision No. 196 (Grant).)
Before addressing whether these standards have been met, it is important to recognize
that the University owes a duty to bargain with UPTE only with respect to UCOP employees
who are in the TX Unit, a bargaining unit where UPTE is the exclusive representative. UPTE
is not the exclusive representative of 99 Unit employees. While employees in the 99 Unit have
the right to be represented by UPTE and UPTE has the right to represent such employees, the
University has no duty to bargain with UPTE about access to such employees. (Regents of the
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contact anyway.
anyway. InInany
anyevent,
event, the
the rule
ruledoes
does not
not ultimately
ultimatelydeny
deny
discover
employees with
with these
these concerns
concerns the
to meet
meet with
with aa union
unionaa representative.
representative. Such
Such
employees
the opportunity
opportunity to
offthe
the
meetingsmay
maybe
beheld
heldininnon-work
non-workareas
areassuch
suchas
as cafeterias
cafeterias or
orbreak
break rooms
rooms or
oroff
meetings
employer'spremises
premises entirely.
entirely.
employer's
SupplementFFand
and
On February
February9,
9, 2001,
2001, Martin
Martinasked
askedYun
Yuntotocreate
createaacomparison
comparisonofofSupplement
On
existingaccess
access policies
policies to
to identify
identifyrelevant
relevantchanges
changes for
fordiscussion
discussionpurposes.
purposes. Yun
Yunresponded
responded
existing
withthe
the matrix,
matrix, but
butititincluded
includedno
nowritten
writtenUCOP
UCOPpolicies.
policies.UPTE
UPTEclaims
claimsthe
thematrix
matrixwas
wasnot
not
with
responsive to
to its
its request,
request, particularly
particularlybecause
because itit contained
contained no
no comparison
comparison with
withexisting
existing
responsive
policies.UPTE
UPTEpresumes
presumesthat
thatUCOP
UCOPhad
hadrelevant
relevantinformation
informationininitsitspossession
possessionthrough
throughthe
the
policies.
development of
ofSupplement
Supplement F,
F, yet
yet ititrefused
refused to
to make
make ititavailable.
available.
development
PERB has
has long
long held
held that
that an
an employer
employer must
must provide
provide to
to an
an exclusive
exclusiverepresentative,
representative, upon
upon
PERB
request, information
informationthat
thatisisnecessary
necessary and
and relevant
relevant to
to the
the union's
union'srepresentational
representational obligations.
obligations.
request,
(See Stockton
Stockton Unified
School District
(1980) PERB
PERB Decision
143.) Information
Informationthat
that
(See
Unified School
District (1980)
Decision No.
No. 143.)
ofrepresentation
representation is
is presumptively
presumptivelyrelevant.
relevant. (State
(Stateofof
pertainstotoaamatter
matterwithin
withinthe
thescope
scopeof
pertains
California (Departments
(Departments of
ofPersonnel
Personnel Administration
and Transportation)
Transportation) (1997)
(1997) PERB
PERB
California
Administration and
Decision No.
No. 1227-S,
1227-S, p.
p. 55 (State
(State of
California).)InInthis
thiscase
casethe
therequested
requested information
informationrelated
related
Decision
of California).)
representationand
andrelevant
relevantto
to
to existing
existing access
access policies
at UCOP,
UCOP, aa matter
matter within
withinthe
thescope
scopeofofrepresentation
to
policies at
UPTE's representational
representational obligations.
However, several
several University
Universitywitnesses
witnesses credibly
credibly testified
testified
UPTE's
obligations. However,
that no
no written
writtenaccess
access policies
policies existed,
existed, except
except for
for the
the relevant
relevantcollective
collectivebargaining
bargaining
that
agreements. One
One possible
for the
the lack
lack of
ofUCOP
policies,according
accordingtotoBoyette,
Boyette,isis
agreements.
possible explanation
explanation for
UCOP policies,
that for
for many
manyyears
years the
the UCOP
UCOP was
was located
located in
inBerkeley
Berkeleyand
andthe
theaccess
access policies
policies of
ofthat
thatcampus
campus
that
bythe
theUCOP.
UCOP. After
Afterthe
theUCOP
UCOPmoved
movedtotoOakland,
Oakland,no
nosuch
such policies
policies were
were
were followed
followedby
were
implemented. Therefore,
Therefore,consistent
consistentwith
withYun's
Yun'sresponse,
response,ititisisconcluded
concludedthat
thatthere
therewere
were no
no
implemented.
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UCOP policies
policies to
to provide.
provide. The
TheUniversity
Universitycould
couldnot
notprovide
provideinformation
informationthat
thatdoes
doesnot
notexist.
exist.
UCOP
at p.
p. 13.)
13.)
(State
(State of
of California
California at
Ban on
Hall
Ban
on Demonstrations
Demonstrations Inside
Inside Mrak
Mrak Hall
UPTE advances
advances several
ban on
on
UPTE
several arguments
argumentsininsupport
supportof
ofits
its claim
claim that
that the
the University's
University's ban
demonstrations inside
is unlawful.
unlawful. First,
First,UPTE
UPTEcontends
contendsthat
thatthe
thedemonstrations
demonstrations in
in
demonstrations
inside Mrak
Mrak Hall
Hall is
general were
and did
did not
not substantially
substantially disrupt
disrupt any
any aspect
aspect of
the University's
University's
general
were peaceful,
peaceful, lawful
lawful and
of the
any individual
business. Nor
Norhas
has the
the University
Universityconvincingly
convincinglyestablished
established that
that the
the conduct
business.
conduct of
of any
individual
demonstrator was
Rather, UPTE
UPTE claims,
claims, the
the University
Universityhas
has attempted
attempted to
to justify
justifythe
the
demonstrator
was disruptive.
disruptive. Rather,
the theory
the activities
associated with
the demonstrations
demonstrations are
are "inherently
ban on
ban
on the
theory that
that the
activities associated
with the
"inherently
disruptive" of
ofUniversity
Universityoperations.
operations. According
AccordingtotoUPTE,
UPTE,"this
"thisnew
newabsolute
absoluteban
banon
onUPTE
UPTE
disruptive"
and employee
purpose -- all
allexpressive
expressive
and
employee speech
speech and
andexpressive
expressiveconduct
conductachieved
achievedits
itsunlawful
unlawful purpose
and demonstrative
at Mrak
Hall stopped."
stopped."
and
demonstrative conduct
conduct activity
activity at
Mrak Hall
In
related argument,
argument, UPTE
UPTE asserts
asserts that
that "the
"the absolute
absolute ban
ban on
on any
any expressive
expressive
In aa related
demonstrative
of any
any kind
inside Mrak
Mrak Hall
Hall isis unlawful
unlawfulininthat
thatititseeks
seeks overbroad,
overbroad,
demonstrative activity
activity of
kind inside
prior restraint
restraintof
ofall
allemployee
employeespeech
speech and
and expression
expression related
related to
labor disputes
disputes with
UC
prior
to labor
with UC
management,
management, including
including speech
speechwhich
which does
doesnot
notsubstantially
substantiallydisrupt
disruptor
or materially
materially interfere
interfere with
with
UC
activities and
and operations."
operations." Further,
Further, UPTE
UPTEcontends,
contends, the
the ban
in that
that itit
UC activities
ban is
is discriminatory
discriminatory in
by UPTE
UPTE than
than on
on other
other
imposes more
limitationson
onfree
free speech
speech by
imposes
more onerous
onerous restrictive
restrictive limitations
organizations.
organizations.
Lastly, UPTE
UPTEargues
argues that
that the
the University
University has
has unilaterally
unilaterally changed
changed access
In
Lastly,
accesspolicy.
policy. In
support of
ofthis
thisclaim,
claim,UPTE
UPTEasserts
assertsthat
thataccess
access is
is aa negotiable
negotiable topic,
topic, demonstrations
demonstrations inside
inside
support
MrakHall
Hallwere
werepermitted
permittedprior
priortotoSheesley's
Sheesley'sJanuary
January12,
12,2001,
2001,letter,
letter,the
theletter
letterimposed
imposedan
an
Mrak
absolute ban
ban on
on all
such demonstrations,
demonstrations, and
to meet
meet
absolute
all such
and UPTE
UPTE was
was not
not afforded
afforded the
the opportunity
opportunity to
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and confer
conferover
overthe
the change.
change. This
Thisconduct
conductevidences
evidences aa clear
clear violation
violationof
ofthe
theduty
dutytotobargain
bargain
and
withUPTE
UPTEover
overaccess
accessrights,
rights,UPTE
UPTEconcludes.
concludes.
with
Inresponse,
response, the
the University
Universityargues
arguesthat
thatthere
thereisisno
noevidence
evidencethat
thatitithas
hasunilaterally
unilaterally
In
changed its
its access
access policy
Hall. The
TheUniversity
Universitycontends
contendsthere
thereisisno
noevidence
evidence
changed
policy regarding
regarding Mrak
Mrak Hall.
in Mrak
MrakHall
Hallprior
priortotothose
thoseconducted
conductedby
byUPTE
UPTEand
andother
otherunions
unions
that demonstrations
demonstrations occurred
occurred in
that
duringlate
late2000,
2000,nor
norare
aresuch
suchdemonstrations
demonstrations permissible
permissibleunder
underlongstanding
longstandinglocal
localaccess
access
during
regulations.InInfact,
fact,the
theUniversity
University
continues,itsitspolicies
policiesprovide
provide
thatdemonstrations,
demonstrations,
regulations.
continues,
that
includingthose
thosewhere
whereamplified
amplifiedsound
soundisisused,
used, are
are permissible
permissible only
onlyoutside
outside Mrak
MrakHall.
Hall.
including
Moreover,the
theUniversity
Universityasserts
assertsthat
thatUPTE
UPTErebuffed
rebuffedattempts
attemptstotomeet
meetabout
aboutthe
the
Moreover,
demonstrations.
demonstrations.
Inaddition,
addition,relevant
relevantcase
caselaw
lawand
andUniversity
Universityaccess
accessregulations
regulationspermit
permitbanning
banning
In
Mrak Hall
Hallon
onthe
thegrounds
grounds of
ofoperational
operational necessity.
necessity. As
Asfactual
factualsupport
support
demonstrations inside
inside Mrak
demonstrations
for this
this argument,
argument, the
the University
Universitypoints
pointsto
toevidence
evidence of
ofwhat
whatititclaims
claimswere
werelarge,
large,disruptive
disruptiveand
and
for
unsafedemonstrations.
demonstrations. The
TheUniversity
University
arguesthat
thatthe
theevidence
evidenceclearly
clearlyestablishes
establishesthe
the
unsafe
argues
prohibitionininSheesley's
Sheesley'sJanuary
January12,
12, 2001,
2001, letter
letterisispermissible
permissibleunder
under California
Californialaw
lawasas
prohibition
interpreted by
byPERB
PERB and
and state
state courts.
The prohibition
therefore comports
comports with
HEERA. ItItisis
interpreted
courts. The
prohibition therefore
with HEERA.
of
also reasonable
reasonable under
under existing
existing UCD
UCDaccess
access regulations,
regulations, and
and UPTE
UPTE has
has provided
providedno
no evidence
evidence of
also
Hallfor
forloud,
loud,disruptive
disruptivedemonstrations.
demonstrations.
aa need
need to
to bring
bring numerous
numerous protestors
protestors into
into Mrak
Mrak Hall
MrakHall
Hallatatany
anytime
time
According to
to the
the University,
University, UPTE
UPTEwants
wants the
the unlimited
unlimited right
rightto
toenter
enter Mrak
According
withunlimited
unlimitednumbers
numbersofofprotestors
makingear-drum
ear-drumshattering
shatteringsounds,
sounds,but
butsuch
suchtactics
tactics
with
protestors making
jeopardizethe
the health
health and
and safety
safety of
ofeveryone
everyone in
in the
the building,
building,including
includingthe
theprotesters.
protesters.
jeopardize
Interpreting access rights under a parallel provision in the BERA, PERB
Interpreting access rights under a parallel provision in the EERA, PERB
has stated
stated its
approach to
employer restrictions
restrictions as
as follows.
follows.
has
its approach
to employer
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On the
the basis
basis of
our understanding
understanding of
of the
the statutory
statutory purposes
purposes of
On
of our
of
BERA,
in
conjunction
with
our
review
of
analogous
principles
of
EERA, in conjunction with our review of analogous principles of
labor
and
constitutional
law,
we
conclude
that
school
employer
labor and constitutional law, we conclude that school employer
regulation under
under section
section 3543.1(b)
3543.l(b) should
shouldbe
be narrowly
narrowlydrawn
drawntoto
regulation
cover
the
time,
place
and
manner
of
the
activity,
without
cover the time, place and manner of the activity, without
onthe
thecontent
contentunless
unlessititpresents
presents aa substantial
substantial threat
threat to
to
impingingon
impinging
peaceful
school
operations.
The
employer's
interest
in
regulating
peaceful school operations. The employer's interest in regulating
speech conduct
on campus
campus is
is fully
fullyprotected,
protected,under
undersection
section
speech
conduct on
3543.l(b), by
by narrow
narrowguidelines
guidelinesand
andby
bythe
thedeterrent
deterrentthreat
threatposed
posed
3543.1(b),
by
the
possibility
of
subsequent
punishment
for
unprotected
by the possibility of subsequent punishment for unprotected
behavior.
[Citation; fn.
fn. omitted.]
omitted.]
behavior. [Citation;
(Richmond
Unified
School
District(1979)
(1979) PERB
PERB Decision
Decision
(Richmond Unified School District
No.
99, pp.
pp. 19-20
19-20 (Richmond).)
(Richmond).)
No. 99,
Indeed, Sheesley's
Sheesley's January
January 12,
was committed
committedto
to
Indeed,
12, 2001,
2001, letter
letter indicated
indicated that
that the
the University
University was
time,place
placeand
andmanner
mannerrules"
rules"as
as reflected
reflected in
in
taking "appropriate
"appropriate action"
action" for
for"violations
"violationsofofitsitstime,
taking
its regulations.
regulations.
its
ofthe
the demonstrations
demonstrations inside
Hall, the
the University
Universitymay
mayhave
havehad
had
Given the
the nature
nature of
Given
inside Mrak
Mrak Hall,
legitimate concerns
concerns about
about safety,
safety, obstruction
obstruction of
ofingress
ingress to
to and
and egress
egress from
legitimate
from the
the building,
building,
damage, or
ofoperations.
operations. InInfact,
fact,Sheesley
Sheesleydescribed
describedsuch
suchconcerns
concerns in
inthis
this
damage,
or general
general disruption
disruption of
wouldhave
havebeen
beenappropriate,
appropriate,therefore,
therefore,for
forSheesley
Sheesleytotoaddress
addressthese
theseconcerns
concerns by
by
letter. ItItwould
letter.
narrowlydrawn
drawnrules
rulesthat
thatcover,
cover, for
forexample,
example, timing
timingofofdemonstrations,
demonstrations, number
number of
of
narrowly
demonstrators,
the demonstration,
demonstration, and
and appropriate
demonstrators, location
location of
of the
appropriate enforcement
enforcement mechanisms.
mechanisms. But
But
Sheesley's
does not
drawnrules
rules designed
designed to
to address
address the
the perceived
perceived
Sheesley's letter
letter does
not contain
contain narrowly
narrowly drawn
on all
all demonstrations
demonstrations inside
inside Mrak
MrakHall.
Hall.
problems. Rather,
Rather,ititsets
setsout
outan
an absolute
absolute ban
ban on
problems.
"Demonstrations inside
Hallare
are not
not permitted
permitted under
under any
any circumstances,"
This
"Demonstrations
inside Mrak
Mrak Hall
circumstances," he
hewrote.
wrote. This
is an
an overly
overlybroad
broad restriction,
restriction,even
evenunder
underSheesley's
Sheesley'sown
owntestimony.
testimony.
is
Sheesley conceded
conceded in
testimony that
that aa peaceful
peaceful demonstration
demonstration could
couldbe
be conducted
conducted
Sheesley
in his
his testimony
beinherently
inherentlydisruptive,
disruptive,depending
dependingon
onthe
thenature
nature of
ofthe
the
inside Mrak
MrakHall
Hallthat
thatwould
wouldnot
notbe
inside
demonstrators. At
Atone
oneextreme,
extreme,he
hedescribed
describedan
an example
example of
of
demonstration
and the
demonstration and
the number
number of
of demonstrators.
silent,
non-disruptive demonstrations
demonstrations which
whichwould
wouldbe
bepermissible:
permissible:"somebody
"somebodywho
whohad
hadaasign
sign
silent, non-disruptive
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around his
his or
or her
her neck
neck who
who stood
stood by
by himself
himselfor
orherself
herselfin
inaa corner
comer that
that said
said 'The
'TheUniversity
Universityisis
around
Unfair."'AtAt
theopposite
oppositeextreme,
extreme,hehedescribed
describedaadisruptive
disruptivedemonstration
demonstrationthat
thatwould
wouldnot
notbe
be
Unfair.""
the
permissible: "a
"ahundred
hundred people
people doing
be] disruptive."
disruptive." "So,
"So,depending
dependingon
on how
how you
you
permissible:
doing that
that [would
[would be]
use the
'demonstration,' you
you could
couldarrive
arriveatataa conclusion,
conclusion, you
you could
couldslice
sliceititthin
thinenough
enough
use
the word
word 'demonstration,'
to where
where aa demonstration
be disruptive,"
disruptive,"Sheesley
Sheesley testified.
testified.
to
demonstration wouldn't
wouldn't be
Under the
the standard
standard established
established by
certain types
types of
ofprotected
protected conduct
conduct
Under
by Sheesley's
Sheesley's letter,
letter, certain
would be
be prohibited.
prohibited. Even
Evenaanondisruptive
nondisruptivedemonstration
demonstrationsuch
suchasasaasmall
smallgroup
groupofofemployees
employees
would
Sheesley's
wearing union
union buttons
buttons in
inthe
the lobby
lobbyororother
otherquasi-public
quasi-publicarea
areawould
wouldrun
runafoul
afoulofof
wearing
Sheesley's
absolute ban.
(See e.g.
Joint Elementary
Elementary School
School District
District(2002)
(2002)PERB
PERBDecision
Decision
absolute
ban. (See
e.g. Turlock
Turlock Joint
10 [wearing
[wearingunion
unionbuttons
buttonsisisprotected,
protected, absent
absent special
special circumstances].)
circumstances].)
No. 1490
1490 p.
p. 10
No.
As the
the Board
Board stated
stated in
in Richmond,
Richmond, aa regulation
regulation that
that suffers
suffers from
from "overbreadth
"overbreadthand
and
As
application"interferes
interfereswith
withprotected
protectedconduct.
conduct.Subject
Subjecttotoreasonable
reasonableregulation,
regulation,
indefinite application"
indefinite
"employees and
and employee
employee organizations
organizations have
have aa right
communicate at
at the
the worksite,
free from
from
"employees
right to
to communicate
worksite, free
employer restriction,
restriction, about
about specific
specificterms
terms and
and conditions
conditionsof
ofemployment
employmentas
aswell
wellasasmatters
mattersof
of
employer
more general
general political,
socialor
oreconomic
economicconcern
concern to
to employees."
employees." (Richmond
(Richmondatat p.
p. 24.)
24.)
more
political, social
Sheesley's
demonstrationmight
mightbe
be
Sheesley's ban
ban made
made no
no attempt
attempt to
to address
address situations
situations in
in which
which aa demonstration
permissible. Rather,
Rather, ititunreasonably
unreasonably prohibited
prohibited all
all demonstrations.
demonstrations. Therefore,
Therefore, ititisisconcluded
concluded
permissible.
that the
the ban
the right
right of
ofemployees
employees to
to participate
participate in
in activities
activitiesofofan
anemployee
employee
that
ban interfered
interfered with
with the
section3571(a).
3571 (a).ByBythe
thesame
same
organization and
and be
be represented
represented by
violationofofsection
organization
by UPTE,
UPTE, in
in violation
conduct, the
the University
Universityhas
has denied
denied UPTE
UPTE reasonable
reasonable access
ofsection
section
conduct,
accessrights,
rights, in
in violation
violation of
3571(b).
3571(b).
In addition,
addition, the
the ban
ban on
on demonstrations
demonstrations inside
was imposed
imposed unilaterally.
In
inside Mrak
Mrak Hall
Hall was
unilaterally. ItItisis
wellsettled
settledthat
thatthe
thegeneral
generalsubject
subjectofofaccess
access rights
rightsguaranteed
guaranteed by
bysection
section3568
3568isisaamatter
matter
well
ofrepresentation.
representation. (See
(See e.g.,
e.g., Trustees
Trustees of
State University
Universityat
at
withinthe
thescope
scope of
within
of the
the California
California State
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pp. 3-4;
3-4; State
State of
of California
California(Departments
(Departments of
ofPersonnel
Personnel Administration,
Administration.Banking,
Banking.
pp.
Transportation. Water
Water Resources
Resources and
Transportation,
andBoard
Boardof
of Equalization)
Equalization) (1998)
(1998) PERB
PERB Decision
Decision
No. 1279-S.)
1279-S.) AAchange
changeininan
anaccess
access regulation
regulation of
ofthe
the type
type at
at issue
issue here
here involves
involves statutory
statutory
No.
ofemployees
employees and
and employee
employee organizations
alike. And
AndSheesley
Sheesleymade
made no
no attempt
attempt to
to
rights of
rights
organizations alike.
provide UPTE
UPTE with
withnotice
noticeand
andan
an opportunity
opportunityto
tonegotiate.
negotiate. He
Heconceded
concededinintestimony
testimonythat
thathis
his
provide
November 13,
13, 2000,
2000, e-mail
e-mailmessage
message to
to Livingston
Livingstonand
andBrower
Browerwas
wasan
anattempt
attempttotoengage
engageininaa
November
general discussion
discussion about
about the
the demonstrations
demonstrations and
and the
the access
access rules
the MOUs,
MOUs,but
buthe
hehad
hadno
no
general
rules in
in the
intention to
to negotiate.
negotiate. Accordingly,
Accordingly,I Ifind
findthat
thatthe
theUniversity
Universityhas
hasunilaterally
unilaterallyimplemented
implementedaa
intention
new access
access rule
demonstrations in
Hall, ininviolation
violationofofsection
section3571(c).
3571(c).
new
rule covering
covering demonstrations
in Mrak
Mrak Hall,
Ban on
on Barton
Barton Access
Access to
Ban
to Davis
Davis Campus
Campus and
andthe
theRatification
Ratification Meeting
Meeting
January12,
12,2001,
2001,has
has
UPTE argues
argues that
that the
the University,
throughShimek's
Shimek'sletter
letterofofJanuary
UPTE
University, through
unlawfullyimplemented
implementeda apolicy
policyimposing
imposingsanctions
sanctionsagainst
againstan
anUPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativefor
for
unlawfully
activities wrongly
wronglyperceived
perceivedto
tobe
be in
inviolation
violationofofaccess
access rules.
rules. Specifically,
Specifically,UPTE
UPTEcontends
contends
activities
Barton
was banned
banned from
access to
campus and
and Medical
MedicalCenter
Centerfor
for30
30days
daysas
as
Barton was
from access
to the
the entire
entire Davis
Davis campus
ofher
her protected
protected conduct
conduct in
in connection
connection with
with the
the demonstration
demonstration in
in the
the Ophthalmology
Ophthalmology
result of
aa result
·Department
Department on
on January
January 9,
9, 2001.
2001. UPTE
UPTEclaims
claimsthe
theevidence
evidenceshows
showsthat
thatthe
thedemonstration
demonstrationwas
was
peaceful,
reaction was
was "extreme"
"extreme" and
and "exaggerated,"
"exaggerated," and
and the
the University's
peaceful, the
the University's
University's reaction
University's
response was
sanction" against
against UPTE
UPTE and
and Barton.
Barton.
response
was an
an "extraordinary
"extraordinary punitive
punitive sanction"
The University
followedwith
withanother
anotherunlawful
unlawfulact,
act,UPTE
UPTEcontinues,
continues,when
whenon
on
The
University followed
January 25,
enforced the
sanction by
by accusing
accusing Barton
Barton of
oftrespass,
trespass, placing
her in
in
January
25, 2001,
2001, it
it enforced
the illegal
illegal sanction
placing her
the
policeand
and physically
physicallyremoving
removingher
herfrom
fromthe
thecampus
campusasasshe
she
the custody
custody of
of the
the University
University police
conducted a
a contract
meeting. UPTE
UPTEargues
argues further
further that
that Barton's
Barton's forcible
forcibleremoval
removal
conducted
contract ratification
ratification meeting.
freespeech
speechand
and association,
association, as
as well
well
.from
from the
the Davis
Davis campus
campus violated
violated her
her constitutional
constitutionalrights
rightsofoffree
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as the
the California
CaliforniaPenal
PenalCode,
Code,which
whichguarantees
guaranteesunion
unionrepresentatives
representativesaccess
accesstotowork
worksites
sites
as
on private
private property
propertyfor
fororganizing
organizingand
andcontract
contractenforcement
enforcementpurposes.
purposes.
located on
located
The University
Universityresponds
responds that
that itit engaged
engaged in
no unlawful
unlawful act
act by
bybanning
banning Barton
Bartonfrom
fromthe
the
The
in no
Davis campus
campus for
for 30
30 days.
days. The
The University
Universityclaims
claimslocal
localaccess
access rules
rules comport
comportwith
withthe
the
Davis
ofHEERA
HEERAand
and the
the MOUs
MO Usto
tothe
theextent
extent that
that they
they permit
permitimposition
impositionofofsanctions
sanctions
requirements of
requirements
on nonemployee
nonemployee union
union representatives
representatives for
ofUniversity
Universitypolicies
policiesororlocal
localaccess
access
on
for aa violation
violation of
regulations. According
Accordingtotothe
theUniversity,
University,Barton
Bartonled
leda ademonstration
demonstrationininthe
theOphthalmology
Ophthalmology
regulations.
ofbehavior
behavior that
that isis unprotected
unprotected by
byHEERA;
HEERA;that
thatis,
is,
Department that
that included
included precisely
precisely the
the type
type of
Department
worktime
timeinina amanner
mannerthat
thatdisrupts
disruptsthe
theworkplace
workplaceand
andinterferes
interfereswith
withpatient
patient
activityduring
duringwork
activity
care. InInthe
theUniversity's
University'sview,
view,Barton's
Barton'sconduct
conductininthe
thedepartment
departmentwas
was not
notaa silent
silent
care.
demonstration, but
but rather
rather aa "gross
localaccess
accessrules
rules ininthe
thecorridors
corridorsand
andinner
inner
demonstration,
"gross violation"
violation" ofoflocal
offices of
ofthe
the department.
department. The
The University
Universityargues,
argues, moreover,
moreover, that
that Shimek's
Shimek's restriction
restriction was
was
offices
narrow and
and in
in accord
accord with
local access
access rules.
was limited
limitedtoto30
30days,
days, ititapplied
appliedonly
onlytoto
narrow
with local
rules. ItIt was
Barton, and
and itit isis supported
supported by
by the
the operational
operational need
need to
to "protect
"protectits
itsemployees
employeesand
andpatients
patientsfrom
from
Barton,
Bartonengaged
engaged in
inat
atthe
the Department
Departmentof
of
outrageous, dangerous,
dangerous, and
conduct like
like that
that Barton
outrageous,
and disruptive
disruptive conduct
Ophthalmology."Lastly,
Lastly,
University
contends
that
Barton
was
arrested
trespass.
Ophthalmology."
thethe
University
contends
that
Barton
was
notnot
arrested
forfor
trespass.
She was
was merely
lawfulban.
ban.
She
merely escorted
escorted off
off campus
campus by
by police
police for
for violating
violating aa lawful
To resolve
resolve the
the issue
issue presented
presented by
findititunnecessary
unnecessaryto
todetermine
determineifif
To
by the
the complaint,
complaint, II find
Barton'sconduct
conductviolated
violatedthe
theUniversity's
University'saccess
accessrules.
rules.Even
Evenassuming
assumingBarton
Bartonviolated
violated
these
Barton's
these
Shimek'scampuswide
campuswideban
banwas
wasunlawful
unlawfulasasananoverbroad
overbroadrestriction
restrictiononon
access.
rules,Shimek's
rules,
access.
The MOUs
MOUs provide
provide in
inrelevant
relevant part
part that
that "the
"the University
Universityhas
has the
the right
right to
to enforce
enforce
The

reasonableaccess
access rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as promulgated
promulgated at
at each
each campus/Laboratory/hospital."
campus/Laboratory/hospital."
reasonable
PPSM Section
Section 380-21,
provides that
that the
the "chancellor
"chancellor may
may impose
impose sanctions
sanctions for
for violation
violation
PPSM
380-21, XV,
XV, provides
ofUniversity
Universitypolicies
policiesororUCD
UCDregulations."
regulations."AsAs
noted,PERB
PERBhas
hasheld
heldthat
thatlocal
localaccess
access
of
noted,
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regulationsmust
must be
be narrowly
narrowlydrawn
drawntotocover
covertime,
time,place
placeand
and manner
manner of
ofthe
the activity,
activity,
regulations
without impinging on content unless it presents a substantial threat to operations. (Richmond

without impinging on content unless it presents a substantial threat to operations. (Richmond

at pp.
pp. 19-20.)
19-20.)Shimek's
Shimek'sletter
letter
banningBarton
Barton
from
entire
campus
wasoverbroad
overbroadand
and
at
banning
from
thethe
entire
campus
was
therefore does
does not
not withstand
withstand scrutiny
scrutiny under
under HEERA,
HEERA, the
the MOUs
MOUsororthe
thelocal
localregulations,
regulations,even
even
therefore
Bartonled
ledthe
thedemonstration
demonstrationand
anddisrupted
disruptedoperations
operations as
as Shimek
Shimek claimed
claimed in
inhis
hisletter.
letter.
ififBarton
accordwith
withlocal
localaccess
access
The University
Universityargues
arguesthat
thatthe
the restriction
restrictionwas
wasnarrow
narrowand
andininaccord
The
waslimited
limited
days,it itapplied
appliedonly
only
Barton,and
andit itis issupported
supportedbybythe
theoperational
operational
rules.It Itwas
rules.
toto3030days,
totoBarton,
needtoto"protect
"protectemployees
employeesand
andpatients
patientsfrom
fromoutrageous,
outrageous,dangerous,
dangerous,and
anddisruptive
disruptiveconduct
conduct
need
likethat
thatBarton
Bartonengaged
engaged in
in at
at the
the Department
disagree.
like
Department of
of Ophthalmology."
Ophthalmology." I Idisagree.
Because Shimek's
letter is
is based
based primarily
on Barton's
Barton'srole
roleininthe
thedemonstration
demonstrationininthe
the
Because
Shimek's letter
primarily on
Ophthalmology Department and her alleged access violations in other work areas, patient care

Ophthalmology Department and her alleged access violations in other work areas, patient care

of
areas and
and laboratories,
a narrowly
drawn restriction
restrictioncovering
coveringthe
thetime,
time,place
placeand
andmanner
manner of
areas
laboratories, a
narrowly drawn
Barton'saccess
access to
to such
such areas
areas might
ButShimek's
Shimek'sletter
letter
Barton's
might withstand
withstand scrutiny
scrutiny under
under HEERA.
HEERA. But
does not
not comply
comply with
withthis
thisstandard.
standard. He
Hedid
didnot
notban
banBarton
Bartonfrom
fromwork
workareas
areaswhere
wherelegitimate
legitimate
does
concernsabout
aboutoperational
operationalnecessity
necessity or
or disruption
disruptionexisted.
existed. Instead,
Instead,he
heissued
issuedaadirective
directive
concerns
banningBarton
Bartonfrom
fromthe
theentire
entireDavis
Daviscampus
campusand
andMedical
MedicalCenter.
Center.On
Onitsitsface,
face,the
theban
banapplied
applied
banning
even to
to public
publicareas
areas where
whereno
nooperational
operationalconcerns
concernsexisted,
existed,asaswell
wellasastotoareas
areas(work
(workareas
areasasas
even
wellas
asnon-work
non-workareas)
areas)where
whereno
no access
access problems
Thus, Shimek's
Shimek'sletter
letterimposed
imposedaa
well
problems existed.
existed. Thus,
ban on
on areas
areas beyond
or
ban
beyond those
those where
where there
there reasonably
reasonably was
was any
any concern
concern about
about disruption
disruption or
operationalnecessity.
necessity.
operational
Perhaps the
the best
was overbroad
in the
the application
application
Perhaps
best example
example that
that Shimek'
Shimek'ss letter
letter was
overbroad is
is found
found in
ofthe
the ban.
ban. The
Therestriction
restrictionbarred
barredBarton
Bartonfrom
fromaccess
accesstotoaapublic
publicarea
area(the
(thecafeteria)
cafeteria)toto
of
participateininprotected
protected activity
activityininconducting
conductingaaratification
ratificationvote.
vote.There
Thereisisno
noevidence
evidencethat
that
participate
Bartoncaused
caused disruption
disruptionasasaaresult
resultofofher
heraccess
accesstotopublic
publicareas
areassuch
suchasascafeterias,
cafeterias,
Barton
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break/lunchrooms,
rooms,meeting
meetingrooms
roomsororother
othercommon
commonareas,
areas,or
orthat
thatbanning
banningher
herfrom
fromsuch
suchareas
areas
break/lunch
January12,
12,2001,
2001,states
statesnonoconcern
concernabout
about
served any
any operational
operational necessity.
necessity. Shimek's
Shimek'sletter
letterofof
served
January
access violations
in public
publicareas
areas at
at the
the Davis
Davis campus
campus or
or the
the Medical
MedicalCenter,
Center,yet
yethe
hetestified
testified
access
violations in
that there
there were
were no
no exceptions
exceptions to
to his
his directive.
directive.
that
Interventionofofthe
theDavis
Davispolice
policeatatthe
theUniversity's
University's
requestdenied
deniedBarton
Barton
accesstotoaa
Intervention
request
access
UPTE's
publicarea
area where
where aa ratification
ratificationvote
votewas
wasbeing
being conducted
conducted and
and interfered
interfered with
withthe
the UPTE's
public
ratificationprocess.
process. AtAt
time
police
interruptedthe
theratification
ratification
vote
andescorted
escorted
ratification
thethe
time
thethe
police
interrupted
vote
and
Barton from
fromthe
thecampus,
campus,she
shewas
was the
the only
onlyUPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativepresent
presentand
andthe
thevote
votehad
hadtotobe
be
Barton
stopped. ByBy
banningBarton
Bartonfrom
from
theentire
entireDavis
Daviscampus
campusand
andMedical
MedicalCenter,
Center,Shimek
Shimekdid
did
stopped.
banning
the
byHEERA.
HEERA.
notcomply
complywith
withthe
thetime,
time,place,
place,and
andmanner
mannerstandards
standards required
requiredby
not
Bartonfrom
from
accesstotothe
theDavis
Daviscampus
campusand
and
concludedthat
thatShimek's
Shimek'sban
banofofBarton
ItItisisconcluded
access
MedicalCenter
Centerand
and the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
the ban
ban during
a ratification
vote in
inaa non-work
non-workarea
area
Medical
during a
ratification vote
UPTE'sright
rightor or
accessfor
forthe
thepurpose
purposeofofrepresenting
representingemployees,
employees, in
in violation
violation
interferedwith
withUPTE's
interfered
access
ofsection
section3571(b),
3571(b),as
as well
wellas
as the
the right
right of
ofemployees
employees to
to be
be represented
represented by
of
of
by UPTE,
UPTE, in
in violation
violation of
section3571(a).
3571(a).
section
Ealy'sJune
June 15,
15. 2001.
2001. Letter
LetterininRegarding
RegardingAccess
Access to
to the
the Chiles
Chiles Road
Road Incident
Incident
Ealy's
The complaint
complaintalleges
allegesthat
thatEaly's
Ealy'sletter
letterconcerning
concerningaccess
access at
at the
the Chiles
ChilesRoad
Road facility
facilityisis
The
unlawfulunder
undertwo
twoindependent
independenttheories.
theories. First,
First,the
thecomplaint
complaintalleges
allegesthat
thatthe
theletter
lettercontains
contains
unlawful
severalunilateral
unilateralchanges
changes in
in access
access policies,
ofthe
the duty
dutyto
tobargain
bargainwith
withUPTE
UPTEas
as
several
policies, in
in violation
violation of
exclusiverepresentative
representative of
ofthe
the TX
TXUnit.
Unit.Second,
Second,the
thecomplaint
complaintalleges
allegesthat
thatthe
theletter
letterinterfered
interfered
exclusive
employeesininthe
theTX
TXUnit
Unitand
andthe
the99
99Unit
Unittotoparticipate
participateininthe
theactivities
activitiesofofanan
withthe
theright
rightofofemployees
with
employeeorganization.
organization.
employee
ofintent
intentto
to enforce
enforce
UPTEargues
argues that
that Ealy's
Ealy's June
June 15,
15, 2001,
2001, letter
is a
a formal
notice of
UPTE
letter is
formal notice
presumptivelyunreasonable
unreasonable and
and unlawful
restrictions on
on access
access to
Unit and
and 99
99 Unit
Unit
presumptively
unlawful restrictions
to TX
TX Unit
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employees. The
Theletter,
letter,UPTE
UPTEclaims,
claims,demanded
demandedcompliance
compliancewith
withseveral
severalunlawful
unlawfulaccess
accessrules
rules
employees.
and had
had aa generalized
on employees
employees who
to determine
determine the
the timing
timingofof
and
generalized effect
effect on
who have
have the
the discretion
discretion to
theirlunch
lunchand
and break
break periods.
periods. InInsupport
supportofofitsitsargument,
argument,UPTE
UPTEpoints
pointstototwo
two
passagesinin
their
passages
Ealy'sletter
letterthat
thatititclaims
claimsare
areunlawful.
unlawful.The
Thefirst
firststates
statesthat
thatUPTE
UPTEisisrequired
requiredtoto
Ealy's
and provide
provideher
her
[C]ontact[the]
[the]Human
HumanResources
Resources analyst
analyst ....
[Clontact
. . and
ofan
an UPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativeand
andthe
thedate
date and
and time
time
withthe
the name
name of
with
when
UPTE
requests
having
the
identified
representative
talk
when UPTE requests having the identified representative talk
withemployees
employees on
on site.
site. [The
[Theanalyst]
analyst]will
willarrange
arrangespace
space for
forthe
the
with
UPTE
representative
in
the
break
room
for
the
requested
day
and
UPTE representative in the break room for the requested day and
time. When
WhenUPTE's
UPTE'srequested
requesteddates
datesand
and times
times cannot
cannot be
be
time.
granted,
alternate
dates
and
times
will
be
offered.
granted, alternate dates and times will be offered.
UPTE argues
argues that
that the
the requirements
requirements in
in this
thisparagraph
paragraph unreasonably
unreasonably condition
conditionaccess
access to
to
UPTE
on (1)
(1) pre-scheduled
pre-scheduled visits
(2) in
in only
onlynon-work
non-workareas
areas (3)
(3) by
byspecified
specifiedUPTE
UPTE
employees on
employees
visits (2)
representatives (4)
(4) on
ondates
dates and
and times
times determined
determined by
by the
the University
Universityand
and(5)
(5)only
onlyfor
foremployees
employees
representatives
openand
andnotorious
notoriousselfself
who"overcome
"overcomethe
thecoercive,
coercive,unreasonable
unreasonable and
and intimidating
intimidatingburden
burdenofofopen
who
selection for
forUPTE
UPTEcontact
contactininaanon-work
non-workarea."
area."
selection
UPTEnext
nextargues
argues that
that the
the following
followingpassage
passage in
Ealy's letter
letterisis aa discriminatory
discriminatory
UPTE
in Ealy's
againstemployee
employeeuse
useofofUniversity
prohibitionagainst
University
telephonestotocontact
contactemployee
employeerepresentatives.
representatives.
prohibition
telephones
There is
is another
another problem
problem on
on which
which II need
need your
your help.
help. The
The"Where
"Where
There
my UPTE
UPTEdues
dues go?"
go?" flyer
flyerthat
thatwas
wasdistributed
distributedhad
had[UPTE
[UPTE
do my
do
president]
Rob
Brower's
work
phone
number
on
it.
This
couldbe
be
president] Rob Brower's work phone number on it. This could
considered misuse
misuse of
ofUC
UCphones
phones for
forunion
unionmembership
membership
considered
of
UCphones
phones only
only in
in
recruitment.
The
TX
contract
permits
use
recruitment. The TX contract permits use of UC
the context
context of
offiled
filedgrievances.
grievances. Future
Futuremembership
membershiprecruitment
recruitment
the
material
must
not
display
any
UC
phone
numbers
as
means of
of
material must not display any UC phone numbers as aameans
contactingany
anyUPTE
UPTErepresentative.
representative.
contacting
AccordingtotoUPTE,
UPTE,this
thisaspect
aspect of
ofEaly's
letterunlawfully
unlawfullydeprives
deprivesemployees
employeesofofthe
theright
righttoto
According
Ealy's letter
ofemployment-related
employment-related information
information directly
directlyfrom
fromthe
theunion.
union.
seekaawide
widerange
range of
seek
Inresponse,
response, the
the University
Universityargues
arguesthat
thatEaly's
Ealy'sletter
lettercannot
cannotbebeconstrued
construedasasaa"formal
"formal
In
enforceunlawful
unlawfulrestrictions
restrictionsononaccess,
access,and
and Ealy
Ealytestified
testifiedthat
thathe
hedid
didnot
notintend
intendthe
the
notice"totoenforce
notice"
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letteras
as aa formal
formal notice
noticeofofaachange
change in
in access
access policy.
Rather,ititwas
wasan
aninformal
informalresponse
responseand
and
letter
policy. Rather,
"invitation
fordiscussion"
discussion"regarding
regardingthe
theincident
incidentatatthe
theChiles
ChilesRoad
Roadfacility
facilitywhere,
where,according
according
"invitation for
to information
informationreceived
receivedby
byEaly,
Ealy,Barton
Bartonrefused
refusedto
toabide
abide by
bylawful
lawfulaccess
access restrictions.
restrictions.
to
Moreover,the
theUniversity
Universitycontends,
contends, the
the fact
fact that
that Ealy's
Ealy's letter
letterdid
didnot
notapply
applytotoother
otherlocations
locationsisis
Moreover,
further evidence
evidence that
that itit was
was not
not aa formal
formalnotice
noticeofofaachange
changeininaccess
access rules.
rules.
further
As noted
noted earlier,
earlier, University
Universityowes
owes aa duty
duty to
to bargain
bargain with
UPTE only
onlywith
withrespect
respect to
to
As
with UPTE
employees who
who are
are in
in the
the TX
TX Unit,
Unit,aabargaining
bargainingunit
unitwhere
whereUPTE
UPTEisisthe
theexclusive
exclusive
employees
representative. UPTE
UPTEisisnot
notthe
the exclusive
exclusive representative
representative of
99 Unit
employees. While
WhileUPTE
UPTE
representative.
of 99
Unit employees.
may represent
represent employees
employees in
has no
to bargain
bargain with
with UPTE
UPTE
may
in the
the 99
99 Unit,
Unit, the
the University
University has
no duty
duty to
Californiav.v.Public
Public
about access
about
accesstotosuch
suchemployees.
employees. (Regents
(Regentsof
ofthe
theUniversity
University of
of California
EmploymentRelations
RelationsBoard,
Board,supra,
supra, 168
168 Cal.App.3d
Cal.App.3d 937,
937, 945
945 [214
[214 Cal.Rptr.
Cal.Rptr. 698].)
698].)
Employment
Therefore, the
the allegation
allegation that
that the
the University
Universityhas
has violated
violatedsection
section3571(c)
3571 (c)will
willbebeaddressed
addressed
Therefore,
onlyas
as ititrelates
relates to
to alleged
alleged unilateral
unilateralchanges
changes of
ofaccess
access rights
rights in
in the
the TX
TXUnit.
Unit.
only
ofEaly's
Ealy'sletter
letterconstitute
constituteunilateral
unilateral
For the
the following
followingreasons,
reasons, IIfind
findthat
thatcertain
certainaspects
aspects of
For
theletter
letterare
areconsistent
consistent
changes in
access rules
the TX
Unit.Other
Otheraspects
aspectsofofthe
changes
in access
rules applicable
applicable in
in the
TX Unit.
ofEaly's
Ealy' sletter
letterthat
that
with the
the MOU
MOUand
andthus
thus are
are not
not unilateral
unilateral changes
changes in
that unit.
Those parts
parts of
with
in that
unit. Those
are consistent
consistent with
the MOU
MOUwill
willbebeaddressed
addressed first.
first.
are
with the
As UPTE
UPTE points
pointsout,
out, Ealy's
Ealy'sletter
lettercontains
containsseveral
several access
access rules.
effectivelyrequires
requires
As
rules. ItIteffectively
an UPTE
UPTE representative
representative to
to contact
contact the
the human
human resources
resources analyst
to aa visit.
visit. The
The
an
analyst prior
prior to
therepresentative,
representative,as
as well
wellas
asthe
thedate
dateand
and time
timeofofthe
the
representative must
must provide
providethe
thename
nameofofthe
representative
visit. The
Theletter
letterassumes
assumes that
thatthe
the visit
visitwill
willbebeconducted
conductedinina abreak
breakroom,
room,and
andif if
therequested
requested
visit.
the
dates and
and times
times cannot
cannot be
be granted,
Accordingtotothe
the
dates
granted, alternate
alternate dates
datesand
andtimes
timeswill
will be
be offered.
offered. According
letter, these
these requirements
requirements apply
apply to
to all
allvisits.
visits.
letter,
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To the
the extent
extent that
that Ealy's
Ealy'sletter
letterrequires
requiresan
anUPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativetotocontact
contactaahuman
human
To
resources analyst,
analyst, provide
providethe
thename
name of
ofthe
therepresentative,
representative, and
and set
set up
up aa time
timeand
and date
date for
foraa visit,
visit,
resources
consistent with
with the
the terms
terms of
the MOU.
TheMOU
MOUprovides
providesthat
that"designated
"designated union
union
ititisis consistent
of the
MOU. The

representatives who
who are
are not
not University
University employees,
employees, or
or are
are not
may
representatives
not employed
employed at
at the
the facility,
facility, may
visit the
the facility
facilityatatreasonable
reasonabletimes
times and
and upon
upon notice
notice to
to discuss
discuss with
the university
university or
or
visit
with the
bargaining unit
unit members
members matters
matters pertaining
Thus,under
underthe
the MOU,
MOU,UPTE
UPTE
bargaining
pertaining to
to this
this Agreement."
Agreement." Thus,
byvirtue
virtueofoftheir
theirdesignation
designationasassuch
suchand
andnotice
noticeofof
pre-scheduled
representatives are
are identified
identifiedby
representatives
pre-scheduled
visits must
must be
be given.
given. The
Therequirement
requirementininEaly's
Ealy'sletter
letterthat
thatan
anUPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativeprovide
providethe
the
visits
is consistent
consistent with
the MOU
MOUrequirement
requirementthat
thatpre-scheduled
pre-scheduled visits
visits
time and
and date
date of
time
of appointment
appointment is
with the
be conducted
conducted at
at reasonable
On these
that Ealy's
Ealy' sletter
letterannounced
announced no
no
be
reasonabletimes.
times. On
these points,
points, II find
find that
the MOU.
MOU.
unilateral changes
changes in
unilateral
in the
also alleged
alleged that
that these
these requirements
the right
right of
ofemployees
employees to
to be
be
ItIt isis also
requirements interfere
interfere with
with the
represented by
by UPTE.
UPTE. Because
Becausethese
theseaspects
aspects of
ofEaly's
letterhave
havebeen
beenagreed
agreedtotoby
byUPTE
UPTEinin
represented
Ealy's letter
the MOU,
MOU, ititcannot
cannot be
be concluded
concluded that
that they
they interfere
interfere with
with the
the right
rightof
ofTX
TXUnit
Unitemployees
employeestotobe
be
the
represented by
Nor do
do such
such requirements
requirements interfere
the right
right of
of99
99Unit
Unitemployees
employees
represented
by UPTE.
UPTE. Nor
interfere with
with the
to be
be represented
represented by
Absent evidence
evidence that
that an
an advance
advance notice
pre
to
by UPTE.
UPTE. Absent
notice requirement
requirement for
for prescheduled meetings
meetings is
is discriminatory
discriminatoryororotherwise
otherwiseobstructs
obstructsaccess
accessrights,
rights,such
suchrules
rulesare
are
scheduled
reasonable. (See
(See Long
Long Beach
Beach at
at p.
p. 16;
16; San
San Ramon
reasonable.
Ramon at
atp.12.)
p. 12.)And
And aarule
rule requiring
requiring identification
identification
ofunion
union representatives
representatives who
intend to
to visit
visitaa work
worksite
siteisisreasonable.
reasonable. (See
(SeeLong
LongBeach
Beachat
at
of
who intend

15.)
p. 15.)
p.
UPTEalso
also claims
claimsthat
thatEaly's
Ealy' sletter
letterunilaterally
unilaterally
establishedananunreasonable
unreasonablerule
rulethat
that
UPTE
established
access is
is permitted
permittedonly
onlyfor
foremployees
employeeswho
who"overcome
"overcomethe
thecoercive,
coercive,unreasonable
unreasonableand
and
access
openand
andnotorious
notoriousself-selection
self-selectionfor
forUPTE
UPTEcontact
contactinina anon-work
non-work
intimidatingburden
burdenofofopen
intimidating
area."
understand this
this argument
argument as
as challenging
challenging aa rule
rule that
that would
wouldrequire
requirean
anemployee
employeetoto
area." IIunderstand
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openly
himselfas
as seeking
seeking union
union representation
representation or
or contact.
contact. However,
However,Ealy's
Ealy'sletter
letter
openly identify
identify himself
merelystates
statesthat
thatthe
theanalyst
analystwill
willarrange
arrangespace
spacefor
forthe
theUPTE
UPTE
imposes no
no such
such obligation.
obligation. ItItmerely
imposes
meeting"with
"withemployees
employeeson
onsite,"
site,"and
anddoes
does not
not mention
mention employee
employee identification.
identification. Therefore,
Therefore,
meeting
Ealy'sletter
letterdoes
doesnot
notrepresent
represent aa unilateral
unilateral change
change in
in this
this regard,
regard, nor
nor does
does itit interfere
interfere with
withthe
the
Ealy's
ofTX
TXUnit
Unitand
and9999Unit
Unitemployees
employeestotobeberepresented
representedby
byUPTE.
UPTE.
right of
right
In addition,
addition,UPTE
UPTEargues
argues that
that Ealy's
Ealy'sletter
lettereffectively
effectivelygives
givesthe
thehuman
humanresources
resources
In
ofmeetings:
meetings: "When
"WhenUPTE's
UPTE'srequested
requesteddates
dates
analystunilateral
unilateralauthority
authoritytotoset
setdates
datesand
andtimes
times of
analyst
and times
The MOU
MOUprovides
provides
and
times cannot
cannot be
be granted,
granted,alternative
alternativedates
datesand
andtimes
timeswill
willbe
beoffered."
offered." The
that UPTE
UPTE representatives
representatives may
facilities at
at "reasonable
"reasonable times."
times." Like
Likesection
section3568,
3568,the
the
that
may visit
visit facilities
MOUestablishes
establishesaastandard
standardofofreasonableness
reasonableness that
that the
the University
Universitymust
mustobserve
observeininitsitsaccess
access
MOU
policy.I do
I donot
notconstrue
construeEaly's
Ealy'sletter
letterasasinconsistent
inconsistent with
withthis
thisstandard.
standard. ItItisistrue
truethat
thatBaly's
Ealy's
policy.
lettersuggests
suggests that
thatthe
the human
humanresources
resources analyst
analyst may
may have
have some
some control
control over
overthe
thetime
timeand
anddates
dates
letter
ofmeetings.
meetings. InInanother
anotherpart
partofofthe
theletter,
letter,however,
however,Ealy
Ealydescribed
describedhis
hisintent
intentas
asfollows:
follows:"the
"the
of
intent. ...
[is]. ....
providerepresentatives
representatives ....
reasonable opportunity
intent
. . [is]
. totoprovide
. . reasonable
opportunity to
to contact
contact individual
individual
employees, but
but at
at the
the same
same time
to assure
assure that
or disrupt
disrupt
employees,
time to
that such
such contact
contact does
doesnot
notinterfere
interfere with
with or
ofthe
the university
universityor
orviolate
violatesafety
safetyrequirements."
requirements." Read
Readininits
itsentirety,
entirety,Ealy's
Ealy'sletter
letterisis
the work
work of
the
thus consistent
consistent with
withthe
thereasonableness
reasonableness standard
standard set
in the
the MOU
MOUand
andsection
section3568.
3568.
thus
set forth
forth in
Therefore, on
on its
itsface
face the
the letter
letterconstitutes
constitutes no
no unilateral
unilateralchange
change in
in access
access policy,
nor does
does itit
Therefore,
policy, nor
TX
Unit
and
Unit
employees
representedbybyUPTE.
UPTE.
interferewith
withthe
therights
rightsofof
interfere
TX
Unit
and
9999
Unit
employees
to to
bebe
represented
The next
next inquiry
inquiryconcerns
concerns UPTE's
UPTE'sargument
argumentthat
thatEaly's
Ealy'sletter
letterestablishes
establishesaarule
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By effectively eliminating this option, Ealy's letter established a requirement that is not
included in the MOU, in violation of section 3571(c). The letter also established an
unreasonable access rule that obstructs UPTE's right of access, in violation of section 3571(c),
interferes with the right of TX Unit and 99 Unit employees to participate in the activities of an
employee organization, in violation of section 3571(a).
UPTE next argues that Ealy's letter unilaterally implemented a discriminatory
prohibition against employee use of University communications systems for the purpose of
contacting employee representatives. The prohibition in this instance involved the second
passage in Ealy's letter, set forth above, as it relates to employee use of University telephones
for union membership recruitment.
The TX Unit MOU covers use of University telephones by employee representatives. It
provides:
Employee representatives may use University telephones for the
purpose of conducting union business that is specifically
authorized by Article 9, Grievance Procedure. Employees are
responsible for paying any costs associated with such telephone
usage in accordance with the departmental procedures in effect at
the time. The frequency and duration of permitted phone calls
shall not be such as to interfere with or disrupt the employee's
completion of work assignments, nor impair the efficiency of
University operations. The University may audit employee
representatives use of the telephone system to the same extent as
it may audit other employee use of such equipment.
I do not read the MOU as expansively as does Ealy in his letter. The plain meaning of

the language in the MOU indicates that the parties have agreed to permit employee
representatives to use University telephones as authorized by the grievance procedure. The
MOU does not address use of University telephones by employees. Nevertheless, Ealy's
June 15, 2001, letter states that the UPTE flyer with Brower's work telephone number on it
"could be considered misuse of UC phones for union membership recruitment." He stated in
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the letter that "the TX contract permits use of UC phones only in the context of filed
grievances" and "future membership material must not display any UC phone numbers as a
means of contacting any UPTE representative." The letter is broadly written and does not
distinguish between use of telephones by employee representatives and employees. As such it
imposes a restriction on use of University telephones that is not found in the MOU.
In addition, the prohibition against employee telephone use in Ealy's letter is contrary
to a past practice that permits at least incidental use of University telephones by employees, as
well as employee representatives. Ealy testified that under established practice employees and
employee representatives alike use University telephones for incidental purposes that may
involve contact between employees and UPTE on matters that do not necessarily involve
grievances. In accordance with the incidental use practice, he said, an employee representative
may call an employee about a matter unrelated to a grievance. And an employee may call an
employee representative under the same practice, provided the employee is responsible for
payment of any costs of toll calls. Despite the incidental use practice, Ealy's letter contains an
absolute prohibition against use of University telephones by employees for membership
recruitment.
The next inquiry is whether the restriction on employee use of phones interferes with
UPTE's right of access to a means of communication under section 3568 or the right of
employees in the TX Unit and the 99 Unit to be represented by UPTE. The MOU aside, the
local policy relied on by Ealy in issuing his letter is found in PPSM section 3 80-21.XIl.D. It
provides:
Employee organizations and their representatives are prohibited
from using University ... telephones ... unless specifically
permitted by a collective bargaining agreement
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For the following reasons, I find this provision to be an unreasonable regulation of the right of
access to a means of communication.
PPSM section 380-21.XII.D is unreasonable on its face to the extent it provides that
employees or employee organizations are prohibited from using University telephones "unless
specifically permitted by a collective bargaining agreement." Subject to reasonable regulation,
section 3568 grants employee organizations the right to use University telephones as a means
of communicating with employees. As a statutory right, access provisions stand alone and
need not be incorporated into a collective bargaining agreement to become effective, although
such rights are within the scope of negotiations and may be incorporated into an agreement, if
the parties elect to do so. (See Trustees of the California State University at pp. 4-5.)
Therefore, I conclude that a regulation that prohibits all use of University phones as a means of
communication under section 3568 unless incorporated into a collective bargaining agreement
is unreasonable.
Based on the foregoing, I conclude that Ealy's letter restricting telephone use modified
the MOU and deviated from a past practice, in violation of section 3571(c) and the
University's duty to bargain with UPTE as the exclusive representative of the TX Unit. I also
conclude that the restriction interfered with UPTE's right to use University telephones as a
means of communication, in violation of section 3571(b), and interfered with employee rights
to participate in the activities of an employee organization, in violation of section 3571 (a).
The University has advanced the argument that Ealy's letter cannot be construed as a
formal notice of a unilateral change in access policy. It was not intended as such, it applied
only to the Chiles Road facility, and it was not even sent to other facilities, the University
argues. The University also argues that Ealy offered Barton the opportunity to meet about the
matter, but she declined. These arguments are unconvincing.
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Whether Ealy intended to issue a formal notice of change is irrelevant in resolving the
allegations of unilateral change. (San Mateo County Community College District (1979)
PERB Decision No. 94, p. 12.) The letter effectively implemented changes in access rules
which have an ongoing, generalized effect on access rights ofUPTE representatives and
employees in the TX Unit at the Chiles Road facility. Although the letter may have applied
only to the Chiles Road facility, its application to a single location is not controlling. PERB
has long held that unilateral changes in negotiable matters that impact only a few employees
are nevertheless unlawful if they are of a continuous nature and may impact larger number of
employees in the future. (Jamestown Elementary School District (1990) PERB Decision
No. 795, p. 6.) The Board has also held that a unilateral change at a facility, a hospital, was
unlawful even though it did not apply to other hospitals within the same bargaining unit. (State
of California (Department of Mental Health) (1990) PERB Decision No. 840-S.)
The University's argument that UPTE failed to take advantage ofEaly's offer to
bargain about application of his letter to the TX Unit is similarly unpersuasive. Ealy testified
that he contacted Barton to discuss access at the Chiles Road facility, answer any questions,
and view the Chiles Road layout and location of the break room. She declined in favor of
litigating the matter. However, Ealy forthrightly agreed in his testimony that he had no
intention of actually negotiating with Barton. Thus, Barton was under no obligation to
participate in what she apparently considered would be a futile exercise. (See e.g. Oakland
Unified School District (1982) PERB Decision No. 236, p. 17.) And, in any event, the MOU
contained a zipper clause that provided UPTE with the option not to negotiate, even if a
genuine offer to bargain had been made. (See e.g. (Los Angeles Community College District
(1982) PERB Decision No. 252, p. 11.)
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Allegations of Continuing Access Violations
Pointing to a series of five separate incidents, UPTE argues that the University has
engaged in a continuing practice of denying access rights at various locations. These
violations, UPTE claims, were sanctioned by the January 2001 publication ofUCOPrecommended restrictions. UPTE contends that "each of these examples reflect similar,
fundamental defects. In each of these cases, the lack of an existing or identifiable access
policy was met with a restrictive restatement of limitations on UPTE access inspired by the
appearance ofUPTE representatives." The complaint alleges that the University, by
implementing the restrictive access policies reflected in the examples set forth below, has
failed to meet and confer with UPTE, denied UPTE's right of access, and interfered with the
right of employees to be represented by UPTE.
It bears repeating that employee organizations have a presumptive right of access to

employees at reasonable times in areas where they work. (UCLA Medical Center at pp. 5-6.)
The Board has declined to create any automatic exceptions to this right. (See Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory at p. 14.) [no exception to the statutory right of access for
national security facilities].) An employer may rebut the presumption, however, by showing
that its regulations are properly related to justifiable concerns about its operations and the rules
are narrowly drawn to avoid overbroad, unnecessary interference with statutory rights. (Id. at
p. 15.) When balancing the presumptive right of access against an employer's legitimate
concerns, the availability of an alternative means of access is a significant factor. (Id. at p. 15.)
These principles are applicable to the five incidents cited by UPTE as evidence of unlawful
access practices.
Davis Home Health Care: UPTE's first contention in this series of events stems from
Barton's attempt to contact social workers at the Davis Home Health Care facility on
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March 31, 2001. The specific allegation in the complaint is as follows: "On March 31, 2001,
UPTE representative Pilar Barton was visiting social workers at Davis Home Health Care.
Although these workers had questions for Barton and were on non-work time at their own
discretion, Ms. Barton was ordered to leave the premises immediately by supervisor Kathy
Marty, who advised Barton that UPTE representatives were absolutely barred from the work
area."
In response, the University argues that "this incident is yet another example of Barton's
unauthorized excursions into restricted areas," despite "ample alternative means to
communicate with employees without violating access rules, collective bargaining agreements,
and patient confidentiality."
The work area in the Davis Home Health Care facility to which UPTE seeks access is a
secured area. Doors to the facility are kept locked, all visitors must enter through a reception
area, and they must be escorted while in the facility. Even other University employees are not
permitted to enter the work place unless they are performing work in connection with a social
worker and are escorted by an employee of the facility. The evidence presented by the
University establishes that there are valid reasons for the security. Confidential medical
records are stored at various locations in the work place and used regularly by social workers
during the course of the workday. Although patients are not on site, their records are often in
plain view while on social workers' desks, and patient names are posted in open view along the
walkway leading from the reception area to the work area where the cubicles of social workers
are located. Moreover, social workers and supervisors often discuss their cases in the work
place. These discussions may include confidential information such as names of patients and
nature of the case. Examples of the kinds of issues discussed are spousal and child abuse. As
Marty testified, "it happens all day long" and her concern is that non-employees may overhear
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confidential information if they are granted unrestricted access. These are legitimate concerns
that justify denial of access to the areas where social workers' are located. In a similar setting,
the Board has found that an employee organization was not entitled to access to "a chart room,
primarily used for record storage, medical team conferences, and other patient-care related
purposes." (UCLA Medical Center at p. 13.)
It reaching this conclusion, I note that the University has presented evidence of

alternative means of access to communicate with employees at the Davis Home Health Care.
Under the procedure, UPTE representatives upon request may meet with employees in the
break room or other non-work area. Because the employees Barton attempted to contact have
the discretion to schedule their breaks and lunch periods, flexibility in scheduling meetings is
enhanced. Marty credibly testified, moreover, that she has informed the receptionist of the
procedure, and Livingston has used this approach to meet with employees in the past. Given
the specific work environment in the facility, the rule permitting access only to non-work areas
like the break room is a reasonable regulation of access rights under section 3568, and it is
consistent with the University's right under the MOU "to enforce reasonable access rules and
regulations as promulgated at each campus/Laboratory/hospital."
Accordingly, I conclude that the prohibition against UPTE representatives entering
work areas of the Davis Home Health Care facility does not constitute a unilateral change in
access regulations, nor does it obstruct UPTE's right of access or interfere with employees
right to be represented by UPTE.
Computer Classroom Incident: UPTE's next contention that access has been denied
stems from the union's attempt to reserve a computer classroom at the Medical Center. The
specific allegation in the complaint is as follows: "On May 22, 2001, UPTE representative
Joan Randall reserved the computer lab at UC Davis Medical Center through a UCD
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supervisor, Rick Lawler. Randall had planned and organized employees to attend the prescheduled meeting for the purpose of responding to a workplace mismanagement survey.
When management learned of this use, Randall's pre-arranged reservation to the room was
canceled and UPTE's communication with employees on these critical workplace issues and
employee collective formulation and action in response was terminated." 12
In response, the University argues that the meeting in the computer lab was a "nonUniversity function," "not directly sponsored by UPTE," and carried out in violation of written
guidelines. Based on Randall's representations to Lawler, the University contends, he had no
basis to conclude that the reservation was not for a University-related event. In addition, the
University asserts that if the reservation had been approved, Koppel testified that he would
have permitted the meeting to go forward. It was only after learning that Shimek had not
personally approved use of the room, that Koppel cancelled the meeting.
Section 3568 provides that employee organizations have "the right to use institutional
facilities at reasonable times for the purpose of meetings concerned with the exercise of the
rights guaranteed by this act." As an UPTE steward, therefore, Randall had the presumptive
right to use the computer classroom for the purpose of participating in the management survey
and encouraging employees to do likewise. There is no dispute that Koppel directed Randall
and other participants to leave the classroom and effectively ended their participation in the
survey, at least temporarily. The University has advanced several arguments in an attempt to

12

Randall is an employee in the 99 Unit, and it is not clear if the employees who
participated in the survey are in that unit or other units covered by MOUs. Therefore, in
resolving the dispute regarding the computer classroom reservation, I will not consider the
applicability of the MOUs. The conclusions herein apply only to the statutory rights ofUPTE
and employees in the 99 Unit.
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rebut the presumption and validate Koppel's actions. For the following reasons I find these
arguments unconvincing.
The University contends the incident involved no University function and therefore
UPTE had no right to use the computer classroom. The University has adopted too narrow a
view of the events surrounding the computer lab incident, particularly the purpose of the
survey and UPTE's participation. Participation in a survey to evaluate management conduct
towards employees falls within the right to "form, join and participate in the activities of
employee organizations of their own choosing for the purpose of representation on all matters
of employer-employee relations and for the purpose of meeting and conferring." (section
3565.) PERB has long held that criticizing a managerial employee on an employment related
matter is protected conduct. (See e.g., State of California (Department of Transportation)
(1982) PERB Decision No. 257-S, pp. 6-7; Regents of the University of California (1992)
PERB Decision No. 949-H, adopting proposed decision of administrative law judge at pp. 6-7.)
It follows that a union-supported survey of employees to gauge the "extent of bullying" in the

workplace by managers is similarly protected.
The fact that the project originated with an individual who is unaffiliated with the
University has little bearing here. UPTE and other unions participated in the survey and
encouraged others to do the same. The purpose was to gather employee feedback about the
manner in which managers related to employees, with the obvious goal of improving working
conditions for those employees who work under managers perceived to be "bullies." I
conclude that this is a "matter of employer-employee relations" under section 3565 and can
hardly be characterized as unrelated to the University.
Granted, there may have been some initial confusion about the nature of the survey and
the role ofNamie, and Koppel may not have fully known of the survey or UPTE's involvement
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at the time he entered the computer classroom on May 22, 2001. However, in a short time he
knew or should have known the subject of the survey and that it was supported by UPTE.
Even if UPTE was not the originator of the survey, it was no mystery that UPTE supported it
strongly. The entire discussion that took place in the computer classroom on May 22, 2001,
need not be repeated here. Even according to Koppel, when he asked Randall if the room was
being used for a "University-related function," she gave him her UPTE business card,
identified herself as a union representative, and said the survey was "union supported."
Koppel even conceded that he assumed Randall worked for UPTE. If Koppel didn't know
about the survey or UPTE's involvement when he arrived at the classroom on May 22, 2001,
he surely became aware of it during the discussion that followed. Yet he proceeded to cancel
the meeting. The claim that Koppel did not know the nature of the survey or UPTE's role is
rejected.
The assertion that Koppel would have permitted the meeting to go forward ifthe
reservation had been approved in accordance with established procedures is similarly
unconvincing. Koppel insisted in his testimony that he had concerns about whether the room
had been reserved. He said reservation procedures must be followed: "It makes no difference
whether it's union or otherwise." If Koppel was concerned about whether the classroom had
been properly reserved, it not evident from this record.
It may be true that Shimek had not approved the reservation. But Shimek is not the

person who ordinarily reserves rooms like the computer classroom. Lawler is the person who
is in charge of reservations and he approved Randall's request to use the room in accordance
with established procedure. The procedure does not state that the room must be used
exclusively for information systems training and computer classes. It states that the room
"primarily" is used for such purposes. The room may also be reserved for other reasons under
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University
argues
thatthat
useuse
of of
thethe
computer
classroom
of
the
Medical
Center,
and
Randall
may
have
misinformed
Lawler
when
she
secured
the
of the Medical Center, and Randall may have misinformed Lawler when she secured the
true,the
the
reservationthat
thatonly
onlysuch
suchemployees
employees would
wouldattend
attend the
the meeting.
meeting. Assuming
Assumingthis
thistotobebetrue,
reservation
by
the
University
on
May
22,
2001,
would
have
been
to
ask
non-Medical
appropriate
response
appropriate response by the University on May 22, 2001, would have been to ask non-Medical
Center employees
employees to
to depart
depart rather
rather than
than cancel
cancel the
the entire
entire meeting.
meeting.
Center
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There is
is nothing
nothing in
inthis
thisregulation
regulationthat
thatwould
wouldrestrict
restrictuse
useofofthe
theclassroom
classroombased
basedon
onthe
the
There
fact,itit
presence
presenceof
ofone
oneor
ormore
moreindividuals
individualswho
who are
arenot
notaffiliated
affiliated with
with the
the University.
University. InInfact,
envisions non-University
non-Universityemployees
employees participating
participatingininmeetings,
meetings, providing
providingthat
thatemployee
employee
envisions
organizations may use University rooms for meetings attended "principally" by University
organizations may use University rooms for meetings attended "principally" by University
employees. Even
Even Shimek
Shimek testified
testified that
that this
this provision
provisiondoes
does not
not prohibit
prohibitparticipation
participationbybya a
employees.
Randallhad
had followed
followedthe
theappropriate
appropriate
person not
not affiliated
affiliated with
withthe
theUniversity,
University,and
andififRandall
person
reservation procedure
procedure he
he would
would have
have had
had no
no objection
objection to
to UPTE
UPTEusing
usingthe
theroom
roomfor
forthe
thepurpose
purpose
reservation
ofconducting
conductingthe
the survey.
survey. Thus,
Thus,any
anyconcerns
concernsby
byKoppel
Koppelbased
basedon
onthe
thefact
factthat
thatthe
theNamies
Namies
of
were not
not affiliated
affiliated with
withthe
the University
Universitycarry
carrylittle
littleweight.
weight.
were
Another local
local regulation
regulationprovides
providesthat
thatemployee
employeeorganizations
organizationsand
andtheir
theirrepresentatives
representatives
Another
computers. ...
unless specifically
specificallypermitted
permittedby
byaa
"are prohibited
prohibitedfrom
fromusing
usingUniversity
University. ...
"are
. . computers
. . unless
collectivebargaining
bargainingagreement."
agreement." (PPSM
(PPSMsection
section380-21.XII.)
380-21 .XII.)Under
Under
samereasoning
reasoningset
set
collective
thethe
same
forth above
above in
in the
the discussion
discussion of
of Ealy's
Ealy's restriction
restrictionon
onaccess
access to
the Chiles
Road facility,
find
forth
to the
Chiles Road
facility, IIfind
PPSM section
section 380-21.XII
380-21.XIIunreasonable
unreasonableon
onits
itsface.
face.Section
Section3568
3568grants
grantsemployee
employee
PPSM
organizations aa right
ofaccess
access to
facilities."
organizations
right of
to "means
"meansof
of communication"
communication" and
and "institutional
"institutional facilities."
of
PERB has
has found
found that
that computer
computer resources
this general
general right.
right. (See
(Seee.g.,
e.g., Trustees
Trustees of
PERB
resourcesfall
fall within
within this
the California
CaliforniaState
StateUniversity
Universityatatpp.
pp.4-5)
4-5)Statutory
Statutory
guaranteessuch
suchas
as the
the right
rightofofaccess
access
the
guarantees
stand alone,
and need
collectivebargaining
bargainingagreement
agreementtotobecome
become
stand
alone, and
need not
not be
be incorporated
incorporated into
into aa collective
effective. Accordingly,
Accordingly,totothe
theextent
extentthat
thatthe
the University
Universityrelied
reliedon
on PPSM
PPSM section
section 38-21.XII
38-21.XII
effective.
authoritytotodeny
denyuse
useofofthe
thecomputer
computerclassroom,
classroom,such
suchreliance
relianceisismisplaced.
misplaced.
authority
Lastly,there
thereisisno
nobasis
basis for
forthe
theclaim
claimthat
thatgranting
grantingaccess
accesstotothe
thecomputer
computerclassroom
classroom
Lastly,
would create
create aa security
Granted, the
the building
buildingisisaasecure
secure facility
facilitythat
thatcontains
contains
would
security problem.
problem. Granted,
computer equipment.
equipment. However,
However,there
thereisisno
noevidence
evidenceof
ofthe
thelocation
locationofofthe
theequipment,
equipment,and
anditit
computer
of itit would
wouldbe
bepart
partof
ofthe
the classroom
classroom reserved
reserved by
Norisisthere
there
seems unlikely
that any
any of
seems
unlikely that
by UPTE.
UPTE. Nor
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evidence that by gaining access to the classroom, employees would have access to confidential

evidence that by gaining access to the classroom, employees would have access to confidential

information.The
Thepassword
passwordprovided
providedbybyLawler
Lawlertotoparticipants
participantsin in
thesurvey
survey
enabledthem
themtoto
information.
the
enabled
wouldnot
notpermit
permitaccess
access to
to any
any confidential
confidentialinformation
informationininthe
the
log on
on only
onlyto
tothe
the network.
network. ItItwould
log
MedicalCenter.
Center.And
Andalthough
althoughparticipants
participantsare
arenot
notpermitted
permittedaccess
accesstotothe
theclassroom
classroomwithout
without
Medical
supervision, Lawler
Lawlerand
andRandall
Randallagreed
agreed that
that an
an information
informationsystems
systemstrainer
trainerwould
wouldbebeavailable
available
supervision,
to monitor
monitorthe
theuse
use of
ofcomputers.
computers. The
Theaccess
access granted
granted UPTE
UPTE and
and employees
employees who
who participated
participated in
in
to
thesurvey
surveywould
wouldpose
poseno
nogreater
greaterrisk
riskthan
thangranting
grantingaccess
access to
to others
others under
underthe
the procedure
procedure that
that
the
Lawleruses
usestotoreserve
reservethe
thecomputer
computerclassroom.
classroom.
Lawler
Inthese
these circumstances,
circumstances, II conclude
conclude that
that the
argument isis overstated.
overstated. The
The
In
the University's
University's argument
University has not met it's burden of rebutting UPTE's presumptive right of access. (See e.g.,
University has not met it's burden of rebutting UPTE's presumptive right of access. (See e.g.,
UCLAMedical
MedicalCenter
Centerat.
at.p.p.11.)
11.)Accordingly,
Accordingly,I find
I find
that
theUniversity
University
hasunreasonably
unreasonably
UCLA
that
the
has
ofsection
section 3571(b).
3571(b). By
Bythe
the
obstructed UPTE's
right to
to use
use an
in violation
violation of
obstructed
UPTE's right
aninstitutional
institutional facility,
facility, in
same conduct,
has interfered
the right
right of
ofemployees
employees to
to participate
participate in
inthe
the
same
conduct, the
the University
University has
interfered with
with the
anemployee
employeeorganization,
organization, ininviolation
violationofofsection
section3671(a).
3671(a).
activitiesofofan
activities
UPTE'snext
nextcontention
contentionstems
stems from
from
Veterinary Medical
MedicalTeaching
Teaching Hospital
Hospital Incident:
Incident: UPTE's
Veterinary
the allegation
allegation that
that Barton
Barton was
was denied
denied access
The specific
specific allegation
allegationininthe
the
the
accesstotothe
theVMTH.
VMTH. The
"OnJune
June26,
26,2001,
2001,Barton
Bartonsought
soughtaccess
access to
to VMTH,
VMTH,where
whereshe
she
complaintisisas
asfollows:
follows:"On
complaint
regularlyhad
haddirect
directaccess
access to
to employees.
employees. Barton
Bartonentered
entered aa laboratory
laboratory staffed
staffed by
by [animal
[animal
regularly
technologists]who
whohave
havediscretion
discretiontotodetermine
determinetheir
theirbreak
breakand
andlunch
lunchperiods.
periods.Barton
Barton
was
technologists]
was
informedby
byRobert
RobertMartinez
Martinezofof[Davis
[DavisCampus]
Campus]Labor
LaborRelations
Relationsthat
thatthe
thearea
area was
was off
offlimits
limitstoto
informed
UPTE. Barton
Bartonwas
wasalso
alsoconfronted
confrontedby
bysupervisor
supervisorCindy
CindySavely
Savelywho
whocharged
chargedthat
that Barton
Bartonwas
was
UPTE.
restrictedarea
area and
and demanded
demanded that
that she
she leave.
These confrontations
confrontations occurred
occurred ininthe
theplain
plain
ininaarestricted
leave. These
viewofofmany
manyemployees
employeesand
andhad
had the
the effect,
effect, ififnot
notthe
thepurpose
purpose of
ofchilling
chillingemployee
employeeinterest
interestinin
view
UPTE."
UPTE."
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response, the
the University
Universityasserts
assertsthat
thattwo
twocredible
crediblewitnesses
witnessesdispute
disputethe
theallegations
allegationsinin
InInresponse,
the complaint.
complaint. First,
First,Savely
Savelyunequivocally
unequivocallytestified
testifiedthat
thatshe
shedid
didnot
notconfront
confrontBarton
Bartonon
on
the
June 26,
26, 2001,
2001, or
or on
on any
any other
other date,
date, and
and she
speaking to
to Barton
Barton
June
she has
hasno
noknowledge
knowledge of
of Martinez
Martinez speaking
about access.
access. Second,
Second, Martinez
testifiedthat
thathe
he has
has no
no knowledge
knowledge of
ofaadiscussion
discussionbetween
between
about
Martinez testified
byanimal
animaltechnicians
technicianswas
was
Savely and
and Barton,
Barton, he
he never
never told
told Barton
Bartonthat
thataa laboratory
laboratorystaffed
staffedby
Savely
"offlimits"
limits"totoUPTE,
UPTE,and
andhehenever
nevertold
toldanyone
anyoneatatVMTH
VMTHtotoescort
escortUPTE
UPTErepresentatives
representativesfrom
from
"off
restrictedareas.
areas. Therefore,
Therefore,the
theUniversity
Universitycontends,
contends,there
thereisisno
nocredible
credibleevidence
evidencetotosupport
support
restricted
the allegation
allegationregarding
regardingdenial
denialofofaccess
access to
to the
the VMTH.
VMTH.
the
The allegations
allegations in
inthe
the complaint
complaintare
are that
that Martinez
Martineztold
toldBarton
Bartonthat
thataalaboratory
laboratorystaffed
staffed
The
byanimal
animaltechnicians
technicians was
was "off
"offlimits"
limits"totoUPTE,
UPTE,and
andthat
that"Barton
"Bartonwas
was. ...
confrontedby
by
by
. . confronted
supervisorCindy
CindySavely
Savelywho
whocharged
chargedthat
thatBarton
Bartonwas
wasinina arestricted
restrictedarea
areaand
anddemanded
demandedthat
that
supervisor
she leave."
leave." Martinez
Martinezdenied
deniedthat
thathe
hemade
madethe
thecomment
commentattributed
attributedtotohim
himininthe
thecomplaint,
complaint,and
and
she
Savelydenies
denies that
that the
the confrontation
confrontationoccurred.
occurred. Therefore,
Therefore,resolution
resolutionofof
theseissues
issuesturns
turnson
on
Savely
these
the outcome
outcome of
of the
the credibility
credibilitydisputes
disputes involving
involvingBarton,
Barton,Martinez
Martinezand
andSavely.
Savely.
the
Forthe
thefollowing
followingreasons,
reasons,I Iresolve
resolvethe
thecredibility
credibilitydispute
disputebetween
betweenBarton
Bartonand
and
For
favorofofSavely.
Savelyininfavor
Savely.Savely
Savelywas
wasa aconvincing
convincingwitness
witnesswho
whocredibly
crediblytestified
testifiedthat
thatshe
she
Savely
shewould
wouldever
everask
askBarton
Bartontotoleave
leavethe
themain
main
nevertold
toldBarton
Bartontotoleave
leavethe
the VMTH.
VMTH.Asked
Askedif if
never
she
corridoron
onthe
the second
second floor
ofthe
the VMTH,
VMTH,Savely
Savelyemphatically
emphaticallytestified,
testified, "I"Iwould
wouldnot."
not."
corridor
floor of
Notonly
onlywas
wasSavely
Savelya acredible
crediblewitness,
witness,she
shedemonstrated
demonstrateda agenerally
generallysound
sound
Not
understandingof
ofaccess
access rights
rights as
as they
they involve
involvepatient
patientcare
careareas.
areas. She
Shedescribed
describedthe
thenature
natureofof
understanding
the second
second floor
environment and
and the
the specific
specific kinds
kinds of
ofpatient
patientcare
care functions
functionsthat
thatare
are
the
floor environment
performedthere
thereininthe
thehallway,
hallway,yet
yetshe
shecorrectly
correctlydeclined
declinedtotocharacterize
characterizethe
thecorridor
corridorasasa a
performed
patient care area where union access

(See e.g.,
MedicalCenter
Centeratatpp.
pp.
patient care area where union access may
may be
be denied.
denied. (See
e.g., UCLA
UCLA Medical
a union
representative'spresence
presenceininthe
themain
maincorridor
corridor
10-11.)Asked
Asked
what
would
happenif if
10-11.)
what
would
happen
a union
representative's
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coincidedwith
withpatient
patientcare
careactivity,
activity,Savely
Savelysaid
saidthe
therepresentative
representativewould
wouldsimply
simply
askedtoto
coincided
bebe
asked
step aside
aside until
until the
the matter
matter was
was addressed.
addressed. Even
Even Savely's
Savely's e-mail
e-mail complaint
complainttotoHerthel
Herthelininearly
early
step
Inititshe
sheexpressed
expressed aa concern
concern that
that union
union representatives
representatives were
were in
inthe
the
June 2001
2001 was
was reasonable.
June
reasonable. In

dialysis room
roomfor
forabout
about30
30minutes
minutes while
whilean
anemployee
employee was
was doing
doing dialysis.
dialysis. InIngeneral,
general,Savely
Savely
dialysis
unionaccess
accessrights
rightsand
andhas
hasnot
notoverreacted
overreactedtoto
impressed me
me as
as an
an employee
employee who
who isisaware
awareofofunion
impressed
Savelytestified,
testified,moreover,
moreover,that
thather
herrelationship
relationshipwith
with
the presence
presence of
the
of the
the union
union at
at the
the VMTH.
VMTH. Savely
Barton has
has always
always been
been cordial.
cordial. Barton
Bartonand
andother
otherUPTE
UPTErepresentatives
representativeshave
havereturned
returnedtotothe
the
Barton
VMTHafter
afterJune
June2001
2001 without
withoutincident.
incident.Even
Even
Barton
concededthat
thatSavely
Savely
hasbeen
been
VMTH
Barton
conceded
has
"extremely nice"
nice" during
during her
her visits.
visits. Against
Againstthis
thisbackground,
background, II find
find ititunlikely
unlikelythat
thatSavely
Savely
"extremely
attempted to
to bar
bar Barton
Barton from
fromthe
thehallway
hallwayon
onthe
thesecond
second floor.
floor.
attempted
morelikely
likelythat
thatFitzgerald,
Fitzgerald,who
whoreports
reportstotoSavely,
Savely,may
mayhave
haveasked
askedBarton
Bartontotoleave
leave
ItItisismore
the VMTH.
VMTH.AsAsSavely
Savelytestified,
testified,a afew
fewmonths
monthsbefore
beforethe
thehearing
hearingininthis
thismatter
matterFitzgerald
Fitzgerald
the
reported that
that she
she had
There are
are similarities
similarities
reported
had asked
askedBarton
Barton to
to leave
leavean
anarea
areaininthe
theVMTH.
VMTH. There
betweenthe
theallegation
allegationininthe
thecomplaint
complaintand
andthe
theencounter
encounterbetween
betweenFitzgerald
Fitzgeraldand
andBarton
Bartonthat
that
between
suggest Barton
Barton is
is mistaken
mistaken about
about this
this incident.
incident. The
TheFitzgerald/Barton
Fitzgerald/Bartonincident
incidentoccurred
occurredon
on
suggest
July27,
27,2001,
2001,about
about one
one month
month to
to the
the day
day after
after Savely
Savely allegedly
allegedlytold
toldBarton
Bartontotoleave
leavethe
the
July
VMTH,and
andthe
thefacts
factssurrounding
surroundingthe
theencounter
encounter(Barton
(Bartonwas
wasconfronted
confrontedininaahallway
hallwayand
andtold
told
VMTH,
limits)are
are similar
similarto
tothose
those alleged
alleged in
in the
the complaint.
complaint. Even
EvenBarton's
Barton'ssuggestion
suggestion to
to
the area
area is
the
is off
off limits)
talktotoMartinez
Martinezabout
aboutaccess
access isis present
present in
in the
the incident
incident involving
involvingFitzgerald.
Fitzgerald.
talk
onall
allrelevant
relevant
Inaddition,
addition,Martinez
Martinezsubstantially
substantiallycorroborated
corroboratedSavely's
Savely'stestimony
testimonyon
In
points. He
Healso
alsocredibly
crediblydenied
deniedever
evertelling
tellingBarton
Bartonthat
thataalaboratory
laboratorystaffed
staffedby
byanimal
animal
points.
technicians is
is "off
"offlimits"
limits"totoUPTE.
UPTE.InIncrediting
creditingMartinez'
Martinez'testimony,
testimony,I note
I notethat
thateven
evenBarton's
Barton's
technicians
testimonyundercuts
undercuts the
the allegation
allegationagainst
against him
him ininthat
thatshe
she testified
testifiedthat
thatMartinez
Martinezwas
wasthe
the
testimony
by
personto
to be
be contacted
contacted on
on access
access rights.
Specifically, when
when Barton
Barton allegedly
allegedlywas
was informed
informedby
person
rights. Specifically,
86
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Savely to
to leave
leave the
the premises,
premises, she
you talk
talk to
to Martinez.
Martinez. He
He
Savely
she (Barton)
(Barton) responded,
responded,"why
"why don't
don't you
and II are
are working
working on,
on, you
you know,
know, improving,
improving,you
youknow,
know,kind
kindofofworking
working
toward
a more
and
toward
a more
justspoke
spoketoto[Martinez]
[Martinez]
principled relationship."
relationship."And
AndBarton
Bartontestified
testifiedthat
thatshe
shetold
toldSavely,
Savely,"I"Ijust
principled
onthe
thephone
phoneand
and he
he assured
assured me
okay that
that I'm
I'mthere
thereas
as long
long as
as II don't
don'tgo
goininany
anypatient
patientcare
care
on
me it's
it's okay
seems unlikely
unlikelythat
thatBarton
Bartonwould
wouldattribute
attributesuch
such
areas and
areas
and everywhere
everywhereI'm
I'm going
going is
is okay."
okay." ItItseems
comments to
to Martinez
Martinezififhe
hehad
hadattempted
attemptedtotorestrict
restricther
heraccess.
access.
comments
Barton's testimony
testimonyregarding
regardingthe
theallegations
allegationsabout
aboutVMTH
VMTHaccess
accessisisless
lessconvincing.
convincing.
Barton's
ofher
her June
June 26,
to the
the VMTH
VMTHcast
castdoubt
doubton
onthe
the
testimonyabout
aboutcertain
certainaspects
aspects of
Hertestimony
Her
26, 2001,
2001, visit
visit to
of her
her recollection.
recollection.She
Shefirst
firsttestified
testified
that
theperson
personwho
whoadvised
advisedher
her
access
accuracy of
accuracy
that
the
ofof
access
guidelines was
was Max
MaxGerdes,
Gerdes, aa supervisor
supervisoror
orleadperson.
leadperson. But
Butininfact
fact
Gerdesis is
a horseshoer.
guidelines
Gerdes
a horseshoer.
access
Whenthis
thiswas
wasbrought
broughttotoher
herattention,
attention,she
sherecalled
recalledthat
thatthe
theperson
personwho
whoadvised
advisedher
herofof
When
access
parameters was
but she
she could
could not
not recall
recall his
his last
last name.
name. I Irecognize
recognize
parameters
was aa supervisor
supervisor named
named"Mark,"
"Mark," but
the
that these
these are
are minor
matters. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, they
they reflect
reflect less
less than
than convincing
convincingrecall
recallofofthe
that
minor matters.
events of
ofJune
June 26,
Further, Barton
Bartontestified
testifiedthat
thatshe
she has
has never
never met
met Moira
MoiraFitzgerald,
Fitzgerald,but
but
events
26, 2001.
2001. Further,
Fitzgerald'se-mail
e-mailsuggests
suggests otherwise.
otherwise. Lastly,
Lastly,Barton's
Barton'stestimony
testimonyisisinherently
inherentlyinconsistent,
inconsistent,
Fitzgerald's
as least
least as
as itit relates
relates to
to Savely.
Savely. On
Onthe
theone
onehand,
hand, she
she testified
testifiedthat
thatSavely
Savelydirected
directedher
hertotoleave
leave
as
the VMTH
VMTHand
andthus
thusdenied
deniedher
herreasonable
reasonableaccess
access rights.
rights. On
Onthe
theother
otherhand,
hand,Barton
Bartonconceded
conceded
the
that Savely
Savelyhas
has cooperated
cooperated and
and she
she now
now had
had "complete
"completeaccess
access to
to those
those areas
areas without
withoutany
any
that
restriction."These
Thesefactors,
factors,taken
takentogether,
together,suggest
suggest that
that Barton's
Barton's memory
memoryabout
aboutthis
thisincident
incidentisis
restriction."
less than
thancomplete.
complete.
less
ofBarton
Bartonisisweighed
weighedagainst
againstthat
thatofofMartinez,
Martinez,Savely
Savelyand
andthe
the
Whenthe
the testimony
testimonyof
When
theevidence
evidenceregarding
regardingthe
theaccess
access issue
issue at
the balance
balance tips
favor of
of
totalityofofthe
totality
at the
theVMTH,
VMTH, the
tips in
in favor
Martinezand
and Savely.
Savely. I Ifind,
find,therefore,
therefore,that
thatMartinez
Martineznever
nevertold
toldBarton
Bartonthat
thataalaboratory
laboratory
Martinez
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staffedby
byanimal
animaltechnicians
technicians was
was off
offlimits,
limits,nor
nordid
didSavely
Savelydirect
directBarton
Bartontotoleave
leavethe
the VMTH.
VMTH.
staffed
The allegation
allegationthat
thatMartinez
Martinezand
andSavely
Savelydenied
deniedUPTE
UPTEaccess
access to
to the
the VMTH
VMTHisisrejected.
rejected.
The
UPTE'scontention
contentionthat
thatthe
thepast
pastpractice
practiceofofUPTE
accesswas
wasunilaterally
unilaterally
Inaddition,
addition,UPTE's
In
UPTE access
changed finds
finds no
no support
support in
in the
the record.
record. This
Thisissue
issue requires
requires little
littlediscussion
discussionother
otherthan
than to
to note
note
changed
thatBarton
Bartonand
andother
otherUPTE
UPTErepresentatives
representatives have
have returned
returned to
to the
the VMTH
VMTHafter
afterJune
June2001
2001
that
withoutincident.
incident.Even
EvenBarton
Bartonconceded
concededthat
thatSavely
Savelyhas
has been
been "extremely
"extremelynice"
nice"during
duringher
her
without
visits.
visits.
NorthCore
Core Two
TwoLaboratory
LaboratoryIncident:
Incident:UPTE
UPTEnext
nextcontends
contendsthat
thatBarton
Bartonwas
wasdenied
denied
North
complaintisis as
as
access to
The specific
specific allegation
allegation in
inthe
the complaint
access
to the
the North
North Core
Core Two
Two Laboratory.
Laboratory. The
follows:"In
"Inororabout
aboutAugust
August2001,
2001,Barton
Bartonwas
was distributing
distributingflyers
flyerstotoUPTE
UPTEmembers'
members'
follows:
mailboxesatatthe
the UCD
UCDmain
mainhospital
hospital(N2
(N2area),
area),aacommon
commonUPTE
UPTEpractice
practiceand
andaccepted
accepted form
formofof
mailboxes
communication.UCD
UCDmanager
managerGwen
GwenWilliams
Williamsconfronted
confrontedBarton
Barton
anddirected
directedher
hertotoleave
leave
communication.
and
the premises
premises immediately.
immediately. Barton
Bartonmade
madesubsequent
subsequent attempts
attempts to
to distribute
distribute the
the flyers
flyersover
overthe
the
the
nextthree
threedays,
days,but
butononeach
eachoccasion
occasionUCD
UCDblocked
blockedher
heraccess
accessand
andprohibited
prohibitedaccess
accesstoto
next
employeemailboxes."
mailboxes."
employee
The University
Universityresponds
respondsthat
thatthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryisisaarestricted
restrictedarea
areafor
fornumerous
numeroushealth
healthand
and
The
safety reasons, and it may be entered only through locked doors accessible by a key code.

safety reasons, and it may be entered only through locked doors accessible by a key code.

Accordingto
tothe
the University,
University,Barton's
Barton'sconduct
conductininrestricted
restrictedareas
areasofofthe
thelaboratory
laboratorydisrupted
disrupted
According
work time
time and
and increased
increased the
oferror
error through
through distraction.
distraction. By
Byher
her
employees on
employees
on their
their work
the likelihood
likelihood of
ownadmission,
admission,the
theUniversity
Universitycontinues,
continues,Barton
Bartonwas
wasunaware
unawareofofthe
thenature
natureofof
thework
work
own
the
performedininthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryororthe
thechemicals
chemicalsused
usedtotoconduct
conductthe
thetests.
tests. She
Shetherefore
therefore
performed
oflaboratory
laboratoryemployees,
employees,and
andthe
thehealth
healthand
and
endangered her
her own
ownsafety,
safety, the
the safety
safetyof
endangered
confidentialityofofpatients.
patients.For
For
thesereasons,
reasons,the
the University
Universityconcludes,
concludes,the
theallegation
allegationthat
that
confidentiality
these
Williamsunreasonably
unreasonablydenied
deniedBarton
Bartonaccess
accesstotothe
thelaboratory
laboratoryshould
shouldbebedismissed.
dismissed.
Williams
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Thedispute
dispute ininthe
theNorth
NorthCore
CoreTwo
TwoLaboratory
Laboratory
involves
accesstotoemployees
employeesare
are
The
involves
access
MOU. Article
Article2,2,section
sectionB,B,ofofthat
thatagreement
agreement provides
provides that
that "union
"union
covered by
covered
by the
the HX
HX Unit
Unit MOU.
representativesshall
shallhave
haveaccess
access to
to patient
patient care
care areas
areas only
as necessary
necessary for
travel to
to and
and from
from
representatives
only as
for travel
unionbusiness.
business. UPTE
UPTErepresentatives
representativesshall
shallnot
notcontact
contactemployees
employeesin,in,oror
usepatient
patient
careareas
areas
union
use
care
when conducting
conductingunion
unionbusiness."
business." Article
Article2,2,section
sectionB.6,
B.6,defines
definesa a"patient
"patientcare
carearea"
area"as,
as,
when
among other
otherthings,
things, "patient
"patientcare
carerooms,
rooms, operating
operatingrooms,
rooms, laboratories,
laboratories, clinics,
clinics,and
andother
other
among
treatmentand
andpatient
patientcare
careareas."
areas."
treatment
There can
can be
be no
no dispute
dispute here
here that
confrontedBarton
Bartonisisaa
There
that the
the area
areain
in which
which Williams
Williams confronted
Underthe
theplain
plain
languageofof
theagreement,
agreement,Barton
Bartonhad
hadno
noright
rightofof
accesstotothe
the
laboratory.Under
laboratory.
language
the
access
laboratorytotocontact
contactemployees
employeesororotherwise
otherwiseconduct
conductunion
union
business,except
exceptasasnecessary
necessarytoto
laboratory
business,
travel to
to and
and from
from union
unionbusiness.
business. Nevertheless,
Nevertheless, Barton
Bartonroutinely
routinelyentered
enteredthe
thelaboratory
laboratorytotodo
do
travel
preciselywhat
whatthe
theagreement
agreement prohibits;
prohibits;she
shesaid
saidshe
she entered
entered the
the laboratory
laboratory to
to distribute
distributeunion
union
precisely
materialsand
andmake
make contact
contact with
withemployees.
employees.She
Sheproceeded
proceededthrough
throughthe
thechemistry
chemistryand
and
materials
urinalysisarea
areaand
and the
the hematology
hematologyand
and coagulation
coagulationarea.
area. She
Sheentered
entered the
the room
roomininthe
the
urinalysis
chemistryand
andurinalysis
urinalysistesting
testingarea
areawhere
wheremail
mailslots
slotsand
andcoat
coatracks
racksare
arelocated
locatedand
anddropped
dropped
chemistry
offmaterials.
materials.Clearly,
Clearly,Barton's
Barton's
entry
into
theseareas
areasofofthe
thelaboratory
laboratorywas
wasprohibited
prohibitedby
bythe
the
off
entry
into
these
MOU.
MOU.
Granted, an
an UPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativeisispermitted
permittedaccess
accesstotopatient
patientcare
careareas
areas"as
"asnecessary
necessary
Granted,
traveltotoand
andfrom
fromunion
unionbusiness."
business."InIn
fortravel
this
instance,however,
however,it itwas
wasnot
notnecessary
necessarytotodo
doso.
so.
for
this
instance,
of the
the main
main hallway,
hallway, in
in close
close proximity
proximitytotothe
the
breakroom
roomwas
was located
located at
at the
the north
north end
end of
AAbreak
In
laboratory.The
Theroom
roomwas
wasavailable
availabletotodistribute
distributeUPTE
UPTEmaterials
materialsand
and meet
meet with
with employees.
employees. In
laboratory.

fact,Williams
Williamstestified
testifiedthat
thatshe
shemade
madeitita apoint
pointtotoinform
informemployees
employeesthat
thatthey
theywere
werepermitted
permitted
fact,
to meet
meet with
withunion
unionrepresentatives
representatives in
inthe
thebreak
break room
room while
whileon
ontheir
theirlunch
lunchororbreak
breakperiods,
periods,and
and
to
employees have
have the
the discretion
discretionto
todetermine
determinewhen
whensuch
suchperiods
periods occur
occurduring
duringthe
thework
workday.
day.
employees
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Under these
these circumstances,
difficulttotoconclude
concludethat
thatititwas
wasnecessary
necessary for
forBarton
Bartontotoenter
enter
Under
circumstances, itit is
is difficult
oftravel
travel to
to and
and from
fromunion
unionbusiness.
business.
the laboratory
laboratory as
as part
part of
the
The MOU
MOUaside,
aside, the
the University
Universityhas
has met
met its
its burden
burden to
to rebut
rebut any
any presumptive
presumptive right
right of
of
The
access UPTE
had to
to the
the laboratory.
laboratory. The
Thework
worksetting
settingofofthe
thelaboratory
laboratorydoes
doesnot
notreasonably
reasonably
access
UPTE had
materialsby
byoutside
outsideorganizers.
organizers.Because
Because
lend itself
itselftotounion
unionmeetings
meetingsand
anddistribution
distributionofofmaterials
lend
blood,urine
urineand
andother
otherbodily
bodilyfluids
fluidsare
arepresent
presentininthe
thelaboratory,
laboratory,these
theseareas
areasare
areconsidered
considered
blood,
by
contaminated areas.
areas. Employees
Employees test
test blood,
blood, spinal
spinal fluid,
fluid, and
and other
other fluids
fluidsmanually
manuallyand
andby
contaminated
machine. Specimens
Specimensofofthese
these fluids
fluidspotentially
potentiallyare
arecontaminated
contaminatedwith
withhepatitis
hepatitisand
andHIV,
HIV,and
and
machine.
toxicchemicals
chemicalsare
arestored
storedininthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryand
andused
usedininthe
thetesting
testingprocess.
process. Employees
Employeeswear
wear
toxic
the nature
Anddistractions
distractions or
ordisruptions
disruptions in
inthe
the
protective clothing
clothingbecause
because of
protective
of the
nature of
of the
the work.
work. And
14

testingareas
areas may
mayproduce
produceerrors
errorsthat
thathave
haveadverse
adverseconsequences
consequencesfor
forpatients.""
patients.
testing

Thiswork
worksetting
settingisisunlike
unlikethe
thework
workareas
areastotowhich
whichthe
theBoard
Boardpermitted
permittedaccess
access in
in
This
UCLAMedical
MedicalCenter,
Center,perhaps
perhapsthe
theleading
leadingcase
caseinindetermining
determiningappropriate
appropriateaccess
accesstotopatient
patient
UCLA
care areas.
areas. InInthat
thatcase,
case, the
the Board
Boardpermitted
permittedaccess
access essentially
essentially to
to corridors
corridorson
onpatient
patientcare
care
care
floorsininananacute
acutecare
carehospital.
hospital.
floors
Inthis
thisregard,
regard,we
westress
stressthat
thatthe
theaccess
accessordered
orderedherein
hereinisistoto
In
lounges,
classrooms,
and
locker
rooms
whichare
are
employee
employee lounges, classrooms, and locker rooms which
bypatients
patientsnor
norused
used for
for delivery
deliveryofofhealth
health
neitherfrequented
frequentedby
neither
off
from
patient
care.
These
locations
can
be
effectively
sealed
care. These locations can be effectively sealed off from patient
care areas
areas by
doors. We
We are
are not
not establishing
establishing aa right
rightof
of
care
by closing
closing doors.
nonemployee
representatives
to
contact
employees
in
or
to
linger
nonemployee representatives to contact employees in or to linger
in corridors.
corridors. UC
UCisisfree
freetotoregulate
regulatevisitor
visitorconduct,
conduct,and
and to
to take
take
in
reasonable
steps
to
insure
that
union
representatives
do
not
use
reasonable steps to insure that union representatives do not use
corridorsfor
forany
anypurpose
purposeother
otherthan
thantotoreach
reach areas
areas to
to which
which
corridors
access
is
allowed.
[UCLA
Medical
Center
at
p.
10.]
access is allowed. [UCLA Medical Center at p. 10.]

14

Thelimited
limited
14 Presence
Presenceof
ofoutsiders
outsidersin
in the
the laboratory
laboratory does
doesnot
not alter
alter this
this conclusion.
conclusion. The
evidence
on
this
point
indicates
that
outsiders
have
been
permitted
to
enter
in
narrow
evidence on this point indicates that outsiders have been permitted to enter in narrow
circumstances, and
and they
circumstances,
they have
have been
beenclosely
closely monitored
monitored by
by Williams.
Williams.
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Inthe
thesame
samecase,
case, union
unionrepresentatives
representativeswere
weredenied
deniedaccess
access to
to non-immediate
non-immediatepatient
patientcare
careareas
areas
In
where medical
medical procedures
procedures were
were performed.
performed. (UCLA
(UCLAMedical
Medical
Center
pp.10-11
10-11[access
[accessnot
not
where
Center
atat
pp.
permitted to
to corridors
corridorsused
used for
forphysical
physicaltherapy
therapyby
byambulatory
ambulatorypatients
patientsorortototransport
transportpatients
patients
permitted
between treatment
treatment areas;
areas; access
access denied
rooms on
on patient
patient floors
floorswhere
wheremedical
medical
between
denied to
to sitting
sitting rooms
consultationtakes
takes place].)
place].)
consultation
concludedthat
thatthe
the University
Universityhas
haspresented
presented sufficient
sufficientevidence
evidence of
ofthe
the "operational
"operational
ItItisisconcluded
realities"ofofthe
thework
workplace
placetotorebut
rebutany
anypresumptive
presumptiveright
rightofof
accessBarton
Bartonhad
hadtotothe
the
realities"
access
laboratory.(See
(SeeLawrence
LawrenceLivermore
LivermoreLaboratory
Laboratoryatatp.p.1414[consideration
[considerationofof
theoperational
operational
laboratory.
the
realitiesofofthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryisisnecessary
necessarytotodetermine
determinewhether
whetherparticular
particularrestrictions
restrictionsononaccess
access
realities
alternative
are reasonable].)
reasonable].) In
Inreaching
reaching this
this conclusion,
conclusion, IIhave
have considered
considered the
the availability
availabilityofofalternative
are
access to employees through use of the breakroom and bulletin boards. (See UCLA Medical
access to employees through use of the breakroom and bulletin boards. (See UCLA Medical
Center at
at p.
p. 15
15 [availability
[availabilityofofalternative
alternativeaccess
access "important
"importantfactor"
factor"totobe
beconsidered
considered in
in striking
striking
Center
balance regarding
regarding access].)
Accordingly,I Ifind
findthat
thatthe
theUniversity's
University's
regulation
accesstoto
balance
access].) Accordingly,
regulation
of of
access
the laboratory
laboratoryisisreasonable
reasonable under
under the
the circumstances.
circumstances. ItItisisconsistent
consistentwith
withthe
thepurpose
purposeof
ofthe
the
the
Act,which
whichisistotoensure
ensureeffective
effectiveorganizational
organizationalcommunication,
communication,while
whileaddressing
addressinglegitimate
legitimate
Act,
operational concerns
concerns about
about disruption
disruption in
in the
the work
work place.
place. (Long
(LongBeach
Beachatatp.p.4.)
4.)
operational
UPTE next
next claims
claims that
that Williams'
Williams'conduct
conductinininterfering
interferingwith
withBarton's
Barton'saccess
accessto
tothe
the
UPTE
laboratoryconstitutes
constitutesaaunilateral
unilateralchange
change in
in practice.
practice. To
Toestablish
establish an
an unlawful
unlawfulunilateral
unilateral
laboratory
change, UPTE
UPTE must
must show
showthat
thatthe
theUniversity
Universityimplemented
implementeda achange
changeininan
anestablished
establishedpractice.
practice.
change,
(See e.g., Grant at p. 9.) A practice is one that is unequivocal, clearly acted upon, readily
(See e.g., Grant at p. 9.) A practice is one that is unequivocal, clearly acted upon, readily
ascertainableover
overaareasonable
reasonable period
period of
oftime,
time,and
andaccepted
accepted by
by both
both parties.
parties. (See
(SeeHacienda
HaciendaLa
La
ascertainable
Puente Unified
School District
District(1997)
(1997)PERB
PERBDecision
DecisionNo.
No.1186,
1186,adopting
adoptingproposed
proposed decision
decision
Puente
Unified School
ofadministrative
administrativelaw
lawjudge
judgeatatp.p.13.)
13.)The
The
evidencedoes
doesnot
notestablish
establishthat
thataapractice
practice
of
evidence
permitting UPTE access existed in the laboratory.
permitting UPTE access existed in the laboratory.
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Williamshas
hasnever
neveracquiesced
acquiescedto
toaapractice
practicethat
thatpermitted
permittedBarton
Bartonaccess
accesstotothe
the
Williams
ofdispute.
dispute.
laboratory. InInfact,
fact,Barton's
Barton'spresence
presenceininthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryhas
haslong
longbeen
beenaa matter
matter of
laboratory.
Williamshas
hasconfronted
confrontedher
herininthe
thelaboratory
laboratory
severaloccasions
occasionsand
anddebated
debatedthe
theaccess
access
Williams
onon
several
Anunfair
unfairpractice
practicecharge
chargewas
was filed
filedagainst
against Barton
Bartonthat
thatstemmed
stemmed from
from her
her
question
her. An
question with
with her.
be
presence in
in the
the laboratory,
laboratory,and
andthe
the University
Universityargued
arguedininthat
thatcase
casethat
thataccess
access should
should not
not be
presence
permitted.The
Theinstant
instantcase
caseisisyet
yetanother
anotherexample
example of
ofthe
the University
Universitydisputing
disputingUPTE's
UPTE'saccess
access
permitted.
to the
the laboratory.
laboratory. Plainly,
Plainly,Williams'
Williams'
conduct
this
matter
doesnot
notconstitute
constitutea achange
changeininaa
to
conduct
in in
this
matter
does
settledpractice,
practice, and,
and, moreover,
moreover, her
her conduct
conduct is
is consistent
consistent with
the MOU.
MOU. Therefore,
Therefore,the
the
settled
with the
allegationthat
thatthere
therehas
hasbeen
beenaa unilateral
unilateralchange
changeininthe
theaccess
accesspractice
practiceatatthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryisis
allegation
15

rejected.15
rejected.

Department of
ofPathology
PathologyIncident:
Incident:UPTE
UPTEnext
nextcontends
contendsthat
thatBarton
Bartonwas
wasdenied
deniedaccess
access
Department
of Pathology
Pathology to
to meet
meet with
cytotechnologists. The
Thespecific
specificallegation
allegationininthe
the
to the
the Department
Department of
to
with cytotechnologists.
complaintisisas
asfollows:
follows:"In
"In
aboutAugust
August21,
21,2001,
2001,UPTE
UPTErepresentative
representativeBarton
Bartonentered
enteredaa
complaint
oror
about
laboratorystaffed
staffedby
bycytotechnologists
cytotechnologiststo
todistribute
distributeUPTE
UPTE'Bargaining
'BargainingUpdates'
Updates'totomembers.
members.
laboratory
She was
was told
told to
to 'leave
'leaveimmediately'
immediately'and
andharassed
harassed by
bysupervisor
supervisorRobin
RobinDavis."
Davis."
She
The University,
University,ininresponse,
response,asserts
asserts that
that its
itsconduct
conductininregulating
regulatingaccess
accesstotothe
the
The
laboratorywas
wasreasonable.
reasonable. The
TheUniversity
Universitypoints
pointsout
outthat
thatthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryisisconsidered
consideredaa
laboratory
restrictedarea
area to
to protect
protectthe
the safety
safety of
ofemployees
employees and
and patients
patients by
by avoiding
avoiding contamination
contaminationor
or
restricted
infectionand
andto
to avoid
avoidmixing
mixingtissue
tissuesamples.
samples. Further,
Further, the
the University
Universityreasons
reasons that
that itit is
is entitled
entitled
infection
covering the
the HX
HXUnit
Unitand
andlocal
localpolicy
policytotorestrict
restrictaccess
access to
to the
the facility.
facility.
under the
the MOU
under
MOU covering
Neverthel~ss, the
the University
Universitycontinues,
continues,Barton
Bartonentered
enteredthe
thelaboratory,
laboratory,disrupted
disruptedemployees
employeesand
and
Nevertheless,

15

Giventhe
theabove
above findings
findingsand
andconclusion
conclusionregarding
regardingaccess
access to
to the
thelaboratory,
laboratory,ititisis
15 Given
unnecessary
to
address
the
application
of
the
1998
settlement
agreement
in
UnfairPractice
Practice
unnecessary to address the application of the 1998 settlement agreement in Unfair
Charge
No.
SF-CE-93-H
to
this
issue.
Charge No. SF-CE-93-H to this issue.
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refused to
to leave
leave when
The University
Universitynotes
notesthat
thatseveral
several alternative
alternative
refused
when confronted
confronted by
by Davis.
Davis. The
communications exist
exist at
at the
the laboratory.
laboratory. Rather
Ratherthan
thanharassing
harassing Barton
Bartonon
onAugust
August21,
21,
means of
means
of communications
2001, the
the University
Universityconcludes,
concludes,Davis
Davisoffered
offeredher
herthese
thesealternatives,
alternatives,but
butBarton
Bartonrejected
rejectedthem.
them.
2001,
Likethe
theaccess
access dispute
dispute in
in the
the North
North Core
Core Two
TwoLaboratory,
Laboratory,this
thisdispute
disputeinvolves
involvesaccess
access
Like
to aa laboratory.
Asdiscussed
discussed above
above in
more detail,
detail, the
the MOU
coveringthe
the HX
HXUnit
Unitincludes
includesaa
to
laboratory. As
in more
MOU covering
patientcare
carearea,
area,prohibits
prohibitsunion
unionrepresentatives
representatives from
from
laboratory within
withinthe
thedefinition
definitionofof
laboratory
a apatient
contactingemployees
employeesininsuch
suchareas
areasfor
forunion
unionbusiness,
business,and
andpermits
permitsaccess
accesstotopatient
patientcare
careareas
areas
contacting
onlyas
as necessary
necessary for
for travel
traveltotoand
andfrom
fromunion
unionbusiness.
business.
only
Contrary to
to the
the access
access provisions
set out
the MOU,
Bartonentered
entered the
the cytology
cytology
Contrary
provisions set
out in
in the
MOU, Barton
screening area
area on
on August
August 21,
21, 2001,
2001, to
to meet
meet with
with two
twocytotechnologists
cytotechnologistsand
anddeliver
deliverUPTE
UPTE
screening
materials.She
Sheentered
enteredthe
thelaboratory
laboratoryprecisely
preciselytotocontact
contactemployees
employeesabout
aboutunion
unionbusiness;
business;she
she
materials.
was not
not traveling
travelingtotoororfrom
fromunion
unionbusiness.
business.Davis
Davisconfronted
confronted
her,correctly
correctly
statedthat
thataccess
access
was
her,
stated
tothe
thelaboratory
laboratorywas
wasnot
notpermitted,
permitted,and
andpointed
pointedout
outthat
thataabreak
breakroom
roomwas
was available
availablefor
for
to
meetings. The
Theevidence
evidencealso
alsoestablishes
establishes that
that there
there was
was no
no change
change in
in actual
actual practice.
practice. Barton's
Barton's
meetings.
entryinto
intothe
thelaboratory
laboratoryon
onAugust
August21,
21,2001,
2001,was
wasthe
thefirst
firsttime
timeshe
shedid
didso.
so.
entry
Inthese
these circumstances,
circumstances, II find
find that
that Davis
Davisdid
didnot
notchange
change access
access policy
withrespect
respect to
to
In
policy with
access rights
rights to
to the
the laboratory
laboratoryon
onAugust
August21,
21,2001.
2001.Her
Herresponse
responsetotoBarton's
Barton'spresence
presenceininthe
the
access
laboratory was
was in
in line
line with
withrules
rules already
already contained
contained in
in the
the MOU.
MOU.
laboratory
The MOU
MOUaside,
aside, the
the University
Universityhas
has met
met its
its burden
burden to
to rebut
rebut any
any presumptive
presumptive right
right of
of
The
access Barton
Like the
the work
worksetting
setting in
inthe
the North
NorthCore
Core Two
TwoLaboratory,
Laboratory,
access
Barton had
had to
to the
the laboratory.
laboratory. Like
the work
area in
in this
this situation
situationdoes
does not
not reasonably
reasonably lend
lend itself
itselftotounion
unionmeetings
meetingsand
and
the
work area
unionmaterial
materialbybyoutside
outsideunion
unionrepresentatives.
representatives.Access
Accesstotothe
theareas
areasisis
distributionofofunion
distribution
restricted. Although
Althoughemployees
employeesininthe
thescreening
screeningarea
areaare
are not
not required
required to
to wear
wear protective
protective
restricted.
clothing,employees
employees in
inthe
theaccessioning
accessioning and
and processing
processing areas
areas wear
Employees
clothing,
wear such
such clothing.
clothing. Employees
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thescreening
screeningarea
area work
workininsmall
smallcubicles
cubiclesadjacent
adjacenttotoeach
eachother,
other,and
andthe
thework
workrequires
requires
ininthe
ofcells
cells per
per slide,
slide, they
they must
must identify
identifyatypical
atypical
precision.Employees
Employeesexamine
examinelarge
largenumbers
numbers of
precision.
cellsthrough
throughaamicroscope,
microscope, mark
markthem
themand
and make
make aa preliminary
preliminarydiagnosis
diagnosisbefore
beforeforwarding
forwarding
cells
them to
to aa pathologist.
pathologist. Accuracy
Accuracyand
and time
time therefore
therefore is
is critical,
critical,with
withtimelines
timelinesestablished
establishedtoto
them
examine each
each slide.
Inaddition,
addition,the
thework
workarea
areaisisnot
notan
anexpansive
expansiveone.
one. Given
Giventhe
thesmall
small
examine
slide. In
numberof
ofcytotechnologists
cytotechnologistsand
and the
the closeness
closeness of
difficulttoto
number
of their
their workstations,
workstations, itit is
is not
not difficult
envisionone
onecytotechnologist
cytotechnologistbeing
beingdistracted
distractedby
byaawork
workarea
areameeting
meetingbetween
betweenaa fellow
fellow
envision
cytotechnologistand
andaa union
unionrepresentative.
representative.
cytotechnologist
concluded,therefore,
therefore,that
thatthe
theUniversity
Universityhas
haspresented
presentedsufficient
sufficientevidence
evidenceofofthe
the
ItItisisconcluded,
thework
workplace
placetotorebut
rebutany
anypresumptive
presumptiveright
right
accessBarton
Bartonhad
hadtoto
"operationalrealities"
realities"ofofthe
"operational
of of
access
reachingthis
thisconclusion,
conclusion, II
the laboratory.
laboratory. (See
(See Lawrence
Lawrence Livermore
Livermore Laboratory
Laboratory at
at p.
p. 14.)
14.) InInreaching
the
alternativeaccess
accesstotoemployees
employees through
throughuse
use of
ofthe
the
have considered
considered the
the availability
availabilityofofalternative
have
breakroom and
and bulletin
boards. (See
(See UCLA
UCLAMedical
MedicalCenter
Centeratat p.
p. 15.)
15.) Davis
Davisinformed
informedBarton
Barton
breakroom
bulletin boards.
that aa break
break room
room was
was available
available to
to meet
meet with
with employees.
employees. She
Shealso
also testified
testifiedthat
thate-mail,
e-mail,
that
In fact,
fact, Barton
Barton
mailboxes and
and bulletin
bulletinboards
boards were
were available
available to
to communicate
communicate with
with employees.
employees. In
mailboxes

shehad
hadknown
knownaabreakroom
breakroomwas
wasavailable
availableshe
she would
wouldhave
havenotified
notifiedthe
the
testifiedthat
thatififshe
testified
employees and
and used
used itit for
forthe
themeeting.
meeting. Moreover,
Moreover,employees
employeeshave
havethe
thediscretion
discretiontotodetermine
determine
employees
oftheir
theirbreaks
breaks and
and lunch
lunch periods,
periods, thus
thus facilitating
facilitatingthe
thescheduling
schedulingofofmeetings
meetings ininthe
the
the timing
timing of
the
break room.
room.
break
Accordingly,I Ifind
findthat
thatthe
theUniversity's
University's
regulation
accesstotothe
thelaboratory
laboratoryisis
Accordingly,
regulation
of of
access
reasonable under the circumstances. It is consistent with the purpose of the Act, which is to
reasonable under the circumstances. It is consistent with the purpose of the Act, which is to
ensure effective
effective organizational
organizational communication,
communication, while
whileaddressing
addressing legitimate
legitimateoperational
operational
ensure
concerns about disruption in the work place. (Long Beach at p. 4.)
concerns about disruption in the work place. (Long Beach at p. 4.)
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REMEDY
REMEDY
Pursuant to
to section
section 3563.3,
3563.3, PERB
PERB has
has the
the remedial
authority
Pursuant
remedial authority
to issue
issue aa decision
decision and
and order
an offending
party to
to
....
. . to
order directing
directing an
offending party
cease and
and desist
the unfair
unfairpractice
practiceand
andtototake
takesuch
such
cease
desist from
from the
affirmative
action,
including,
but
not
limited
to,
the
reinstatement
affirmative action, including, but not limited to, the reinstatement
ofemployees
employees with
with or
orwithout
withoutback
backpay,
pay, as
as will
willeffectuate
effectuatethe
the
of
of
this
chapter.
policies
policies of this chapter.
The following
followingconduct
conductby
bythe
theUniversity
Universityhas
hasbeen
been found
found to
to be
be unlawful
unlawfulunder
under HEERA.
HEERA.
The
First, itithas
has been
been found
found that
that the
the University
Universitydenied
denied UPTE
UPTE the
the right
rightofofaccess
access by
by prohibiting
prohibitingall
all
First,
violation
section
3571 (band,
), and,
sameconduct,
conduct,
demonstrations inside
inside Mrak
MrakHall,
Hall,ininviolation
demonstrations
ofof
section
3571(b),
byby
thethe
same
employeestotoparticipate
participateininthe
theactivities
activitiesofofananemployee
employeeorganization,
organization,
interferedwith
withright
rightofofemployees
interfered
violationofof
section3571(a).
3571(a).ByBy
implementing
absoluteban
banononallalldemonstrations
demonstrationsinside
inside
ininviolation
section
implementing
thethe
absolute
MrakHall
Hallwithout
withoutaffording
affordingUPTE
UPTEnotice
noticeand
andan
anopportunity
opportunitytotonegotiate,
negotiate,the
theUniversity
Universityalso
also
Mrak
violated section
section 3571(c).
3571(c). Second,
Second,itithas
has been
been found
found that
that the
the University
Universityunlawfully
unlawfullybanned
banned
violated
Barton from
fromthe
theentire
entireDavis
Daviscampus
campusand
and Medical
MedicalCenter
Centerand
and thereby
thereby prohibited
prohibitedher
herfrom
from
Barton
conducting aa ratification
ratification vote.
vote. By
Bythis
thisconduct,
conduct,the
theUniversity
Universityhas
has interfered
interferedwith
withthe
theright
rightofof
conducting
employees to
to participate
participate in
in the
the activities
activities of
ofan
an employee
employee organization,
organization, in
in violation
violationofofsection
section
employees
section3571(b).
3571(b).
3571(a),and
and denied
denied UPTE
UPTEthe
the right
righttotorepresent
represent employees,
employees, in
in violation
violationofofsection
3571(a),
Third,itithas
has been
been found
found that
that the
the University
interfered with
withthe
the right
rightofofemployees
employees to
to participate
participate
Third,
University interfered
anemployee
employeeorganization
organizationby
bydenying
denyingUPTE
UPTEuse
useofofaacomputer
computerclassroom
classroomtoto
in the
the activities
activitiesofofan
in
conductan
anemployment-related
employment-relatedsurvey,
survey, in
inviolation
violationofofsection
section3571(a).
3571(a).ByBy
the
sameconduct,
conduct,
conduct
the
same
the University
Universitydenied
denied UPTE
UPTEreasonable
reasonable access
access rights
in violation
violationof
of
the
rightstotoan
aninstitutional
institutional facility,
facility, in
section 3571(b).
3571(b). Fourth,
Fourth,it ithas
hasbeen
beenfound
foundthat
thatthe
theUniversity
Universityhas
hasunilaterally
unilaterally
changedaccess
access
section
changed
oftelephones
telephones for
forunion
union
provisions concerning
concerningunscheduled
unscheduled visits
visitsand
andemployee
employee use
use of
provisions
section3571(c).
3571(c).By
Bythe
the
membership recruitment
recruitment at
at the
the Chiles
Chiles Road
in violation
violationofofsection
membership
Road facility,
facility, in
UPTE's right
rightofofaccess,
access, in
in violation
violationofofsection
section
same conduct,
has obstructed
obstructed UPTE's
same
conduct, the
the University
University has
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3571 (b),
(b ), and
and interfered
interfered with
with the
the right
rightof
ofemployees
employees to
to participate
participatein
inthe
theactivities
activitiesofofan
an
3571
section3571(a).
3571(a).
employee organization,
organization, ininviolation
violationofof
employee
section
appropriatetotodirect
directthe
theUniversity
Universitytotocease
ceaseand
and desist
desist from
from such
such activity.
activity. ItItisisalso
also
ItItisisappropriate
appropriate to
to direct
direct the
the University
Universitytotorescind
rescindits
itsabsolute
absoluteprohibition
prohibitionon
ondemonstrations
demonstrationsinside
inside
appropriate
MrakHall.
Hall.It It
unnecessarytotodirect
directthe
theUniversity
Universitytotorescind
rescindits
itsban
banon
onBarton
Barton from
fromthe
the
Mrak
is is
unnecessary
Daviscampus,
campus,as
asitithas
hasalready
alreadyexpired.
expired.
Davis
also appropriate
appropriate that
that the
the University
Universitybe
berequired
required to
to post
post aa notice
notice incorporating
incorporatingthe
the
ItItisisalso
terms of
ofthis
thisorder
orderatatthe
theDavis
Daviscampus
campusand
andMedical
MedicalCenter
Centerwhere
wherenotices
noticestotoemployees
employeesare
are
terms
customarilyposted.
posted. Posting
Postingofofsuch
suchaanotice,
notice,signed
signedby
byan
anauthorized
authorizedagent
agent of
ofthe
the University,
University,
customarily
willinform
inform
employeesthat
thatthe
theUniversity
Universityhas
hasacted
actedininan
anunlawful
unlawfulmanner,
manner,isisbeing
beingrequired
required
will
employees
cease and
and desist
complywith
withthe
theterms
terms of
ofthe
the order.
order. ItIt
totocease
desist from
from such
such activity,
activity, and
and will
will comply
that employees
employees are
are informed
informed of
ofthe
the resolution
resolutionofofthis
this
effectuates the
the purposes
purposes ofHEERA
effectuates
of HEERA that
controversy and
and the
the University's
University'sreadiness
readiness to
to comply
complywith
withthe
theordered
orderedremedy.
remedy. (See
(Seee.g.,
e.g., The
The
controversy
Regents of
ofCalifornia
California(1990)
(1990) PERB
PERB Decision
Decision No.
No. 826-H,
826-H, p.
p. 13.)
13.)
Regents
of the
the University
University of
Allother
otherallegations
allegationsininthe
thecomplaint
complaintare
aredismissed.
dismissed.
All
PROPOSED ORDER
ORDER
PROPOSED
factand
andconclusions
conclusionsofoflaw
lawand
andthe
theentire
entirerecord
record
Based upon
upon the
the foregoing
foregoing findings
findingsofoffact
Based
in this
this matter,
matter, itithas
has been
been found
found that
that the
the Regents
of California
California(University)
(University)
in
Regents of
of the
the University
University of
denyingthe
the
violatedthe
the Higher
HigherEducation
EducationEmployer-Employee
Employer-EmployeeRelations
Relations Act
Act(HEERA)
(HEERA)bybydenying
violated
rightofofaccess
access to
to the
the University
UniversityProfessional
Professionaland
andTechnical
TechnicalEmployees,
Employees, CWA
CWALocal
Local9119,
9119,
right
AFL-CIO(UPTE),
(UPTE),failing
failing
negotiatein in
goodfaith
faith
with
UPTE
about
accessrights,
rights,and
and
AFL-CIO
to to
negotiate
good
with
UPTE
about
access
interferingwith
withthe
theright
rightofof
employeestotoparticipate
participateininactivities
activitiesofof
employeeorganization.
organization.
interfering
employees
ananemployee
By this conduct, the University has violated Government Code section 3571 (a), (b) and (c).
By this conduct, the University has violated Government Code section 3571 (a), (b) and (c).
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Pursuant to
to Government
GovernmentCode
Code section
section 3563.3,
3563.3, ititisishereby
herebyordered
ordered that
that the
the University
University
Pursuant
and its
its representatives
representativesshall:
shall:
and
A.
A.

CEASEAND
ANDDESIST
DESISTFROM:
FROM:
CEASE
11..

DenyingUPTE
UPTEthe
theright
rightofof
accesstotorepresent
representemployees
employeesby
by(a)
(a)
Denying
access

prohibitingall
alldemonstrations
demonstrationsinside
insideMrak
MrakHall;
Hall;(b)
(b)banning
banningrepresentative
representativePilar
PilarBarton
Bartonfrom
from
prohibiting
PilarBarton
Barton from
from
the Davis
c) prohibiting
the
Davis campus
campus and
andMedical
Medical Center
Centerfor
for thirty
thirty (30)
(30) days;
days; ((c)
prohibiting Pilar
conducting aa contract
contract ratification
ratificationvote
voteon
onthe
theDavis
Daviscampus;
campus;(d)
(d)denying
denyingthe
theright
righttotouse
usea a
conducting
computerclassroom
classroom to
to conduct
conduct an
an employment-related
employment-related survey;
survey; (e)
(e) prohibiting
prohibitingunscheduled
unscheduled
computer
byUPTE
UPTErepresentatives
representatives to
and (f)
(f) prohibiting
prohibitingemployee
employee use
use of
of
visits by
visits
to the
the Chiles
Chiles Road
Road facility;
facility; and
Universitytelephones
telephones for
for union
unionmembership
membership recruitment
recruitment at
at the
the Chiles
Chiles Road
Road facility.
facility.
University
2.
2.

Failingtotonegotiate
negotiate with
withUPTE
UPTEby
byunilaterally
unilaterally(a)
(a)implementing
implementingan
an
Failing

absolute ban
(b) prohibiting
prohibitingunscheduled
unscheduledvisits
visitsby
by
absolute
ban on
on all
all demonstrations
demonstrations inside
inside Mrak
Mrak Hall;
Hall; (b)
UPTE representatives
representatives to
and ((c)
c) prohibiting
employee use
use of
UPTE
to the
the Chiles
Chiles Road
Roadfacility;
facility; and
prohibiting employee
of
Universitytelephones
telephonesfor
forunion
unionmembership
membershiprecruitment
recruitmentatatthe
theChiles
ChilesRoad
Roadfacility.
facility.
University
3.
3.

Interferingwith
with
theright
rightofof
employeestotoparticipate
participateininthe
the activities
activities of
of
Interfering
the
employees

anemployee
employee organization
organization by
by (a)
(a) prohibiting
prohibitingall
alldemonstrations
demonstrations inside
inside Mrak
MrakHall;
Hall;(b)
(b)banning
banning
an
UPTErepresentative
representative Pilar
Pilar Barton
Barton from
from the
the Davis
Davis campus
campus and
and Medical
Center for
thirty (30)
(30)
UPTE
Medical Center
for thirty
days; (c)
( c) prohibiting
prohibitingPilar
PilarBarton
Bartonfrom
fromconducting
conductingaacontract
contract ratification
ratificationvote
voteon
onthe
the Davis
Davis
days;
UPTEthe
theright
righttotouse
useaacomputer
computerclassroom
classroomto
toconduct
conductan
anemploymentemploymentcampus; (d)
(d)denying
denyingUPTE
campus;
UPTErepresentatives
representativestotothe
theChiles
ChilesRoad
Road
related survey;
survey; (e)
(e) prohibiting
prohibitingunscheduled
unscheduledvisits
visitsbybyUPTE
related
facility;and
and(f)
(f)prohibiting
prohibitingemployee
employeeuse
useofofUniversity
Universitytelephones
telephonesfor
forunion
unionmembership
membership
facility;
recruitment at
at the
the Chiles
recruitment
Chiles Road
Road facility.
facility.
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B.
B.

TAKETHE
THEFOLLOWING
FOLLOWINGAFFIRMATIVE
AFFIRMATIVEACTONS
ACTONSDESIGNED
DESIGNEDTO
TO
TAKE
EFFECTUATE
THE
POLICIES
OF
THE
ACT:
EFFECTUATE THE POLICIES OF THE ACT:
11.
.

Withinten
ten(10)
(10)workdays
workdaysofofservice
serviceofofaafinal
finaldecision
decisionininthis
thismatter,
matter,
Within

postatatall
allwork
worklocations
locationsatatthe
theDavis
Daviscampus
campusand
andMedical
MedicalCenter
Centerwhere
wherenotices
noticestotoemployees
employees
post
are customarily
customarilyposted,
posted, copies
copies of
ofthe
theNotice
Noticeattached
attached hereto
hereto as
as the
the Appendix.
TheNotice
Noticemust
must
are
Appendix. The
an authorized
willcomply
comply
be signed
signed by
be
by an
authorized agent
agentof
ofthe
theUniversity,
University, indicating
indicating that
that the
the University
University will
withthe
the terms
terms of
ofthe
the Order.
Order. Such
Suchposting
postingshall
shall be
be maintained
maintained for
for aa period
period of
ofthirty
thirty(30)
(30)
with
consecutiveworkdays.
workdays.Reasonable
Reasonablesteps
stepsshall
shallbe
betaken
takentotoensure
ensurethat
thatthe
the Notice
Noticeisisnot
notreduced
reduced
consecutive
size,altered,
altered,defaced
defaced or
orcovered
coveredwith
withany
anyother
othermaterial.
material.
ininsize,
2.
2.

Uponissuance
issuance of
decision, make
make written
notificationofofthe
the
Upon
of aa final
final decision,
written notification

actions taken
taken to
to comply
complywith
withthis
thisorder
ordertotothe
theSan
SanFrancisco
Francisco Regional
Regional Director
Directorofofthe
thePublic
Public
actions
Employment Relations
Relations Board
Board in
in accord
accord with
withthe
the director's
director'sinstructions.
instructions.
Employment
Pursuant to
to California
CaliforniaCode
CodeofofRegulations,
Regulations,title
title8,8,section
section32305,
32305,this
thisProposed
Proposed
Pursuant
Decisionand
and Order
Ordershall
shallbecome
become final
finalunless
unless aa party
party files
filesaastatement
statement of
ofexceptions
exceptions with
withthe
the
Decision
PublicEmployment
EmploymentRelations
RelationsBoard
Board(PERB
(PERB or
orBoard)
Board)itself
itselfwithin
within2020days
daysofofservice
serviceofofthis
this
Public
Decision. The
TheBoard's
Board'saddress
addressis:
is:
Decision.
PublicEmployment
EmploymentRelations
Relations Board
Board
Public
Attention:
Appeals
Assistant
Attention: Appeals Assistant
1031 18th
18th Street
Street
1031
Sacramento, CA
CA 95814-4174
95814-4174
Sacramento,
FAX:
(916)
327-7960
FAX: (916) 327-7960
ofexceptions
exceptions should
shouldidentify
identifyby
by
Inaccordance
accordance with
withPERB
PERBregulations,
regulations,the
thestatement
statement of
In
page citation
citationor
orexhibit
exhibitnumber
numberthe
theportions
portionsof
ofthe
therecord,
record, ififany,
any,relied
reliedupon
uponfor
forsuch
such
page
exceptions. (Cal.
(Cal.Code
CodeRegs.,
Regs., tit.
tit.8,8,sec.
sec. 32300.)
32300.)
exceptions.
documentisisconsidered
considered "filed"
"filed"when
whenactually
actuallyreceived
receivedbefore
beforethe
theclose
closeofofbusiness
business
AAdocument
(5 p.m.)
p.m.) on
on the
the last
last day
day set
set for
filingororwhen
whenmailed
mailedby
bycertified
certifiedororExpress
ExpressUnited
UnitedStates
Statesmail,
mail,
(5
for filing
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as shown
shown on
on the
the postal
postal receipt
receipt or
or postmark,
postmark, or
or delivered
delivered to
to aa common
common carrier
carrier promising
promising
as
overnightdelivery,
delivery,as
as shown
shownon
on the
the carrier's
carrier's receipt,
receipt, not
not later
later than
than the
the last
last day
day set
set for
filing.
overnight
for filing.
(Cal.Code
CodeRegs.,
Regs., tit.
tit.8,8,secs.
secs.32135(a)
32135(a)and
and32130.)
32130.)
(Cal.
documentisis also
also considered
considered "filed"
"filed"when
whenreceived
receivedby
byfacsimile
facsimiletransmission
transmissionbefore
before
AAdocument
business on
together with
with aa Facsimile
Facsimile Transmission
Transmission Cover
Cover
the close
close of
the
of business
on the
the last
lastday
dayfor
for filing
filing together
Sheet
Code of
Regulations, title
title8,8,
Sheet which
which meets
meets the
therequirements
requirementsof
of California
California Code
of Regulations,
section 32135(d),
32135(d), provided
provided the
the filing
filingparty
partyalso
alsoplaces
placesthe
the original,
original,together
togetherwith
withthe
therequired
required
section
number of
ofcopies
copies and
and proof
ofservice,
service, in
in the
the U.S.
U.S. mail.
mail. (Cal.
(Cal.Code
CodeRegs.,
Regs.,tit.
tit.8,8,sec.
sec.32135(b),
32135(b ),
number
proof of
(c)
and (d);
(d); see
see also
also Cal.
Cal. Code
Code Regs.,
Regs., tit.
tit.8,8,secs.
secs. 32090
32090and
and32130.)
32130.)
(c) and
ofexceptions
exceptions and
and supporting
supporting brief
must be
be served
served concurrently
its
Anystatement
statement of
Any
brief must
concurrently with
with its
serviceshall
shallaccompany
accompanyeach
eachcopy
copyserved
served
filingupon
uponeach
each party
partyto
to this
thisproceeding.
proceeding. Proof
Proofofofservice
filing
onaa party
partyor
orfiled
filedwith
withthe
theBoard
Boarditself.
itself.(See
(See
Cal.Code
CodeRegs.,
Regs.,tit.tit.8,8,secs.
secs.32300,
32300,32305,
32305,
on
Cal.
32140, and
and 32135(c).)
32135(c).)
32140,

fMo(

JJ•~ .

FRED D'D'ORA
FRED
ORAZIO Z IOY
Administrative
Law Judge
Administrative
Law Judge
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